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ABSTRACT
NEUTRON STAR ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
STRUCTURE
Hugh O. Thurman III
Old Dominion University, 2004
Director: Dr. Gary E. Copeland
This dissertation investigates the neutron star magnetic field from generation to
radiation production. We have investigated the spontaneous magnetization process
to explain the magnetic field generation. This magnetization is then applied to de
termine the electromagnetic field structure of the neutron star. As an application of
these two calculations, we briefly investigate several radiation mechanisms that are
closely related to stellar magnetic fields.
Neutron star magnetic field generation is studied through the spontaneous mag
netization process. This process was studied in the non-relativistic, ultra-relativistic,
and rigorous relativistic dispersion regimes for the neutrons. Both analytical and
numerical approaches show that a phase transition is present for a density near
and a tem perature near 10®A'. This density is consistent with most neu
tron star models.
Using the magnetized interior, the neutron star electromagnetic field is derived
from the vector potential. The derived magnetic field is more complicated than just
a magnetic dipole which is the most common approximation to the magnetic field.
The electromagnetic field structure is derived under the Goldreich-Julian approach.
Finally this electromagnetic field is applied to three radiation mechanisms in a t
tem pt to understand the high-frequency radiation observed from neutron stars. The
processes studied are curvature radiation, pair production, and synchrotron radia
tion. The curvature radiation is most greatly affected by the electromagnetic field
because the radius of curvature is reduced by a factor 10 when just the quadrapole
term is included. This directly affects the number of photons energetic enough to
undergo pair production. These electron-positron pairs are also more energetic and
the synchrotron radiation spectrum is affected by not only the injection angle but
the magnetic field curvature as well.
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PREFACE
In 1933, Baade and Zwicky [1] introduced at the December American Physical
Society meeting a new term in astrophysics, the supernova. This term referred to
the cataclysmic event associated with the end of a massive star’s evolution. They
also predicted the creation of a new stellar object from such an event, a neutron star.
They proposed th at this new stable stellar object would be composed completely
of neutrons. This announcement followed Chadwick’s discovery of the neutron one
year earlier in 1932. Baade and Zwicky were not the only ones to discuss a stellar
object being composed of stable neutron m atter. In 1932, Landau published a paper
discussing the possibilities of stable neutron cores in massive stars [2]. He, however,
did not predict a separate stable object. This announcement marked the beginning
of a new area of physics research that is still active today.
Neutron star research continued in 1939 with Oppenheimer and Volkoff’s equa
tion of state for a neutron star [3]. Their equation of state incorporated general
relativity and is considered still today one of the best models because of its ability to
predict physical properties. As promising as their equation of state was, it also shed
light on how difficult detection of these objects would be. Their predicted size was
roughly 10 kilometers in radius with a surface tem perature roughly a million degrees
Kelvin. So even though the neutron star is extremely hot, it would be difficult to
detect due to its low luminosity given its surface area and the fact that its maximum
intensity wavelength output would be in the x-ray regime. So it appeared that these
objects would be very difficult to detect.
As the search for neutron stars continued, the advancement of x-ray astronomy
grew as well. In 1962, Giaconni discovered the first x-ray source [4]. This discovery
sparked a new interest in neutron stars because x-ray sources could now be detected.
This excitement later faded when the x-ray source was determined to be a quasar.
Quasars are considered quasi-stellar objects and maybe some of the most distant
objects in our universe. They are useful in determining distances and the age of the
universe. They, however, did not help in the discovery of neutron stars. Again it
seemed these objects would never be detected.
As the search for neutron stars continued, the next discovery was confusing at
first, but, eventually a new theory was able to describe the observations. In 1967,

VI
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Anthony Hewish and his graduate student, Jocelyn Bell, started their work on mea
suring the cosmic background radiation using the Cambridge radio telescope [5]. As
they collected data. Bell noticed a strong, regular pulse was continually present in
one section of the sky. After eliminating all terrestrial sources, Hewish determined
th at the source must be extra-terrestrial. Thinking that the radio signals were from
another intelligent life source, he called them LGM’s (Little Green Men).
Hewish would later discover that the objects were stellar in nature and therefore
could not be signals from an extra-terrestrial civilization. Due to the objects regular
pulsing nature, these objects were considered to be pulsating stars. The name was
shortened to pulsars. In 1968, Gold proposed th at pulsars could be described as
rotating magnetic neutron stars [6]. By looking at the radio spectra, the rotation
rates were determined. Using the Oppenheimer-Volkoff predicted radius and mass,
Gold determined th at only neutron stars would able to withstand these rotational
rates. He determined th at white dwarf stars would disintegrate if they were rotating
at these high rotational periods.
W ith the discovery of these new objects called pulsars, neutron stars were finally
detected using radio astronomy. This propelled a new era of neutron star research
which is still strong even after 35 years of work.

Many questions are left to be

answered about these strange stellar objects. This area of physics has been so pro
ductive th at it has produced two Nobel Prizes in Physics. In 1974, Anthony Hewish
won the Nobel Prize for his discovery of pulsars. In 1986, J.H. Taylor and J.M.
Weisberg won the Nobel Prize for their work with binary pulsar systems and the
verification of Einstein’s theory of general relativity [7]. Taylor and Weisberg were
able to deduce the mass of each pulsar using Einstein’s theory and the regular timing
of the pulsar pulses. The masses they calculated were near the Ghandrasekar limit
of 1.4 solar masses [8].

V I1
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
It appears th at the radical element responsible for the continuing
thread of cosmic unrest is the magnetic field. E.N. Parker C osm ic M ag
n etic Fields
^

Certain properties of m atter cannot be studied in the laboratory environ

ment because they exceed normal states of m atter found here on Earth. One example
of this is nuclear m atter at high density and temperature. Because there is limited
laboratory experimental d ata available, theoretical analysis and observation of celes
tial objects called neutron stars are necessary to understand such features of nuclear
m atter. In this dissertation we will examine the magnetic properties of nuclear m at
ter under the high densities and tem peratures found inside neutron stars. Our goal
is show th at neutron magnetization is a possible magnetic field generation mecha
nism for neutron stars. This work is extended into deriving the external neutron star
electromagnetic field due to its internal magnetization. Lastly, we examine several
radiation mechanisms involved in the high-energy radiation observed in pulsar spec
tra. All of these concepts taken together begin to create a foundation for a consistent
pulsar model to describe observed spectra in any wavelength range.
I .l

N E U T R O N ST A R O R IG IN
Combining the idea of Baade and Zwicky [l]with Gold [6], pulsars can be defined

as rotating magnetic neutron stars created by a supernova. One of the best examples
of this is the Crab nebula pulsar. This supernova was seen in 1054 and recorded by
Chinese astronomers. It is considered one of the clearest examples of the more than
2000 currently known neutron stars, each created by a supernova process. Currently,
supernova 1987A is being observed to see the emergence of a pulsar. Understanding
neutron stars requires some knowledge of how they are created.
Bethe and Fowler discussed in depth how stars evolve by progressing through a
series of fusion cycles[9],[10]. These fusion cycles include hydrogen, helium, carbonnitrogen-oxygen, and silicon burning phases. As a star progresses through fusing its
^This dissertation follows the style of The Physical Review.
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lighter elements and producing heavier elements, its ability to generate the heavier
elements requires a certain gravitational pressure or total stellar mass. Therefore,
the most massive stars will progress through all of the fusion cycles ending with
iron in their cores while less massive stars may stop their evolution at the helium or
carbon-nitrogen-oxygen burning phase.
Supernova precursor stars are considered to be massive stars. As they continue
their stellar evolution and generate iron in their core, the battle for stellar stability
between gravitational and radiation pressure begins to be won by the gravitational
pressure. The radiation pressure is diminished due to the lack of fusible material.
Iron is not energetically favorable for fusion because its binding energy per nucleon
is the highest for any element known. It would therefore require more energy to fuse
iron than would be gained. This reduction of radiation pressure is the beginning of
the end for a supernova star’s life. As the gravitational pressure increases unimpeded
by radiation pressure, the supernova explosion is triggered.
As far as actually describing what happens during a supernova explosion, physi
cists are still working on the problem. They have introduced several theories and
tested them. Early theories proposed a shockwave was initiated as the inner stellar
layers began to collapse inward. This shockwave supposedly ejected the outer layers
and created the supernova explosion. Any stellar object created after the supernova
explosion was generated by the rarefaction wave propagating in the opposite direction
of the shockwave. Recent computer models have found otherwise. The shockwave
stalls within a 1 second. The re-initiation of this shockwave may be caused by ther
mal fluctuations in the core causing violent turbulence or by neutrinos trapped in
the stellar core. Whatever the mechanism, the shockwave then propagates outward
expelling all the outer layers of the sta r[11].
The supernova remnant generated is typically known as a compact object in as
trophysics. Compact objects include white dwarf stars, neutron stars, and black
holes. These three objects are all considered ’dead’ stars because they are no longer
undergoing the fusion process to generate heat or light. However, white dwarf and
neutron stars are visible due to their high surface tem peratures and radiation mech
anisms in their atmospheres.
In considering neutron star birth, it is im portant to understand th at there are
at least two possible methods to create a neutron star. The most accepted scenario
is from the explosion of a Type II supernova. A Type II supernova is so classified
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because its mass exceeds roughly 5 solar masses. These supernovae can also generate
black holes if their mass exceeds roughly 10 solar masses. Another theory for neu
tron star creation is that a white dwarf star in an accretion disk can accrete enough
m atter to facilitate a gravitational collapse inducing the neutronization of its interior
producing a Type I supernova.
1.2

N E U T R O N ST A R E V O L U T IO N
All stars evolve and this includes neutron stars. Neutron stars do not evolve in

the typical manner of a main sequence star because they are not powered by the fu
sion process. However, neutron stars do undergo thermal, rotational, and magnetic
field evolution. The time scale for these evolutionary processes is rapid compared
to those involving main sequence stars[12]. Although, the time scale is quick on an
astrophysical scale (millions of years instead of billions of years) it is still observable
and is a field of current research.
Before we begin the discussion of the evolutionary processes above, we will dis
cuss a basic model for a neutron star and give a few values for observable quantities.
The simplest model of a neutron star is a celestial body composed completely of neu
trons. While this a good zeroth order approximation, a real model of a neutron star
probably has a stratified interior. There are roughly four regions to this model [13].
Referring to Figure 1, there is the crust layer which is roughly 1 kilometer thick
and is composed mainly of iron. This iron is actually deposited onto the neutron
star surface following the supernova explosion. The layer just below the crust is a
plasma. This plasma is composed of neutrons, protons, and electrons. The density
is less than neutron drip density therefore the neutrons can decay into protons and
electrons. Neutron drip is defined as the density where neutrons begin to ’drip’ out
of neutron rich nuclei. This density is roughly 4 x 10^^^^ [13|. The neutron rich
nuclei responsible for this are the iron and nickel created in the supernova star. The
neutrons in this region are believed to be in a superfluid state. The protons are
considered to be in a superconducting state. The electrons are believed to be in a
relativistic gas state. The next layer is considered a neutron fluid region. Here the
density exceeds the neutron drip and is on the order of nuclear density. There is
much debate on the state of the neutrons in this region. There are two possibilities:
superfluid and normal fluid. The last internal region is the core and its structure
is unknown. There are many theories including neutron lattice, pion condensate,
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quark fluid, and many others[13]. All of these issues are related to the neutron star
equation of state which is determined by how the neutrons interact.
All of the above speculation is based on the observable pulsar properties. Some
of these properties are listed in Table I along with the sun and a magnetized white
dwarf for comparison. This is done so that the extreme environment of a pulsar is
made evident to the reader. Clearly the most glaring differences appear in the last
three physical properties. The pulsar surface tem perature is at least three orders of
magnitude higher than the sun’s. The rotational period is roughly six orders of mag
nitude lower. The most interesting feature is the surface magnetic field being eleven
orders of magnitude higher. It will be one of our goals to describe how these large
magnetic fields are generated by these amazingly charge neutral celestial objects.
For further study, the values shown in Table II are for several pulsars. The table
includes the pulsar name given in the Julian format of right ascension-declination
position in the sky, the observed period (P), and the observed change of period in
time (F). The logarithm of the magnetic field shown in the table is calculated from
the two previous values using the idea that the magnetic dipole energy loss is equal
to the rotational energy loss [14],[15].
F = 3.2

X

10^'^(FF)5

(1)

The surface tem perature of these pulsars was not given at the above references but
it can be deduced from the observed total luminosity and the theoretical neutron
star radius. However, the total luminosity was not given. The tables listed several
luminosity flux readings at three distinct radio frequencies. There is also the issue
of what exactly is the neutron star radius. It is known to an order of magnitude.
These values clearly show only a select portion of the over 2000 known pulsar sources
in the millisecond period range. The rate of period change can be either positive or
negative which means th at the pulsar can have an increasing or decreasing period.
Since most observed pulsars are thought to be quite old, the temperature, mag
netic field and rotational properties listed above have evolved from their initial values.
This evolution is quite im portant and will be discussed further. The life cycle of a
neutron star can be described by its thermal, rotational, and magnetic field evolution.
These three quantities are all connected to each other through the observed pulsar
radiation. Because we are interested in the neutron star magnetic field generation,
it is im portant to understand the neutron star internal thermal evolution to assist in
setting the boundary values in our calculations of the neutron magnetization. The
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6

neutron star rotational evolution has direct application in the neutron star electro
magnetic field structure and the resulting radiation mechanisms. Here we will give
brief reviews of the thermal, rotational, and magnetic field evolutions. Our major
purpose is to justify our values used for neutron star internal tem peratures in the
magnetization calculations and to propose another magnetic field generation theory
by examining the existing flux conservation theory.
1.2,1

T herm al E volu tion

The thermal evolution of a neutron star is complicated and requires an equation
of state describing the nucleonic m atter inside the neutron star. The neutron star
equation of state is currently under investigation. One of the best theoretical models
is still the Volkoff-Oppenheimer model [3]. Some of the newer models have investi
gated the neutron star core and they have proposed such ideas as neutron lattices,
quark liquid, and hyperon liquids. The equation of state describes the state of m atter
and how the heat will be transported from the interior to the crust.
When a neutron star is born, its internal tem perature can easily exceed 10^^ A'
[16]. The neutron star cools rapidly to a tem perature near 10^ K in about one day
[17]. The process by which the neutron star cools this rapidly has not been studied
very deeply. The cooling process is better understood from lO^A' to 10®A' which is
its theorized final equilibrium tem perature.[16],[17],[12]
The mechanisms which facilitate this cooling process include neutrino emission,
photon emission, and electrical conductivity. Included in the neutrino emission mech
anisms are the modified URCA process, neutron pair bremsstrahlung, and neutrino
pair bremsstrahlung. These processes occur in the inner regions of the neutron star
where the star density is at or above the neutron drip density and is mainly composed
of neutrons[12],[17]. The photon emission and electrical conductivity are outer layer
thermal emission mechanisms. They occur in the areas of the neutron star where
the density has fallen below the neutron drip value. Here the neutrons have a large
enough mean free path large enough to facilitate neutron decay.

1.2.2

R o ta tio n a l E volu tion

Neutron stars are subdivided between rotationally powered pulsars and accreting
x-ray pulsars. These pulsars have different rotational evolution processes but they
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share the fact their initial rotational period is unknown. The pulsar rotational evo
lution is more clearly evident than the thermal evolution. As pulsar radio signals are
recorded, the pulsar period clearly decreases or increases at a very slow rate as seen
in Table II. The other clear example is a pulsar glitch (P) which only a few have
been measured. They are believed to be caused by a sudden redistribution of m atter
in the star. This rotational evolution is due to internal and external torques. The
internal torques include friction, dissipation, and magnetic field effects. The external
torques include radiative losses, magnetic field and tidal effects.
The internal torques are probably the hardest to determine due to the lack of
knowledge of the equation of state, ffowever, one observational probe of the inter
nal structure may be the pulsar glitch. A pulsar glitch is a sudden change in the
rotational period after which the pulsar rotational period gradually resumes its orig
inal increasing/decreasing behavior as seen in Table III[17]. The values listed in the
table are as follows: AOo/f^o is the change in rotational period during the glitch
divided by the rotational period; (5(X100) is related to the moment of inertia change
during the glitch; and r(d ) is the relaxation time required for the pulsar to reach
is original rate of change. Specifically, Q is defined to be the healing parameter. It
describes how long it takes the angular velocity to relax back to its extrapolated
value. Mathematically it is defined as follows:

Glitches are identified with a magnetic field internal torque. The internal torque
mechanism is called vortex pinning. Assuming the neutrons are in a superfluid state
and the magnetic field penetrates the crust to reach the interior, the magnetic field
will couple to vortices created on the neutron superfluid surface. As the interior
rotates, these field lines rotate and twist. These field lines will eventually uncouple
from the neutron superfluid vortices[17]. This means the interior fluid is rotating
independently of the outer crust. This may very well be the cause of the pulsar
glitch.
The external torques are clearly observational based. For the accreting x-ray pul
sar, the main torque is due to mass increase. This increases the moment of inertia
which through conservation of angular momentum leads to an increase of the pulsar’s
rotational period. For rotationally powered pulsars, the main torque is believed to
be radiative losses in the form of mass ejection due to processes such as thermionic
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emission. This decrease in mass has the reverse effect of the accreting x-ray pulsar.
An im portant feature for both external torques is the magnetic field interaction.

1.2.3

M agn etic Field E volution

The first pulsar magnetic field model can be attributed to Woltjer in 1964 [21]
and shortly after Pacini in 1968 [22]. They both suggested a magnetic dipole field
which is generated through the magnetic field flux conservation. This magnetic field
generation theory is known as the fossil field theory because the new stellar object’s
magnetic field is a remnant of its precursor.
The flux conservation argument is based on the idea from general physics that
magnetic field lines cannot be destroyed. Flux conservation is applied because the
stellar m atter electrical conductivity effectively becomes infinite during the super
nova. This increases the Ohmic diffusion time scale to be larger than the gravita
tional collapse time; therefore, any particle penetrated by a magnetic field line is
’frozen’ to th at field line] 12]. This also explains how the magnetic field becomes
connected to the pulsar surface due to the particle-magnetic field coupling. A simple
calculation of the surface magnetic field strength using the flux conservation theory
shows why the theory is so widely accepted.

BiAi = B f A f
B, = F .( A ,
4 ^ = 10'°
Bi ~ lO^G
Bf ~

(3)

This calculation makes use of the typical pulsar radius and a main sequence star
radius to obtain the area ratio. See Table I. The major area of controversy sur
rounding this theory is focused mainly on the magnetic field value for the supernova
star. Looking at Table I, our star has a magnetic field of 1 G. Clearly more work in
determining the magnetic field values for supernova progenitor stars such as super
giants. Most super-giants have magnetic field values on the order of 100 mG - 10 G
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[23] or 10 G - 100 G [24], With this reduction of a factor of an order of magnitude,
the flux conservation theory predicts a smaller than observed pulsar magnetic field
value as seen in Table II. Therefore, the magnetic field may be generated through
another mechanism.
In regards to pulsar magnetic field evolution, there has been debate due to the
inability of directly measuring the magnetic field. The magnetic field is currently
deduced as mentioned above through the neutron star period and its rate of change
or by examining spectra, specifically several cyclotron lines in the x-ray spectra. De
pending on the wavelength detected, there are certain magnetic field strengths and
configurations required by radiation theory to produce those spectral lines. Since
there has been no direct measurement of the pulsar magnetic field using the Zeeman
effect, its evolution is uncertain. There are however two ideas.
The two magnetic field evolution ideas are magnetic field decay and rotational
alignment [12]. These two ideas are based on explaining why the pulsar would disap
pear from sight. In the rotational alignment theory, there is no magnetic field decay
but the pulsar magnetic and rotation gixes become aligned. This alignment would no
longer have the magnetic field axis sweeping our line of sight and the pulsar would
’turn off’. The magnetic field decay assumes an exponential decay due to the equiva
lence seen from models of crustal decay and magnetic torque decay. Again these two
ideas are still debatable due to the lack of direct information regarding the pulsar
magnetic field.

1,3

PU L SA R M AG NETO SPH ERE
Since their discovery in 1967[5], pulsars have been a major focus of study in astro

physics. By measuring rotational periods, slow down rates, and spectra, physicists
have been able to describe the physical pulsar conditions. One example, the magnetic
induction field near a pulsar surface can be estim ated by equating the time derivative
of the rotational kinetic energy to the time derivative of the braking torque from the
magnetic field. Precise measurements of binary pulsar system orbits by Taylor helped
to verify the theory of general relativity and other gravitational theories[7]. Pulsar
environmental conditions can not all be reproduced in a laboratory because of their
extreme values. These celestial bodies have become the laboratories to test theories
such as general relativistic effects, quantum electrodynamics, nuclear interactions.
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and atomic interactions in the magnetosphere of the pulsar.

1.3.1

Standard M od el

In 1969, Goldreich and Julian[26] proposed a model to describe the electrodynamic
processes in the pulsar magnetosphere. This model has become known as the “stan
dard model” and here is a brief overview. First, they assume the magnetic dipole
moment of the pulsar to be aligned with its rotation axis. The torque of the mag
netic field lengthens the rotation period due to the concept of magnetic field braking.
The loss of rotational kinetic energy is thought to be transported to particles in the
boundary zone by the electromagnetic field. Although the standard model makes no
attem pt to predict the radiation process of pulsars, it does discuss im portant fea
tures such as the structure and strength of the electromagnetic field, the number of
particles being em itted into the atmosphere and their relative energies. All of these
features combined give a good zeroth order description of the magnetosphere of a
pulsar.
To begin to describe the magnetosphere of a pulsar, it is necessary to prove that
one exists. This can be done by assuming the pulsar is surrounded by a vacuum.
Assume th at the neutron star is a rotating magnetic dipole. The neutron star will
generate an electric field according to Faraday’s Law of Induction. Assuming that
the pulsar can be approximated as a perfect conductor, this means the total electric
field inside the conductor must be zero due to Gauss’ Law. There must an extra
electric field inside to balance the electric field created by the magnetic dipole field
that is continuous at the surface. The electric field is given by:

c

X 1^ - 0

(4)

where il is the rotation rate (assumed to be constant) and points in the z-direction.
Using this equation in combination with the assumed magnetic dipole field, the inter
nal electric field can be found. Substituting this electric field into Laplace’s equation
and integrating produces the internal electric potential which must be continuous
across the neutron star surface. The general solution to Laplace’s equation in spher
ical coordinates with azimuthal symmetry is seen below:
=

0
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$ = ^ (v 4 /r' + Bir-^^^'^^)Pi{cose)
I
A i ^ - Q r > Rr,.s.

(5)

The Ai coefficients are set to zero because at large values of r they will go to infinity.
Equating the internal and external electric potentials evaluated at the neutron star
surface(r—

produces the following external electric potential (r > Rn.s.):

where P2 {cosO) is the 1=2 Legendre polynomial and varies like cos^{9) and Bo is the
surface magnetic field. From this potential the electric field outside the pulsar can
be found by taking the gradient. Using the electric field from this potential, it can
be shown that outside the pulsar cmtside • ^
electric field from above ^inside ■

^ 0 while inside the pulsar with the

= 0 This doesn’t prove to be a problem but if

this is true the quantity cannot change with a discontinuity. Therefore, in the outer
layers of the pulsars the quantity

must slowly change to zero. If this is true,

the force from the electric field is greater than the gravitational force and particles
will be ejected into the atmosphere of the pulsar. [26] This simple argument shows
th at there must be charged particles in the magnetosphere of a pulsar.
We examine the structure of the magnetosphere and see how electromagnetic
fields and particles behave there. In the standard model, there are three main re
gions: the near zone, the wind zone, and the boundary zone as shown in Figure 2.
These zones are differentiated by distance from the pulsar surface, strength of fields
and the structure of their field lines.
The near zone is contained within the light cylinder. The light cylinder is de
scribed mathematically by the following two equations: rsin{9) =

= ± ^ . This

cylinder encompasses the pulsar and is useful in distinguishing where certain pro
cesses occur. In this region Goldreich and Julian assume electric and magnetic fields
are those that are generated by the currents on the surface of the pulsar. The electric
potential on the surface of the neutron star is higher near the equator than the poles
due to its cos^{9) dependence and this means that protons escape from the equator
while electrons escape from the poles of the surface of the pulsar. The magnetic field
in this region is mainly poloidial and the field lines are equipotential lines. Because
of this fact, particles th at leave the surface of the pulsar travel along the magnetic
field lines. There are two types of field lines for the particles to travel along, closed
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and open. Closed field lines are those that reconnect to the surface of the pulsar.
Particles that travel along these lines co-rotate with the pulsar and these particles
define the co-rotating magnetosphere of the pulsar. Open field lines are those which
penetrate the light cylinder. Particles travelling along these lines escape from the
near zone into the wind and boundary zone.
The wind zone connects the near and boundary zones. The magnetic field in
the wind zone is determined by the particles that have escaped along the open field
lines from the near zone. In the wind zone, the magnetic field lines begin to become
bent backward because of a toroidial component. The farther away from the surface
of the pulsar and near the edge of the wind zone the magnetic field becomes more
radial. The velocities of particles in this region approach the speed of light. In this
region, the particles begin to cross the magnetic field lines. This gives the particles
an acceleration from the Lorentz force and thereby increases their velocity.
The boundary zone comprises a majority of the outer radius of the supernova
cavity. Outside this region, the electric and magnetic fields become nearly zero be
cause the interstellar medium is a good conductor and the weakness of the interstellar
magnetic field. In this region, particles receive most of their acceleration. This ac
celeration is transm itted from the energy carried by the electromagnetic fields from
the near and wind zones.

1.3.2

Sturrock M odel

In 1971, P.A. Sturrock[27] proposed a model based on the standard model to
explain the radio emission of the Crab nebula pulsar. The basic idea of Sturrock’s
model is similar to the standard model except there are a few conditions th at needed
to be modified in order to produce signals similar to those observed. In Sturrock’s
model, the magnetic dipole moment is not aligned with the rotational axis. Sturrock's model also allows the flow of charge to be oscillatory. It was considered in the
“standard model” that the flow of charge was static. The explanation for the charge
to be oscillatory is connected to the radiation processes that occur. As the electrons
leave the pulsar surface, they are accelerated due to an electric field and emit gamma
ray photons through the curvature radiation process. These gamma rays decay into
electron-positron pairs. Since the electrons are accelerated away from the surface,
the positrons created must be accelerated back to the surface. If the charge flow
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was static eventually the number of positrons accelerated back to the surface would
reverse the sign of the electric field and therefore cut off the flow of primary electrons
into the pulsar atmosphere. If the flow is oscillatory, this problem is corrected because
the electron-positron pairs are created behind a ‘sheet’ of charge and the positrons
can be accelerated back without disturbing the flow of primary electrons. The major
difference however between Sturrock’s model and the standard model is the region in
the magnetosphere particles receive most of their acceleration. In Sturrock’s model,
the particles receive most of their acceleration near the pulsar surface in the near
zone. Im portant emission mechanisms such as curvature radiation, photon splitting,
pair production, synchrotron radiation, and inverse Compton scattering are made
possible. The two mechanisms of pair production and synchrotron radiation are im
portant in predicting the radio frequency component of the pulsar spectrum. The
other mechanisms are useful in describing higher frequencies seen in pulsar signals.
Sturrock’s model was the first to attem pt and explain the radiation seen coming from
a pulsar.

1.3.3

R u derm an-Sutherland M odel

In 1975, Ruderman and Sutherland[28] extended the model of Sturrock to attem pt
to better understand the coherent microwave radiation from the Crab nebula pulsar.
Their model was called the polar gap model. Sturrock’s model predicted pair pro
duction from the curvature radiation photons. However in 1974, Michel[29] showed
that the potential difference of Sturrock’s model was too low for the electrons to
be accelerated and release curvature radiation photons th at would be able to cre
ate electron-positron pairs. Ruderman and Sutherland proposed the idea of ‘gaps’
forming in the magnetosphere where the field lines are broken. These ‘gaps’ have
huge potential differences between the magnetosphere and the surface, which cause
them to ‘break-down’ and produce electron-positron ‘sparking’. The electrons cre
ated in the ‘sparking’ are accelerated back toward the surface of the pulsar while the
positrons are accelerated toward the light cylinder. Because of the huge potential
difference, the positrons are accelerated to ultra-relativistic speeds and undergo cur
vature radiation as they travel along the magnetic held lines. The curvature radiation
is peaked in the gamma ray frequency and these gamma rays are high enough energy
to produce electron-positron pairs from the vacuum. These secondary particles are
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believed to bunch in such a way to produce the coherent microwave radiation. The
Ruderman-Sutherland model predicted the microwave frequency component of the
pulsar signal quite well as well as other properties of the signal such as pulse drift
and polarization.

1.4

D ISSE R T A T IO N O V ER V IE W
Our goals in this dissertation are to show th at neutron magnetization can gener

ate magnetic field strengths comparable to those observed for pulsars. Through both
analytical and numerical techniques we have obtained magnetic field strengths on the
order of

from the neutron magnetization techniques. Using this magnetized

interior, the pulsar electromagnetic field structure will be derived for both the pulsar
interior and the region just above the neutron star surface. We have derived an elec
tromagnetic field structure th at preserves the magnetic dipole field but introduces
higher order multipole terms th at may assist in describing observed pulsar spectra.
Lastly, we will apply our external electromagnetic field to explain how high-energy
radiation may be generated near the pulsar surface by examining several radiation
mechanisms. One of the most im portant radiation mechanisms, curvature radiation
was found to have a definite impact through the inclusion of higher order magnetic
field terms. This may help explain the cascade process used to explain pulsar spectra.
All of this work combined sets us in motion to generate a completely consistent model
for pulsar spectra by describing how the magnetic field is generated, its structure,
and lastly what radiation mechanisms are supported and their intensity.
In Chapter 2, we will give an overview of several ideas in the field of magnetism.
We will discuss the different classifications of magnetic materials as seen from the
electronic point of view. In this discussion, ferromagnetic materials will be intro
duced. Ferromagnetism is described by spontaneous magnetization. We will discuss
the simple 1-D Ising model from the mean field theory approach as well as from the
identical particle wave function theory applied to calculating the Helmholtz free en
ergy. These two methods clearly describe the spontaneous magnetization phase tran
sition for electrons. Drawing on many similarities between electrons and neutrons,
spontaneous magnetization is investigated for neutrons. Here we give a thorough
review of history of the calculations performed and their predictions. These will be
compared to our results along with actual magnetic moment data for pulsars.
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In Chapter 3, we will investigate the magnetization of m atter. Our discussion will
begin with a brief introduction to the classical case of electron spontaneous magne
tization. The self-consistent theory for the magnetization describes how m atter may
be permanently magnetized. We will apply some of these same concepts to neu
tron m atter. We will give an overview of several techniques applied to the neutron
magnetization phenomenon and their results. We will attem pt to show analytically
using an interacting Landau liquid description of the neutron m atter th at neutron
magnetization is possible in the T —>■0 limit of the neutron star. These analytical
solution will encompass all of the dispersion relations in attem pt to show how the
neutron star magnetic field evolves as the neutrons become more degenerate. We
will also provide results for the same calculations using a numerical technique which
eliminates the T ^

0 limit for the analytical solution. Here we will see how the

magnetic field is connected to the thermal evolution of the neutron star. A complete
description of the analytical and numerical techniques applied to solving this problem
are given in an appendix. In another appendix, a brief overview of previous results
related to our analytical solutions are given as the prelude to our work. It should be
noted th at all calculations performed in this chapter will be stated in the CGS unit
system. This means th at the centimeter-gram-second unit system. In terms of mag
netism, the magnetic fields will be quoted in Gauss and densities will be quoted as
either gram per cubic centimeter for mass density and number per cubic centimeter
for number density. Using this unit system makes the calculations much easier to
perform analytically.
In Chapter 4, we will use the magnetized interior found in the previous chapter to
generate the pulsar electromagnetic field. This calculation is done by making use of
the approximation th at the neutron star is a rotating sphere. By using the Green’s
function expansion technique, the external magnetic field is found to be quite more
complicated than the simple dipole field usually used in most models. We verify that
in the region just above the neutron star the electric and magnetic fields are not
perpendicular whereas just below the surface they are. This condition is necessary
for a magnetosphere to be generated around the pulsar.
In Chapter 5, we will review the inner and outer gap models for pulsar spectra.
We will focus on the radiation mechanisms used in the inner gap model including
curvature radiation, pair production, and synchrotron radiation. A brief discussion
of what each mechanism is and how it is calculated will be given. We will show that
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the cascade predicted to generate the intense radiation for the inner gap model can
be supported by our electromagnetic field.
In Chapter 6, we will briefly discuss all of the results and how they apply to the
description of a neutron star, its spectra, and its evolution. We will also give a few
areas where we think further research will provide im portant results.
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TABLE II: Pulsar Rotational Data Table
J-Name

Period (s)

Period-Dot (10 ^'^s/s)

log B (G)

J0729-I448
J 1002-5559
J 1305-6203
J I 355-6206
JI435-6I00
JI632-48I8
J I 144-6146
JI8 0 I-2 II4

.25165
.77750
.42776
.276603
.0093479
.8134528
.9877831
.43811315

113.2879
1.57
32.14
.0031
2.45 X 10-^
650.425
-.04
-.027

12.7
12.0
12.6
10.5
8.7
13.4
II.3
II.O

TABLE III: Pulsar Glitch Data
Date

Pulsar

Reference

Afio/f^o

Q (XIQO)

r(d)

3/69
9/69
9/77

Vela
Crab
1641-45

[18]
[19]
[20]

2.34 X I0-®
~ 10^^
1.9 X 10-^

3.4 ± I.O
93
?

75 ± 20
~ 4.1
31000
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CHAPTER II
MAGNETISM
II. 1

IN T R O D U C T IO N

The electron magnetic properties of m atter are separated into two categories:
magnetic and non-magnetic. The magnetic category encompasses ferromagnetic and
ferrimagnetic materials. The non-magnetic category encompasses diamagnetic, para
magnetic, and anti-ferromagnetic materials. These magnetic properties of materials
are defined on how the material behaves when placed in an external magnetic field.
Specifically, the magnetism of a material is due to the electron orbital and spin an
gular momentum and electron-electron interactions.
The non-magnetic materials are not necessarily completely non-magnetic but are
called ’weakly’ magnetic for the following reasons. Diamagnetic materials are clas
sified as being composed of atoms whose net electron magnetic moment is zero.
This is due to the electron orbitals in the atom being filled. However, when these
materials are placed in an external magnetic field, a net negative magnetization is
induced and increases with increasing external magnetic field strength. It must be
noted th at when the external field is returned to the null value the magnetization of
the diamagnetic material disappears. Paramagnetic materials are classified as being
composed of some atoms that possess a net electron magnetic moment. This is due
to the electron orbitals only being partially filled. Even though the individual atoms
have a net magnetic moment they do not interact to induce a net magnetization in
the material. Just as in the diamagnetic case, when the material is placed in an
external magnetic field, a net magnetization is induced that increases positively as
the external field is increased. Accordingly, the magnetization returns to zero when
the external magnetic field is reduced to zero. The two examples above, diamag
netism and paramagnetism, only consider one element composing the material. The
next case requires the material to be composed of two elements. Anti-ferromagnetic
materials are classified as being composed of two separate sublattices whose elec
tron magTietic moments are equal but opposite;therefore, the net electron magnetic
moment is zero. These materials, however, behave similarly to diamagnetic and para
magnetic materials when placed in an external magnetic field.
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The materials classified as magnetic are more relevant to this dissertation. Fer
romagnetic materials are defined as being composed of atoms whose electrons have
an interaction potential which tends to align the magnetic moments even when the
external magnetic field is absent. These materials have a net magnetization which
is due to a phase transition called spontaneous magnetization. This phase transi
tion is highly tem perature dependent in common metals. If the material is raised
above a certain tem perature, which is defined as the Curie tem perature, the material
will lose its magnetization due to the motion of the electrons in the metal causing
the spin alignment to become random. These materials also have a ’memory’ which
is seen in a Idysteresis loop. This loop also defines the saturation magnetization.
The material cannot have a magnetization greater than this value. The last group
of materials, ferri-magnets, have basically all the same properties as ferro-magnets.
However, ferrimagnetic materials are composed of two different elements similar to
anti-ferromagnetic materials. The electron magnetic moments in these materials do
not oppose each other but the difference in elemental composition does cause the net
magnetization to be a lesser value.
As stated above, the ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic materials are more relevant
to this dissertation because we wish to calculate the magnetization density of the
neutron star m atter. This is in hopes of predicting the observed magnetic fields for
isolated neutron stars. The concept of spontaneous magnetization to describe stellar
magnetic fields is not new but it is not considered as one of the fundamental theories
of magnetic field generation: dynamo, battery, and fossil.
I I.2
II.2.1

S P O N T A N E O U S M A G N E T IZ A T IO N
E lectron Sp on tan eou s M agn etization

Before beginning our calculation of the spontaneous magnetization of neutron
star m atter, we will give a brief overview of the spontaneous magnetization phase
transition of electrons in metals. The electron spontaneous magnetization phase tran 
sition is very similar to the neutron case because both particles are fermions which
experience a repulsive interaction potential. The reason for studying the electron
spontaneous magnetization phase transition is to better understand the methods
employed in solving for the phase transition which can be directly applied to the
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neutrons inside the neutron star. There is one glaring difference however in the neu
tron case. The nucleon-nucleon interaction potential not only contains a repulsive
term but also an attractive term. This will be im portant in our study of the neutron
spontaneous magnetization phase transition.
Remember that the concept of spontaneous magnetization is identified with those
materials considered to be either ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic. The knowledge of
inherently magnetic materials has existed for some time; however, the concept of
spontaneous magnetization was not understood until the early 1900’s.

The first

model to accurately predict the phase transition is attributed to Ising[30)[31]. Later
in 1936, Peierls showed th at spontaneous magnetization must exist [32]. Ising’s model
was based on a chain of electrons, whose primary interaction potential is a spin in
teraction, and made use of the mean-field theory. Mean field theory is also known
as self consistent field theory. The basic principle of mean field theory is th at it
focuses on one particle and assumes the most im portant contribution to the interac
tions between particles is determined by the mean field due to neighboring particles.
The application of mean field theory to explain electron spontaneous magnetization
was first done in the 1-D Ising model. The mean field theory or Weiss theory is
completely incorrect because it substitutes the spin-spin interaction of electrons with
a fictional magnetic field called the Weiss field. This magnetic field is so extreme
th at any external field can be ignored. The ferromagnetism of the material has now
been transformed into a limiting case of paramagnetism. This approach is also con
fusing because the idea of cause and effect is blurred. The fictions Weiss field causes
the individual magnetic moments to align and generate a magnetic polarization that
causes the local field identified as the Weiss field. The difficult part of all this is that
this describes exactly what happens. Therefore, the mean field theory is applied to
electron spontaneous magnetization not because it is correct but because it predicts
accurately what is observed. It does, however, predict spontaneous magnetization
in the 1-D case which is not possible because the stabilization energy of two nearest
neighbors is not enough to overcome random order due to thermal fluctuations.
Ignoring the fact th at the mean field theory is incorrect, we examine how it pre
dicts spontaneous magnetization transitions. Consider a solid containing N electrons
localized at lattice sites. Each electron has spin /i/2, with magnetic moment g ^ s
where pi? is the Bohr magneton and g is the Lande g factor. When electrons are
placed in an external magnetic field, H, each electron can only exist in one of two
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states with energy ±/ j,b H. We wish to show the spontaneous magnetization transi
tion occurs in the system. Lets define the magnetization as follows:
M =

N

(7)

-iJ ,

where the average magnetic moment,//, is defined as follows:

Applying the partition function using the energy levels defined above produces:
1/2

Z

exp(m ///iB //e///fcT ) = exp(/is//e///A ;T ) + e x p (-//B //e///A ;r )

(9)

m = -\/2

The value of g for the electron is 2 and therefore it cancels the spin value of the
electron. Working through the derivative produces:
M ... ^

tanh(//B//e///A;T)

(10)

Using the Weiss theory of ferromagnetism requires that the effective field is replaced
by an external field and the fictions Weiss field:
Heff = Hext +
Substituting this into the above equation and letting H^xt

(11)
0 produces the following

expression for the magnetization:
M =

tanh(//j5gM/A;T)

(12)

This is a transcendental equation and can only be solved numerically or graphically.
Figure 3 is the graphical solution to this equation. This is evaluated by setting y = M
and y = tanh{aM), where a =

In Figure 3, a is varied from 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5.

Examining Figure 3 for the two equations shows th at the condition for spontaneous
magnetization is contained in the term
kl
kl

as follows:

< 1: M = 0

> 1; M - 0, ±Mo

only solution

(13)

three solutions

Clearly the dividing line between the magnetized and non-magnetized states is
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defined by:

which actually defines the Curie tem perature. The Curie tem perature is now defined
as:
(15)

Therefore, it is clear that if the tem perature is below the Curie tem perature mag
netization can occur. Actually two magnetized states exist, one positive and one
negative. These magnetized states are equally likely to occur due to the rotational
invariance of the spontaneous magnetization transition. It is also im portant to un
derstand how the magnetization behaves as a function of tem perature. Taking the
inverse hyperbolic tangent of both sides and making use of the series expansion of
the inverse hyperbolic tangent as given by the following:
arctanh(x) = x +

+ . ..

(16)

It is simply an algebraic exercise to rearrange the terms to arrive at the following
expression of magnetization as a function of temperature:
M =

(17)

This function is plotted in Figure 4. The magnetization vanishes at tem peratures
greater than the Curie temperature. So even though the mean field theory makes a
very incorrect assumption in its calculation it predicts what is observed in many ferro
magnetic systems. It does so by approximating a many-body statistical problem with
a one-body problem. Whereas the mean-held theory approach is widely accepted and
correct, we will be following the approach of N-body wave functions and statistical
partition functions to calculate the magnetization as described in Huang[72].
The above solution to electron spontaneous magnetization through a mean held
approach works in producing the observed characteristics of magnetized m atter.
However, its use of the unphysical Weiss held is disturbing. Therefore, the use of
statistical mechanics and the Helmholtz energy along with the n-body wave function
for identical particles produces a more satisfactory physical approach.

Beginning

with the total energy of the system or the Hamiltonian as discussed in Appendix
A, the partition function for electrons in a metal can be derived. Remember in de
scribing the ferromagnetic properties of material, the material must be placed in an
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external magnetic field. This term will be present in the total energy until we are
ready to calculate the spontaneous magnetization phase transition where the exter
nal magnetic field will be allowed to go to zero. By adding the external magnetic
field, the total energy of the electrons is very similar to the paramagnetic system;
however, we now introduce the interaction potential between electrons which is the
distinguishing condition for magnetic material. This interaction is repulsive and can
be related to the scattering length. Also remember th at there are electrons whose
magnetic spin number is + 1 /2 and those which are -1/2. We will follow common
notation of spin-up(n+) and spin-down(n_). Here the total energy:
djrnh^
En =
Here it should be understood that

The first term in the energy

equation is the kinetic energy of the electrons. The second term is the repulsive
interaction potential expressed in terms of the scattering length of the potential. The
third term is due to the interaction of the spins with the external magnetic field. This
energy is inserted into the equation for the partition function. Remembering that
an additional summation is introduced from the partition function over all particles
which is divided into spin-up and spin-down.

The last two terms of the energy

expression are not dependent on individual number of spin-up or spin down particles.
Therefore, the only quantity to consider in the partition function is the contribution
from the kinetic energy of the particles. The complicated partition function which is
defined below:
Qn=

Y.

\ ~l ^

E« +

(19)

Solving for the magnetization is made simpler by making use of the Helmholtz
free energy which is related to the partition function as follows:

/l(l/,r)^-i|og(Q
„)

(20)

Upon carrying out the summation over the last two terms in the exponential, the
factor N =

+ n_ is placed in front of the two exponential terms. Taking the

logarithm of both sides, dividing by total particle number, N, and defining the kinetic
energy term as the Helmholtz free energy of the system. The function g{N^^) is
derived:
J(JV+ ) m H

( ^

- i) -
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By finding the maximum of the above function, the magnetization of the system will
be determined in terms of N+. Finding the maximum is defined as follows:
dgiN ^),
dN^
dNl

0
( 22 )

< 0

The first derivative of the function defined above involves taking the derivative of the
Helmholtz free energy with respect to the particle number, which is the definition of
the chemical potential. This makes sense that the magnetization would involve the
chemical potential of the system because the chemical potential describes the stability
of a system. After taking the derivatives , substituting the chemical potential and
2N^
defining the new variable, r
N — 1, the system of equations resembles:
2fj,H 2a\^r
H F ^
V

V

dr

u

N

(1 + r)

(23)

In the above equations, A is the thermal wavelength and a is the scattering length.
Using the assumption that the thermal energy of the electrons is much less than the
Fermi energy, the chemical potential of the first equation in the above set can be
expanded in the low tem perature limit and the magnetic field is allowed to go to zero
to look for spontaneous magnetization. This produces:
(1 +

- ( 1 - r) 2 /3

Cr

(24)

The solution of this equation will define whether magnetization will occur or not.
Its solution must be made either graphically or numerically. Here we will solve this
equation graphically just as we did with the equation solved in Figure 3. Here we
let g — Qr and / = (1 +

— (1 —r)^/^. The term Q is defined as Q

Sttkpa.
Solutions to the above equation for various values of Q are presented. In Figure 5,
the curves for function / and g only intersect at M=0, which means that the only
solution is M=0. In Figure 6, the curves for function / and g intersect at M =0 and
another point where 0<M <1. This means th at there is a partial magnetization of
the system. In Figure 7, the curves for functions / and g only intersect when M—1.
This means th at the system is completely magnetized or it has reached its saturation.
Therefore, it is clear th at the only solution is M = 0 until the parameter,
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4/3. The maximum magnetization is achieved when the parameter,
The parameter,
r :=

exceeds

defines the magnetization properties of the material, in terms of

— 1, as follows:
r

4.
= 0 (C < - ) no spontaneous magnetization

4
2
0 < r < l ( - < C < 2 3 ) partial spontaneous magnetization
r

(25)

2

-- 1 (C > 2 3 ) saturated spontaneous magnetization

Whereas the derivation above works for electrons in metals, there are some prob
lems with simply transferring this idea to neutrons inside the neutron star. First, the
derivation above is done in the low-density approximation for the energy which allows
the simple expression for the electromagnetic electron spatial repulsive interaction.
The high densities theorized inside the neutron star may exclude this approximation.
Secondly, the tem perature inside the neutron star will most assuredly not allow the
T = 0 approximation used in the electron calculation. Thirdly, it must also be noted
that electron-electron repulsive interaction as a function of distance was ignored. The
repulsive interaction mentioned here is due to the Pauli exclusion principle. How
ever, it must be reiterated th at excluding these two changes the fundamental concept
of fermions interacting through a repulsive potential has the capability to produce
spontaneous magnetization. This is the case for neutrons in neutron stars.
II.2.2

N eu tro n S p on tan eou s M agn etization

Applying the concept of spontaneous magnetization to neutron stars to describe
the magnetic field is not new but our approach is to solve for the phase transition
from a statistical mechanics point of view. Spontaneous magnetization is applied
because of the many similarities between electrons in a metal and neutrons in the
neutron star. Both particles are fermions which restricts the number of particles
allowed in each energy level. Both particles are also subject to repulsive potentials.
Electrons in a metal are both subject to the electrical repulsion potential and the
attractive atomic potential. It is, however, the repulsive potential th at creates the
ferromagnetic state of material as derived above.
Neutrons also have interaction potentials but they are not electrical in nature.
The neutron-neutron potential or more commonly discussed the nucleon-nucleon in
teraction potential is still under investigation but vast amounts of information has
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been gained from numerous high energy experiments. The only problem is that the
information gained about the nucleon-nucleon interaction applies to normal nuclear
m atter. The neutron star interior is an entirely different environment and under
standing this extreme environment will require extending existing theories to neutron
star regimes. These ideas may be tested by comparing with observations.
There are three basic physical observations which should remain true inside the
neutron star. The nucleon-nucleon force is stronger than the Coulomb repulsive force
that will exist between the small percentage of protons present. The nucleon-nucleon
force should weaken at large distance, say on the order of atomic distances. The last
observation is th at the nucleon-nucleon force doesn’t apply to all particles such as
electrons.
All of the above properties are qualitative properties of the nucleon-nucleon inter
action which will be kept true. However, quantifying the nucleon-nucleon interaction
by some function is of great importance and has been the focus of intense research
since the 1960’s. Again here we can list several features derived from experiment
th at assist in creating a functional form for the nucleon-nucleon interaction poten
tial. First, the interaction potential must be charge independent because it works
between protons as well as neutrons. Second, the potential must be spin dependent
due to the fermionic nature of nuclear m atter. Third, there must also be a repul
sive term which prohibits the nucleons from collapsing. Lastly, through various high
energy scattering experiments, the existence of a tensor component coupling the nu
cleon momentum and spin has been detected. There are other terms th at may be
included such as isospin but the goal now is to combine these observations into a
model that accurately describes first normal nuclear m atter and then extend this to
more complicated objects such as neutron stars.
There have been many different models constructed to describe nuclear m atter.
We will not attem pt to cover them all but we will try to introduce the more notable
potentials th at have been applied to the neutron star problem. The potentials that
will be discussed include: Reid, Skyrme, Nijmegen 1 and II, AV18, and CD-Bonn.
The Reid[53] potential has been the most widely used potential to describe nucleonnucleon interactions.

It is fundamentally based on a Yukawa type potential.

It,

however, incorporates the scalar exchange field. This allows the exchange of pions
between nucleons. This potential has been modified over the years to adapt to both
the soft equations required in normal nuclear m atter and the hard equations required
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in neutron star m atter. The softer equations are based on the attractive nucleonnucleon interaction being dominant: whereas, the harder equations are based on the
repulsive term being dominant at higher densities. This potential however like all the
others listed above cannot be written down in a completely closed form because it is
based on a partial wave expansion. This is due to its basis in describing phase shifts
observed in scattering experiments. However, the general Yukawa potential form is
known and can be written down. The remaining potentials listed are completely
numerical.
The Nijmegen, AV18, and CD-Bonn potentials are all considered modern poten
tials because the can accurately fit the Nijmegen data base. These potentials are
able to fit both the proton-proton and proton-neutron scattering data. They also
include such interaction terms that describe the electromagnetic interactions and
isospin symmetry violations. These potentials have been applied in large part to
describing the deuteron wave function with success. [54]
There has been a considerable amount of work done on the question of neutron
magnetization describing the neutron star magnetic field. This work extends back
to just a few years after the discovery of pulsars and is around the same time of the
connection of neutron stars and pulsars. This work has continued until just a few
years ago and it will be addressed in this dissertation. The work has progressed as
new information about the nucleon-nucleon interaction potential has been discovered
from nuclear scattering experiments. The work has also pushed the theoretical side
of nuclear physics to explain this very extreme environment for nuclear m atter to
exist. Here we will give an overview of the major works from past to present. We
attem pt to show how the line of thought has changed and where we will make our
contribution to the neutron magnetization calculation.
In

1969,

Brownell

and

Callaway

first

proposed

the

idea

of neutron

magnetization[35]. Brownell and Callaway make use of the t-m atrix approach to
solve for the ferromagnetic transition. They assumed that only the hard-core repul
sive term of the nucleon-nucleon interaction potential was necessary to describe the
interaction due to the high densities predicted inside the neutron star. They also
made the assumption th at the tem perature was sufficiently lower than the Fermi
tem perature to justify the T=;0 approximation of the nuclear m atter. The major
problems with their approach were the absence of the attractive potential and nonrelativistic dispersion relation. The possibility of the t-m atrix not working at high
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densities was mentioned but it was used.

Despite ail the approximations made,

Brownell and Callaway found a ferromagnetic transition for nuclear m atter at a
value of kpc = .86 where kp is the neutron Fermi momentum and c is the hard
sphere diameter for the neutrons. The value of .86 is higher than what is predicted
for stable nuclei m atter of .5-.6 and less than the critical value predicted by Huang
of 1.57. Therefore, Brownell and Callaway demonstrated the possibility of neutron
magnetization and maintained the concept th at magnetization does not occur in nor
mal stable nuclear m atter.
Later in 1969, Silverstein examined the idea of neutron magnetization [36]. His
approach was to use the Hartree-Fock approximation to calculate the ratio of the
free susceptibility to the interaction susceptibility. Silverstein included the attractive
term of the nucleon-nucleon interaction potential as well as treating the neutrons as
relativistic particles. In calculating the magnetic susceptibility, Silverstein mapped
out ferromagnetic phase boundaries for various inter-particle spacings as a function of
the range of the interaction potential. The interaction potential used by Silverstein
was composed of a Dirac-delta hard-core repulsive term with a Yukawa attractive
term. Silverstein claimed th at the ferromagnetic transition would appear as a pole
in the linear susceptibility as a function of Fermi-momentum. Silverstein predicted a
ferromagnetic transition at a nucleon density of 3.5 x IQ^^g/cm^. Silverstein stated
th at with a more complicated potential th at more accurately described the interac
tion the transition would be shifted to higher densities but he predicted that they
would still be in the range of neutron star internal densities. Probably the most im
portant contribution of Silverstein’s paper is the inclusion of the attractive potential
and the discovery th at it did not prohibit the ferromagnetic transition.
Following the work of Brownell and Callaway and Silverstein, J.M. Rice inves
tigated the possibility of a ferromagnetic transition in neutron matter[37]. His ap
proach involved the Landau liquid criterion for ferromagnetic transition which is
defined as:
jZ o < - l

(26)

where Z q is defined as the zero-order Legendre coefficient of the spin anti-symmetric
part of the Landau PTrmi liquid function. This function is defined as below:
OC
v{Oy.faa'{0) ^

cos((9)
1=0
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The term f (0)* is the fermion number density for the system. Rice expands the Fermi
liquid function in terms of {b/Xf) up to orders involving {b/Xj)'^ where b is hard-core
radius for neutrons and A/ is the Fermi wavelength. Expanding the function and
solving the equation for the instability point of Zq = ^ produces a function which
when plotted shows that the ferromagnetic neutron state will exist for all values of
b/Xf > .156. Using a standard value for the hard-core radius of .4fm, the mass den
sity for the transition is on the order of 10^'^g/cm^ which is definitely in the range of
neutron star densities. Rice does make a similar comment as did Silverstein regard
ing the use of a better interaction potential that included long-range attraction to
calculate the ferromagnetic transition.
Immediately following the work of Brownell and Callaway and Silverstein, Clark
published two consecutive articles arguing against the possibility of a ferromagnetic
transition for nuclear m atter inside a neutron s ta r[38]. In his first article published
with Chao, Clark and Chao focused on the work of Brownell and Callaway. Their
major argument about the work of Brownell and Callaway was the omission of the
attractive nucleon-nucleon interaction term. Clark and Chao used the value quoted
by Brownell and Callaway of kpc = .86 as the ferromagnetic transition applied to
the He-3 system at low tem peratures. The densities achieved are similar but there
is no ferromagnetism in He-3. Clark and Chao demonstrated through the t-m atrix
method of Brownell and Callaway with the repulsive and attractive nucleon interac
tion potential terms that no ferromagnetic transition occurs for momentum values
less than 2 /m ~ h This value is less than the momentum range predicted by Brownell
and Callaway for ferromagnetic nuclear m atter and is closer to stable nuclei m atter
which has already been proven to not be ferromagnetic.
Clark’s second article focussed on the work of Silverstein [39]. Clark again was ar
guing th at no ferromagnetic transition should appear in nuclear m atter. He claimed
th at the potential used by Silverstein was unrealistic which was already stated by
Silverstein in his article. Clark proceeded to calculate the magnetic susceptibility as
Silverstein did. He however used the Reid hard-core potential combined with HJ and
lY attractive potentials in calculating certain coefficients in the total energy term of
the nucleon-nucleon two body system. Clark again solved his problem in the momen
tum range of stable nuclei m atter and again found no existence for a ferromagnetic
state in nuclear matter.
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Shortly thereafter, Ostgaard published an article on the binding energy and mag
netic susceptibility of nuclear m atter in neutron stars using the Brueckner theory [40].
At the beginning of O stgaard’s article the following statement is very im portant to
most of the work done in this area: ’If the ground state of neutron m atter ever turns
ferromagnetic, the transition will occur at such high density that current nuclear
many-body theories are probably not applicable.’ This statem ent became prevalent
in almost every paper following his work. Most authors acknowledged at the end
of their work th at their approach may break-down in the density range they were
working.
Ostgaard applied the Brueckner-Gammel method which calculates the neutron
energy from a reaction matrix. The reaction m atrix is similar to the t-m atrix but
it is defined in terms of a slightly different integral equation which contains the two
body interaction potential. In the kinetic energy term of the neutron energy, Ost
gaard assumed a non-relativistic description. The two body potential used was the
Moszkowski-Scott potential[41j:

, ,

I

oc : r < c

[ -Voex\){—fj,{r — c))

: r> c
c -

^
(28)

A f m

The term, c, is the hard sphere radius of the neutron. Again in calculating the mag
netic susceptibility, Ostalgia was looking for the pole. He found a pole at a value of
kp = 4 .0 /m “ h When this is multiplied by c, the value is extremely close to that
predicted by Brownell and Callaway. This value corresponds to a slightly larger den
sity but is still in the range of neutron star densities and the potential includes both
a repulsive and attractive term.
In the wake of the argument of whether neutron magnetization was possible,
O’Connel and Roussel attem pted to explain the neutron star magnetic field using
LOFER (Landau Orbital FERromagnetic) electron states to not only explain neu
tron stars but white dwarf stars also[43]. By examining the Gibbs energy as a function
of magnetic field, a second minimum besides B=0 should occur if a ferromagnetic
state is allowed. O’Connel and Roussel discovered that the only minimum was B=:0
in their first calculation which assumed no Coulomb interaction, T = 0 and th at the
effective mass was unity. O ’Connel and Roussel therefore concluded that the LOF’ER
states could not describe the neutron star or white dwarf star magnetic fields. A year
later in 1972, O ’Connel and Roussel addressed the three assumptions in their second
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paper[42]. Following the same techniques as before except now they included the
Coulomb interaction, allowed the tem perature to be non-zero and the effective mass
to be other than unity, the Gibbs energy still only exhibited a minimum for B=0.
This clearly eliminated LOFER from being a possible description of the neutron star
and white dwarf star magnetic fields.
In 1974, Haensel argued th at no ferromagnetic transition of neutron star m atter
was possible[45j. Haensel applied the Brueckner theory used by Ostgaard to calculate
the total neutron energy. However, Haensel chose to use the Reid hard-core poten
tial and the Monzan non-local separable potential to describe the nucleon-nucleon
interaction potential. He calculated the magnetic susceptibility just as Ostgaard did
but using different potentials. He calculated the magnetic susceptibility as a function
of Fermi momentum in the ranges: I < kp < 2.6/m ^^ and I < kp < 3 .3 /m “ ^ for
the Reid and Monzan potentials respectively. He found no pole in the magnetic sus
ceptibility and therefore concluded th at the ferromagnetic transition did not exist.
Haensel had stated earlier in his article that the magnetic susceptibility of nuclear
m atter should be a monotonically increasing function of Fermi momentum. If one
examines his plot of magnetic susceptibility using the Monzan potential, there is
clearly a maximum at kp ~ 2 /m ^ h From this point on the magnetic susceptibility
is clearly decreasing but the calculation was terminated at 3.3 ,/m “ F Comparing
his plot to O stgaard’s there are many similarities. I believe that had the calculation
been carried out to the value predicted by Ostgaard of kp = 4.0/m~^ Haensel may
have possibly seen the same transition that Ostgaard did.
The following year Bernabeu and his collegues[46] discussed the effect of the neu
tron intrinsic magnetic polarizability on neutron star susceptibility. In discussing
this contribution, there is the assumption th at there is some external magnetic field.
Bernabeu studied the total susceptibility for kp < 5/m "* and /3„ = 0,10“^, 10“ "*. He
found no zero point in the total susceptibility and therefore concluded that there is no
ferromagnetic phase transition in nuclear m atter. In calculating the total susceptibil
ity, Bernabeu made use of the interaction susceptibility calculated by Panharipande
which made use of the Reid soft-core nucleon-nucleon interaction potential. It should
be noted here th at there is no triplet spin state allowed in this interaction model.
Bernabeu basically agreed with the interaction result of Panharipande[47|.
After a decade, Viduarre and his colleagues went back to the idea of a ferro
magnetic transition in nuclear m atter. They approached the problem in a similar
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way as Bernabeu did earlier since he was a contributing author on this paper[48|.
This first major difference is th at the nucleon-nucleon interaction was modelled mak
ing using of the Skyrme interaction. The Skyrme interaction description has been
proven to describe many properties of nuclei across the periodic table. In their work,
they included the intrinsic magnetic polarizability of individual neutrons along with
the interaction term in the susceptibility. They discovered th at the intrinsic mag
netic polarizability is negligible and a ferromagnetic transition exists for values of
kp < 2 /m “ ’ . This result disproves the earlier result and is further indication that
the ferromagnetic transition is possible.
In 1989, Kutschera and Wojcik also examined the possibility of a ferromagnetic
phase transition in dense nuclear m atter. Kutschera and Wojcik took a classic ap
proach of the Gibbs energy minimizing at the phase transition as their indication.
The major difference in their model was the addition of a small percentage of protons
to the nuclear m atter. Their discovery predicted a phase transition if the protons
were distributed correctly. This model is quite im portant in that for the first time
a truly realistic description of the neutron star interior is used and a ferromagnetic
transition is predicted in a reasonable density range for the neutron star.
The issue of neutron magnetization was not productive for almost another decade.
In 1996, Maheswari published his article on spin polarized nuclear matter[51]. Maheswari calculated the magnetic susceptibility as a function of the neutron star density
but under the condition it must satisfy a certain constraint from his equation of state.
Maheswari bounded the compressibility of neutron m atter between 240 MeV and 304
MeV. ffe calculated the magnetic susceptibility using each value to help determine
the total energy. He found a ferromagnetic transition at roughly 3.9x and 3.6x nu
clear densities. These two results fall within the previous results of Brownell and
Callaway, Silverstein, and Ostgaard.
The attem pt to predict neutron magnetization is not a new concept as clearly
presented above. However, the numerous techniques applied so far have focused on
many body theories from nuclear physics which constrict the range of application.
We will now introduce the method employed to calculate the magnetization as a
function of both tem perature and density. This theory makes use of statistical me
chanics in attem pt to use average values and allow the range of densities to broaden
and include neutron star densities. This method was introduced by Akheizer in 1996
but only to a specific casef55].
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CHAPTER III
NEUTRON STAR MAGNETIZATION
I I I .l

STE LL A R M A G N E T IC FIELD IN T R O D U C T IO N

Stellar magnetic field research began in 1908 when Hale observed spectral line
splitting caused by the Zeeman effect in sunspots on the sun’s surface[33).

The

magnetic field strength inside the sunspots was determined to be on the order of
kiloGauss. He deduced th at the sun must also have a magnetic field and he pre
dicted its strength must be on the order of tens of Gauss. It wasn’t until the late
1940’s through the work of Babcock that the sun’s actual magnetic field strength was
determined to be on the order of a Gauss[34], However, Hale’s discovery of stellar
magnetic fields started a new area of research that is still active today. The areas
of magnetic interest today are Ap stars, AGE stars, and degenerate remnants like
neutron stars.
Upon the discovery of stellar magnetic fields, the question of how these fields are
generated needed to be answered. Physicists knew terrestrial magnetism was gener
ated through a dynamo process inside the E arth ’s interior. Therefore, it was natural
to extend this idea to stellar interiors given their high ionic composition. This was
not the only theory proposed because it did not describe every case. Two other mech
anisms have been considered plausible: the battery theory and the flux-conservation
theory. The battery theory assumes a charged atmosphere rotates about the stellar
surface. This charged atmosphere will generate an electric field which upon rotation
will generate a magnetic field through the Faraday effect. The flux-conservation the
ory is also known as the fossil theory because it uses the concept of magnetic flux
lines being conserved to explain a stellar magnetic field. The conservation process
occurs when the old stellar object is transformed into a new stellar object such as
when a neutron star is created from a supernova explosion. It is easy to see why the
term fossil theory is applied because the new stellar object’s magnetic field may be
a fossil of the original stellar object. The flux-conservation theory can be easily seen
through a few simple calculations involving Maxwell’s equations along with vector
calculus.
Let’s start with Ohm ’s Law:
J = aE
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Here we have the current density (J) defined in terms of the electrical conductivity (a)
and the electric field (E). Of course inside a supernova star there are moving charges
and therefore the convective process will introduce a magnetic field. Including this
term, O hm ’s Law should be written as follows:
J = a(E + c

X

B)

(30)

During the supernova explosion, the electrical conductivity is assumed to become
infinite and therefore the following is true:
(T ^ oc
J/a ^O

(31)

E + -X B^O
c

Now we make use of Maxwell’s equation:
Vx i < ; + - ^ = 0
c ot

(32)

Substituting this into the altered Ohm ’s Law:
dB
— = Vx(nxB)

(33)

This equation describes how the magnetic field changes in time. But, we are inter
ested in the flux lines. So we define the magnetic flttx as follows:
= f^B -d S

(34)

Taking the time derivative of both sides and substituting the above expression for
the changing magnetic field in time produces:
<9$m
dt

jjy

X {v X

B)) ■dS

(35)

Using the fact th at the Lorentz force is conservative, the above curl is zero. There
fore, the changing magnetic flux in time is constant or it is ’frozen’ into the moving
plasma.
Applying the above mechanisms of magnetic field generation to neutron stars has
been limited to only one of the three for obvious reasons. Whereas, the dynamo the
ory works well in describing many stars from main sequence to giant stage, it breaks
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down for neutron stars because the interior of the stellar object is mainly charge
neutral due to the main constituent being neutrons. The battery theory is rooted
in the connection between a charged atmosphere and the stellar surface generating
the magnetic held. Whereas it has been proven that the neutron star will generate
a magnetosphere [26] and many theories predict either an iron or nickel-ion crust for
the neutron star surface, there remains debate about the charge density and con
figuration of the pulsar magnetosphere especially near the surface. This leaves the
flux-conservation theory to explain the neutron star magnetic field according to the
mechanisms described above and the calculation from Chapter 1.
The flux-conservation theory has been applied for quite some time, but the pre
dicted magnetic field strengths are a few orders of magnitude off from the observed
values. This means that either the predicted size of the neutron star is wrong or the
estimate of the supernova magnetic field is wrong. The latter of the two is clearly
an area for discrepancy because the magnetic field strengths of the asymptotic giant
branch stars are not well known. They are believed to contain some of the stars that
will become supernovae. There is also the question of the broad range of observed
neutron star magnetic fields which seems to not be answered with any theory other
than allowing the supernova magnetic field to vary. This leads to the idea that there
may be another mechanism for neutron star magnetic field generation.
We propose th at the neutron star can generate the observed magnetic field
through neutron magnetization.

This will be used as a guide for our discussion

of neutron magnetization. The magnetization will be calculated analytically in the
T

0 limit as well as numerically for all other temperatures. The magnetization

will also be calculated for various dispersion relations. Our goal is to describe the
magnetization phase transition of neutrons inside the neutron star.
III.2

T H E O R E T IC A L A P P R O A C H

Following the work of Akhiezer[55], the theoretical solutions to the spontaneous
magnetization phase transition of neutrons can be found in the non-relativistic dis
persion relation regime. Akhiezer’s work was the impetus behind the rest of our
theoretical work th at will be presented here. In order to understand fully the re
maining dispersion relation regime solutions, we will present an overview of his work.
It is also im portant to present his work because his non-relativistic solution has been
extended in this dissertation. A few of points of interest will be brought to light as
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well as a better understanding of his approach to solving the problem.
This overview of Akhiezer’s work will not include a lengthy discussion of the
physics used to arrive at the two main equations concerned in this problem because
his method is one th at has been well-discussed, density matrix and Landau liquid
criterion[56].

He, however, begins with this as the fundamental basis.

Later he

switches to the grand canonical interacting fermion gas approach when trying to
solve for the phase transition. Akhiezer made use of the Landau liquid criterion to
derive a energy functional which was used in the density matrix formulation of sta
tistical mechanics to derive a number and magnetization density.
Akhiezer begins by using the classical nucleon interaction potential which con
tains a repulsive term dependent on density and an attractive term dependent on
spin density. Using this interaction potential, he defines an energy functional that
describes the interacting Fermi distribution as follows:
/ = (exp((e(/) - n' - C2 cr(/) • a )/k BT ) f 1)“ '

(36)

The above equation is the Fermi-Dirac distribution defined in terms of particle’s
energy, e(/), chemical potential,
spin, (T, and thermal energy,

interaction potential, ^2 , spin density, (t(/),
The terms in this equation will be defined in

greater detail shortly after the number and magnetization densities defined below as
summations are transformed to integrals:
<f)

= -^ E E Trf p

^(/) = -u
EE
^ p a

(37)

(^^8)

These two equations for number and spin density are directly related to the FermiDirac distribution function.

These definitions are based on the density operator

method of statistical mechanics. Carrying out the summation over the spin states,
(T — ±1, and transforming the summations over momentum to integrals over phase
space as discussed in Appendix A which gives an overview of the relevant statistical
mechanics for our calculations , the two equations can now be written as follows:
n

1

+

i:

p^dp
exp[(e - At' - up.riM)/T] + 1

L0

p^dp
exp{{t - p ' + up,riM)/T] + I _
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p^dp
Jf o

L

/o

exp[(e - p' - u p r iM ) /T ] t 1
=

r?d n
p^dp
exp[(e - p' Jr upnM)/T] + 1

(40)

First, we must identify the magnetization with the spin density, M = pn(j{f). Sec
ond, the term, p'^ is actually two terms defined as p' ^ p — Qn{f ). Here we see
the chemical potential, p, embedded in p'. Lastly the two terms,

are the two

interaction potential terms. The first relating to the repulsive interaction and the
second relating to the attractive interaction. The values for these terms will be dis
cussed later. For now we will attem pt to solve the two equations for the spontaneous
magnetization phase transition using the infinite expansions from Appendix C to
solve the Fermi-Dirac integrals seen above in the number and magnetization density
definitions.
First we must transform the phase space integral from momentum space to en
ergy space using the appropriate dispersion relation. A dispersion relation quantifies
how the energy and momentum of a particle in a system are related. The three main
dispersion relations are non-relativistic, ultra-relativistic and rigorous relativistic.
These three dispersion relations are seen below:

f
e = < cp
[

NR
UR
RR

Determining which dispersion relation to use to describe the neutrons inside the neu
tron star is related to their Fermi energy. The Fermi energy is calculated based on the
average density for the neutron star interior. This value is on the order of lO^MeV.
Comparing this to the free neutron rest mass energy of 939 MeV. The ratio is ap
proximately 10 percent of the rest mass energy. With the Fermi energy or average
kinetic energy value being 10 percent of the rest mass energy, the use of the nonrelativistic dispersion relation is a good first order approximation. However, a more
exact solution would involve the rigorous relativistic dispersion relation. We hope
to gain some knowledge about this solution by actually solving the ultra-relativistic
dispersion relation as an upper bound in comparison to the non-relativistic lower
bound. It must also be noted that since the neutrons are in essence bound their
rest mass energy should be calculated similarly to the effective electron rest mass
in lattice theory. This typically lowers the rest mass which would actually further
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justify the ultra-relativistic as an upper bound solution.
In the following sections, we present our analysis of the neutron spontaneous
magnetization for neutron stars. We explore the three possible dispersion relations.
In section 3.2.1, we extend the work of Akhiezer. Akhiezer solved the neutron spon
taneous magnetization problem in the non-relativistic dispersion relation with T=0.
The non-relativistic dispersion relation is a good first approximation because the
Fermi energy of the neutrons is roughly 100 MeV and the Fermi-Dirac integrals are
well known in this dispersion relation making the number and spin density calcu
lations easier. The T = 0 approximation is made because the surface tem perature
of older neutron stars is on the order of 10®A' which when compared to the Fermi
tem perature of lO^^A' is rather small. Therefore, Akhiezer’s analysis could mainly
be applied to older neutron stars but not to young neutron stars. We will extend
Akhiezer’s work in two ways. We will extend the series expansion of the Fermi-Dirac
integrals in hopes of finding new information and we will also make the approxima
tion that 7" —> 0 by making use of the density-tem perature phase relation when we
calculate the magnetization as a function of density. In section 3.2.2, we will solve the
magnetization as a function of density for T = 0 and T

0 for the ultra-relativistic

dispersion relation. This dispersion relation is again an approximation to the actual
solution but it is more realistic given that the actual Fermi energy is a few hundred
MeV making the non-relativistic dispersion relation a zeroth order approximation.
There are some interesting results from these calculations. In section 3.2.3, we sketch
the method of solution for the rigorous relativistic dispersion relation. We however
leave this as future work to be done. Our overall goal in this section is to verify
whether it would be advantageous to investigate these same calculations numerically
for real temperatures. We believe that these approximate calculations show that
neutron magnetization is a definite possibility in explaining the extreme magnetic
fields observed for neutron stars.
III.2.1

N o n -R ela tiv istic E xten d ed Solution

Transforming the above integral equations for magnetization and number density
using the following set of transformations given by Akheizer:
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9tt'^mnC^
9'K'^mnC?

(e)

The terms a ,u ,a n d \„ are the strong force fine structure constant, attractive poten
tial interaction parameter, and the neutron Compton wavelength respectively. These
transformations combined with the non-relativistic dispersion relation to covert the
momentum to energy and to eliminate the tem perature from the energy term,
Q = e /r , produce the following set of equations for normalized number density and
magnetization:
p =
X

=

+

(42)

r®''^ (</’( ! + ) -

(43)

The term tp{z) is actually the Fermi-Dirac integral in a transformed state:
= r
io

—
exp(C —

(44)

T 1

The term z± is defined in terms of (3 and x as follows:
[3±x
z± = ------r

(4o)

This term is related to the degeneracy of the neutron star interior. This term is
defined in terms of (3 which is related to /i, the chemical potential, from the above
transformations. Therefore it is clear how the term z± defines the degeneracy of
the system.

The idea of magnetization being a self-consistent problem has been

discussed earlier in the electron spontaneous magnetization section. Here it should
be noted th at the term z± is defined in terms of x and therefore the solution of the
integral will contain terms with x on the right hand side as well as the left hand side.
We are therefore still faced with solving a self-consistent problem. Extending the
non-relativistic regime solution, simply involves including extra terms in the FermiDirac integral approximations, which are contained in Appendix C, to solve for the
density-tem perature phase diagram and the magnetization-density phase diagram.
Extending the Fermi-Dirac integral approximations produces the following:
.,3 /2

thiz) =

'

I

I Z Z ! l~ - 5 /2

^
5 ^ (e x p (^ ) - ' 4 ^

±

i

.,
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The extra terms which were not present In Akhiezer’s solution are all those following
the second term in each expansion. The two expansions correspond to r ^ 0 and
T ^ oc respectively. In order to solve for the magnetization as a function of density
alone, the tem perature must be eliminated. This will be done by solving for the
tem perature as a function of density. This will also allow us to distinguish the areas
of magnetized and non-magnetized m atter.

The method followed here will allow

someone to reproduce the results found in Akheizer’s paper but he did not publish
it.
I4ecause we are looking for the separation of magnetized and non-magnetized
m atter, the limit x ^

0 will be used to solve the tem perature as a function of

density. Starting with the magnetization equation:
X=
[x =
1=

i'ip{z+) - xp{z^))

(46)

( i ’{z^^) ~

(47)

{d:,i;{z+) - d:,'(p{z-))
dipiz^) _ d jjjz^) dz±
dx
~ dz± dx
5x(-±)

(48)
^

—

T

1=

’

(50)
(51)

X

^

^ 0

(52)

^

(^Ooj

T

1 - 2 r'/V '(.s)

(54)

This is the parameterized equation for the tem perature as a function of z. The
parameterized equation for density as a function of z is similarly found by letting
a; —^ 0 in the terms z^.
p=

+ ^ (^ -))
X' ^
(3
p

0

2r^^'^ip{z)

(55)

After rearranging the above expression for the temperature, the density and tem per
ature equations can be written as follows:
1
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In the r ^ 0 limit, the function ip{z) and its derivative can be written as the following
from Appendix A:

<p{z) =

( 57 )

(58)
Akheizer only considered the first term of the expansion to obtain his result for the
density-temperature phase diagram. Keeping the extra term produces the following
expansions for density and tem perature as functions of z;

Solving for z~^ in terms of p and substituting into the equation for tau produces:

The density-temperature phase diagram is only slightly changed by the extra term as
seen in Figure 8 . Since the lines derived are from the limit as x goes to zero, it must
clearly be the separation between the magnetized and non-magnetized m atter. This
is why it is called a phase diagram for the magnetization. It also defines the critical
density necessary for magnetized m atter to exist, P =

Therefore all of the area

below the curves is magnetized states while all areas above are for non-magnetized
states. It is clear from Figure

8

th at the areas of magnetized m atter are greatly in

creased in the extended solution as compared to Akheizer. Figure

8

also shows that

magnetized m atter exists in areas of higher tem peratures which is contrary to the
electron magnetization discussed earlier. The occurrence of magnetization at higher
tem peratures is something that will be seen later more clearly in the numerical anal
ysis where the r —>0 limit is not assumed.
Solving the magnetization as a function of density requires the elimination of the
term, [3, between the two equations for density and magnetization. Then the relation
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for tem perature as a function of density may be substituted to complete the calcu
lation of the magnetization function. Starting with the equations for magnetization
and density:
p=

+ <'(*--))

(63)

X=

(64)

The manipulation of these two equations will encompass their addition and subtrac
tion to create the two following equations:
(65)

2
p — X

( 66 )

T

2

Looking at the first equation in its expanded form:
^

= (/3 + x ) V " ( l + y r ^ ( / ) + ! ) - = )

(67)

Because we are solving the magnetization in the low tem perature limit and the high
degeneracy of the system (r —^ 0 and /3 > > 0) this allows us to ignore the second
term in the parentheses. The equation for (5 may be written and solved as follows:
= (;3 +

^

( 68 )

H

^

(69)

This is the same equation as derived by Akheizer but was not clearly explained why.
Now using the difference between the density and magnetization functions along
with the expression for the chemical potential, the magnetization may be solved as
a function of density and tem perature which will be easily converted to a function of
solely density upon inserting the definition of tem perature as a function of density in
the same low tem perature limit. This would not be possible in the Akheizer solution
because he look the actual value of the tem perature to be zero in his solution whereas
we allow the tem perature to approach zero in certain cases but it is present in our
final magnetization function which is not the case for Akheizer.
^

=

W

-

x

f ^

i l

+

-

x } - ^ }

(70)
(71)

^

-

2

x f H

l

+

-

2 x ) - ^
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As you can see, this polynomial contains fractional powers of the magnetization and
density. Its solution will require a few approximations and the use of M athematica to
solve the resulting polynomial of whole powers as a function of density and tem pera
ture. The first step is to square both sides of the equation to eliminate the fractional
power on the leading order polynomial. The only approximation made here is to
expand the following term according to the binomial expansion:
2i

+

(73)

op

Substituting this approximation into the above expression produces the following:
2

(74)
The above equation is input to M athematica where the Solve function is employed
to find the solutions of the above formula for magnetization as a function of density
and tem perature. There are five solutions to the above equation. Two solutions
are produced in the tem perature equal zero limit and are ignored because we seek
solutions th at allow the tem perature to approach zero.

Two other solutions are

complex and are ignored because that is not a physical possibility. The remaining
solution is completely real and has a tem perature and density dependence. It however
is quite lengthy and will not be reproduced here. A plot of its dependence on density
will be presented.
Figures 9 and 10 are plots of the magnetization versus density for Akhiezer’s
solution and our extended work respectively. Akhiezer’s solution is found by setting
the tem perature equal to zero in the polynomial above for the magnetization. There
are similarities and differences between the two figures. First, it is im portant to note
that below a certain density the magnetization is not present but upon reaching a
critical density the magnetization is present. In Figure 9 this critical density occurs at
exactly p = 2 /2 7 (^ .074). In Figure 10 this critical density occurs at approximately
p = .061. These two values are relatively close but there is definitely a shift to
lower density when the tem perature is allowed to vary from zero. This clearly shows
th at there is a tem perature dependence for the magnetization as one would expect
from the electron magnetization.

It is however not intuitive that magnetization

would occur at a lower density when the tem perature is increased. This will however
be evident in the numerical analysis of this system as well. The m ajor difference
between the two figures is the general behavior of the magnetization as the density
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increases. There is a more clear transition to a linear dependence in Figure 10 than
in Figure 9. The magnetization value achieved is less in Figure 10 than in Figure 9.
This follows the idea th at the magnetization decreases as the tem perature increases
from the electron magnetization. The other major difference is seen as the density
approaches the critical density the slope of the magnetization near the critical density
is higher in Figure 10 than in Figure 9. The magnetization increases rapidly when
the tem perature is not zero but its subsequent increase is slightly less than when the
tem perature is zero.

The point where the density and magnetization are linearly

related is mathematically defined:

Yp

~

It is however quite easy to look at Figure 10 and see the transition point is approxi
mately p ~ .2. Using this value to read the magnetization gives a value on the order
of a; ~ .15 which when transformed to cgs units gives the following:
M ~ lO^^G

(76)

Clearly the spontaneous magnetization theory can predict the order of magnitude
magnetic field observed for neutron stars. However, the values of density predicted
in the non-relativistic regime to produce the magnetization are orders of magnitude
lower than those theorized to be present in the neutron star interior. Therefore, the
non-relativistic regime is only an approximation to the solution of the magnetization
inside the neutron star.
III.2.2

U ltra -R ela tiv istic R egim e

The Fermi energy of the neutrons inside the neutron star is roughly 200 MeV ba.sed
on theoretical predictions of the density as a function of Fermi momentum as follows:
PF - h

'

(77)

This energy is greater than 10 percent of the neutron rest mass. This justifies the use
of the two other dispersion relations. The ultra-relativistic dispersion relation is again
another approximation but should act as upper bound just as the non-relativistic can
now be thought of as lower bound. The most accurate result would be obtained by
using the rigorous relativistic dispersion relation.
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Using the same idea from the non-relativistic solution, the density and magneti
zation expressions are transformed into unitless quantities. These expressions are as
follows:
a: = t “(i/>(z+ ) -■(/>(*_))

(78)

p = r % ( £ , ) + ^-(*-_))

(79)

The term z±, is the same as before. It is called the degeneracy param eter and it is
defined as follows:
^

T

(80)

Following the same procedure from before only now the Fermi-Dirac integrals will
be expanded using the dispersion relation of e = cp. This corresponds to n—1 . These
expansions are finite and make the solution more exact in not terminating the series.
The Fermi-Dirac integral function and its derivative can be written as the following
using Appendix A:
^ ( i) = t( - 3 + ,, 2 -,
+ Y

(81,
(82)

Following the same procedure as in the non-relativistic dispersion regime, the partial
derivative with respect to the magnetization of the magnetization equation generates
an expression for the tem perature

as a function ofthe Fermi-Dirac integral,

ip{z).

Substituting this expression into the density equation eliminates the temperature,
the density is therefore also only a function of the Fermi-Dirac integral. In the limit
of ic —»■0 , the equations for density and tem perature as functions of the degeneracy
parameter, z, are as follows:

p = 2T^i){z)

(84)

Solving for z in terms of r produces the following exact result for density as a function
of temperature:
p=(^)(3 + 4 x V ) ( ^ - ^ j

(85)

The density-temperature phase diagram is seen in Figure 11. There are several key
things to notice about this solution compared to the non-relativistic solutions. The
first is the fact th at the line th at separates the area of magnetized and non-magnetized
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m atter is higher. At zero tem perature the normalized density is roughly a factor of
20 times greater than th at predicted by the non-relativistic calculation. This requires
th at the neutron star number density to be greater than

in order for mag

netized m atter to exist. This is in keeping with most models of neutron stars today.
Most models predict a density near

This results speaks to the fact that

even at higher densities where the particles must be treated relativistically, magneti
zation is still possible. The other major observations about this result is the behavior
of the density as a function of tem perature. As tem perature increases, the density
increases and the density necessary for magnetization to occur increases which makes
physical sense. However, at roughly one quarter of the normalized tem perature, the
density begins to decrease as tem perature increases allowing magnetization to occur
at lower values. This is almost as if the m atter is more stable in the magnetized
phase which allows it to occur. This leads to how the magnetization depends on the
density.
Following the procedure from earlier, the magnetization, density, and degeneracy
param eter are summarized by the following two equations:
2

3

X

,

— a;

( 86 )

^

(87)

Expanding the second equation using the above result for the Fermi-Dirac integral,
(i may be solved as a function of density and magnetization.
(5 + x \

, _2 ( P ^ ^
' f ttM ^

1

I

(8 8 )

Using the low-temperature approximation, (5 can easily be found to be the following:
P=

+

(89)

Substituting this result into the equation with the difference between the two terms:
P-X

3

\{p Vx)^>^ - 2 x

---- — T i p

(90)

Since the term inside the Fermi-Dirac function may be either positive or negative
which affects the expansion used to approximate the Fermi-Dirac function, we must
find where the transition. This is found by examining the num erator of the term in
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the Fermi-Dirac function. By setting the quantity greater than zero, the condition
for when to use the other approximations can be found in terms of the density. For
the positive approximation expansion, the condition is p < ^ | . Now expanding the
Fermi-Dirac function using the positive degeneracy param eter for 0 < p < ^ 1 and
setting T =

0

, the magnetization-density function is determined:
2x={^f/%p + xy/^-{p-xf^]

(91)

Solving this equation for magnetization as a function of density produces:
” /s

16[1 - 8p2 + 4p^4p^ - lj V 3

This is seen in Figure 12.

~

^ 4p^4p2 -

l]i/3

(9 2 )

In the above approximation, the tem perature was

set to zero just as it was in Akheizer’s paper. Here we will again make use of our
density-temperature phase diagram. It will tell us how the density behaves at low
tem peratures but not exactly equal to zero. We again make use of the two equations
seen below:
X

2

2 I

— X

= T > ( :------- )

^

(93)
(94)

T

Z

The problem of eliminating the term, /?, still exists. So we make use of the same
expression for this term as we did before but in the expansion of the difference
between the density and the magnetization we allow the tem perature term to remain.
/3
P ^ [ 2 i p + ^) J

-X

(95)

The expression for magnetization as a function of density in the low tem perature
limit is found from:
^

= ^ (/5 - a ;) ^ d ^ ( /5 - a ;)

(96)

Substituting our expression for P and using the following approximation from the
binomial expansion:
( a ; T p ) * / '^ p '/ " ( l + f )
3p

(97)

This reduces the above expression to the following polynomial:
^

2 2
7T r

+

'I'”
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Using M athematica to solve this polynomial, we achieve an expression of the magne
tization as a function of density and temperature. This is reduced to an expression
of dependence on density only by utilizing the density-tem perature phase relation.
A plot of the magnetization versus density is seen in Figure 13.
III.2.3

R igorous R ela tiv istic

The exact solution to the magnetization density of the neutron star would require a
solution using the rigorous relativistic dispersion relation. This result has never been
solved or published. The rigorous relativistic dispersion relation is defined:
^ {cp f + {rrinC^Y

(99)

Substituting this equation into the Fermi-Dirac integrals defined in Appendix C
produces an integral th at cannot be solved directly. The best approximation to the
exact solution would involve the binomial expansion of the dispersion relation defined
above in terms of the following:
e = m„c^ +

---- ± . . .

2 m„

(100)

This approximation is made under the assumption that the neutron kinetic energy
will not exceed the rest mgiss energy inside the neutron star from Fermi energy
calculations. The first several terms are the constant term or closed form solution
of the Fermi-Dirac integral given in Appendix C. The next term is simply the nonrelativistic dispersion relation solution.

The subsequent terms can be written in

terms of the Fermi-Dirac integral function with increasing order from 1/2 on upward.
These functions are typically referred to as PolyLog functions, which are themselves
a condensed way of writing an infinite series. Therefore, the rigorous relativistic
solution produces a solution which is an infinite series of infinite series. This was not
further explored due to the difficulty and the realization that a better solution could
be found by solving the integrals numerically. These solutions would also contain
more of the actual physical conditions present and not utilize the approximations to
the Fermi-Dirac integral.
In conclusion, the solution to the Fermi-Dirac integral can be approximated in
very limited regimes. The analytical solutions are limited in their applicability but
do show the promise of solution. This solution must be found numerically. The
numerical solution of the Fermi-Dirac integral and its application to the neutron star
spontaneous magnetization is the subject of the next section.
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III.3

N U M E R IC A L A P P R O A C H

Numerical calculation of spontaneous magnetization has been done in the past
usually applying one of several techniques. These are effective but there are disad
vantages in each of these which will be discussed after a brief introduction into the
background of the numerical approaches is given. The approaches range in complex
ity and applicability to the physical situation we are interested in studying, neutron
stars.
Some of the approaches to spontaneous magnetization numerical calculation in
volve approximating the Fermi-Dirac integral while others employ the classical Ising
model, which is a mean field calculation of the spin interaction. The techniques
which employ an approximation to the Fermi-Dirac integral typically require a su
percomputer to calculate the integrals in a relatively short time for solving the mag
netization. The Ising model is similar if the application contains a large number of
particles. The Ising model is calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation of changing
the spin orientation of a random particle and calculating the energy of the system to
determine whether the energy decreased or increased. Spontaneous magnetization
would be described as a low energy state for the alignment of all or a majority of the
particles interacting via a certain potential function. Again the methods described
above are typically applied to electrons in metals where the particle densities are low
enough where the electron-electron interaction potential is easily ignored compared
to the spin-spin interaction.
Numerical calculation of neutron spontaneous magnetization using the FermiI3irac integral is a new concept. Also the idea of calculating the Fermi-Dirac integral
on a desktop computer is new. The concepts are developed in Appendix C and are an
outgrowth of numerous other methods tested to solve the spontaneous magnetization
which were determined to be ineffective on a desktop computer.
The problem defined in the previous section is directly calculated using the FermiDirac integrator developed in Appendix C. Our goal is to generate the magnetization
as a function of density. This is however complicated by the fact th at the tem per
ature is inherent to the system. Therefore, we actually mapped out the magneti
zation as a function of both tem perature and density. We applied the concept of
high tem perature - low density to low tem perature - density. The numerical code
for the magnetization can be found in Appendix D. Contained in the code is the
Gauss-Laguerre subroutines which calculate the integral according to the degeneracy
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param eter which also implements the finite integral for large degeneracy parameter.
The parameters th at were varied in calculating the magnetization were the interac
tion potential values. These were the main contributors to the magnetization process.
The other large param eter was the degeneracy param eter which is defined in terms of
the chemical potential. These values were calculated using standard accepted values
for neutron stars and then varied slightly to observe if the magnetization process was
present or would occur upon variation. The figures presented here are all calculations
of the magnetization for different configurations and dispersion relations.
Before discussing the results of the magnetization code, lets examine the nucleonnucleon potential used. In nuclear physics, there has been a great deal of work done
to understand the nucleon-nucleon interaction potential. Some of the features that
are common among the models are a repulsive barrier, an attractive well, and nu
merous other terms involving isospin and tensor quantities.

One of the simplest

nucleon-nucleon potential interaction models is a semi-infinite potential well that is
shifted from the origin. This model is represented in Figure 14 (A). The shift of
the infinite barrier potential explains the closest possible distance two nucleons may
achieve. The attractive well explains why nuclei are stable. The potential shown in
(A) is modified to (B) so th at it may be programmed into the magnetization code.
The biggest change is making the infinite barrier potential finite. The parameters
a, b, u l, and u2 were varied in the spontaneous magnetization code. This potential
is a zeroth order approximation to the nucleon-nucleon interaction potential. Even
though this potential is quite simple, the variation of these four parameters show
in the magnetization-density phase plots. It is also a vast improvement over the
analytical solutions produced in the earlier section where the interaction potential
was not even considered except in a few parameters. Here we may do some different
variations in an attem pt to see if what has been predicted by other analytical solu
tions is actually the case. One example of this is the very first paper on neutron star
magnetization. Brownell and Callaway predicted the neutron magnetization through
the repulsive interaction potential of neutrons. This was later modified by Silverstein
by including the attractive potential to see if the magnetization disappears. We may
easily test this by varying our parameters ul and u2 and their relative strength. We
perform this calculation as a verification that we can predict previous results and can
extend our work with better nuclear potentials to fully describe the magnetization
phase diagram as a function of density and temperature.

Figures ?? through
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30 are the results from the numerical analysis of the Fermi-Dirac integral approach
to solving the neutron star magnetization. The hrst four hgures are from the nonrelativistic dispersion relation. These were calculated as a calibration because of the
previous amount of work done in this regime. All of the remaining figures are from
the ultra-relativistic dispersion relation. The figures actually are presented in sets of
two: a contour plot and a 3-D mesh plot. The contour plot clearly shows the phase
transition boundary as a function of density and temperature. The 3-D mesh plot
clearly shows th at the phase transition is a spontaneous event in that the magneti
zation goes from zero to an almost saturation value. Assuming the neutron star is
completely composed of neutrons, the saturation value can be calculated from the
following:
M ~ Hri'n

(101)

Using the value for the neutron magnetic moment and the number density of a
neutron star produces the following order of magnitude saturation magnetization:
M =

1 0 “^^Oe

- cm^ *

=

1 0 ^'^Oe

It should be noted that all of the magnetization values reported here

(1 0 2 )
are less than

the saturation value meaning that there is a spontaneous phase transition but it is
only a partial magnetization of the entire celestial object.
Here we present the non-relativistic dispersion relation magnetization calcula
tions using the numerical routine described above. The non-relativistic calculations
were performed in two cases with only the potential function widths varying. The
repulsive core potential was set at 400 MeV and the attractive potential was set at
40 MeV. The potential widths were varied from being equal (a= b = lfm ) and unequal
(a=.8fm,b=1.5fm). These calculations were done mainly as a check on the numerical
routine to compare to the non-relativistic theoretical calculations.
Figures ?? through 18 are the two sets of contour and 3-D mesh plots for the
non-relativistic dispersion relation. For the two sets, the contour plot is shown as
number density versus tem perature with the magnetization shown as various shades
of gray and the scale is given on the contour plot. The contour plot clearly shows
the magnetization transition line. It is clear from the contour plot that the magneti
zation phase transition is both a function of density and temperature. In Figure 15
the transition line to the magnetized state of m atter occurs at a number density of
5 x 1 0 ^ ^ for the tem perature range of 8a;10^ —IxlO^A. The tem peratures we have
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used in our calculation allow the neutron star internal tem perature to be up 3 orders
of magnitude higher than the observed surface temperature. This is done because we
are not solving in the regime where the neutron star has reached thermal equilibrium.
One im portant feature to notice on the contour plot is the slight negative slope of
density versus tem perature with regards to the magnetization transition. It appears
th at as the neutron star internal tem perature increases the density required for the
magnetization decreases. This will be an im portant fact to look for in the ultrarelativistic calculations. In Figure 16, the magnetization phase diagram is plotted as
a 3-D mesh plot. This figure shows the general functional behavior of the magnetiza
tion as the density and tem perature vary. The functional behavior seen in this figure
is very similar to th at of the analytical solutions shown in the previous section for
the non-relativistic dispersion relation. Looking at Figure 16, the magnetization is
near lO^^G for a number density of 5 a ; 1 0 ^ ® a n d a tem perature of 10®/C. These
values are all reasonable for many observed neutron stars. The last main feature of
the 3-D mesh plot and the contour plot is the region of the number density and tem 
perature which is near normal nuclear m atter. The predicted magnetization is these
areas on both Figures is zero. This is in direct agreement with nuclear physics data.
Therefore, the magnetization is truly a manifestation of the ultra-high densities and
tem peratures found inside neutron stars. In Figure 17, the phase transition occurs
near a number density of 5 x 10^*cm“^ for the entire tem perature regime plotted. In
Figure 18, the magnetization functional dependence on density and tem perature is
seen. It is clear th at the phase transition is present and follows the same functional
dependence of the theoretical calculations. However, the maximum magnetization
achieved is an order of magnitude lower at 5 x 10*^G compared to the 5 x 10^®G
from Figure 16. It should be noted that the other major difference between Figures
16 and 18 is the rate of increase of the magnetization as a function of density. In the
case where the param eters a and b are unequal, the rate is higher.
Even though there are similarities between the numerical and the theoretical cal
culations, there are also some major differences. First, the density-tem perature phase
transition has nearly no slope in the numerical result as opposed to the positive slope
predicted from the theoretical calculations. Second, the critical density required for
magnetization to occur is higher than the theoretical calculations.
This is two orders of magnitude higher than what is predicted in the theoretical
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solution. Therefore, the inclusion of the actual tem perature actually produces a re
sult th at is more consistent with pulsar models in terms of average number density
for the entire neutron star. In comparison to other results in the same dispersion
regime, we must convert our number density into the dimensionless quantity, kpc^
using the followin,Skp - (37T^n)^/^

(103)

Using this formula and the approximation that c is roughly on the order of a fermi,
the following gives kpc = 2.4. This value is in good agreement with previous results
|40|,
The magnetization predicted is on the order of lO^^G. Using this value along
with the number density at the magnetization value will allow the calculation of the
neutron star magnetic moment. The magnetic moment will be found by multiplying
the magnetization by the volume of the neutron star. The neutron star volume can
be found from the number density as follows:
—
p

(104)

rrinn

Using the approximation th at the neutron star mass is roughly one solar mass, the
volume from our number density is roughly
star radius of roughly

1 0 ®cm

This corresponds to a neutron

which is in good agreement with most neutron star

models. Multiplying our magnetization and volume produces a magnetic moment on
the order of 10™G — cm^. This can be compared to observed pulsars by equating
their rotational energy loss to the magnetic dipole field braking. This produces the
following equation for pulsar magnetic moments in terms of rotational period and
change in rotational period:
(105)
Using the pulsars from Table 11 in Chapter 1, the following can be calculated. In Table
IV, the magnetic moment was calculated assuming a constant moment of inertia for
each pulsar of

1 0 ^ ® —cm^.

It is clear however th at our results are in agreement with

the above calculated magnetic moments. This work has just recently been applied
to the millisecond period pulsars by Robertson [52]. He used the same technique to
determine pulsar magnetic moments to calculate their total luminosity or vice versa.
He found rather good agreement as we did also here with the second period pulsars.
Figures 19-30 are all for the ultra-relativistic dispersion regime. More attention
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was spent on the ultra-relativistic dispersion relation regime because of the limited
number of citations solving neutron magnetization in this dispersion relation.

In

focusing on this dispersion relation, we attem pted to test the different neutron equa
tions of state by varying the parameters of our nucleon-nucleon potential. The two
major divisions for the nucleon-nucleon interaction potential are soft and hard. In
our version of the soft equation of state, the parameters a and b are set to be roughly
equal (a= b = lfm ) which is coupled with the increased attractive potential(u 2 = 1 0 u l).
The harder equation of state has the a param eter to be less than b (a= . 8 fm;b—1.5fm)
and the repulsive potential is increased while holding the attractive potential cons ta n t(u l- I0u2).

To balance out these two extremes we combined some of both

concepts and went in between the hard and soft equations of state.
Figures 19 and 20 are the contour and 3-D mesh plot for the ultra-relativistic
regime with the following parameters: a = b = 1 fm and u l = u2 = 40 MeV. Again
as with the non-relativistic case, the contour plot is a plot of number density versus
tem perature with the magnetization shown in various shades of gray and the 3-D
mesh plot is the magnetization phase diagram with the number density and tem per
ature along the x and y axes respectively and magnetization along the z axis.
In Figure 19, the contour plot for the magnetization phase diagram clearly shows
the transition line between magnetized and non-magnetized states of m atter. The
transition line clearly has a negative slope in the density-temperature plane. The den
sity required for magnetized m atter clearly decreases as the tem perature increases.
This was evident in the non-relativistic dispersion regime but here in the ultrarelativistic regime it is clearly more pronounced. The step appearance is due to the
numerical evaluation of the integral in finite steps. There are several interesting fea
tures present in this figure. First, the region of density and tem perature describing
normal nuclear m atter predicts a zero magnetization which again agrees with current
nuclear physics in describing normal nuclear m atter. Second, the density required for
the transition to the magnetized state of m atter is on the order of 1 0 ^ ® Last,
the region of the contour plot for temperatures below

1 0 ®A,

the magnetization is

zero for all densities. This resembles the Curie tem perature for electrons. The clear
difference here is th at the magnetization actually increases as tem perature increases
for a given density. This last feature will be discussed later in further detail.
Figure 20 shows the functional behavior of the magnetization as the density and
tem perature vary. This 3-D plot clearly shows the dramatic nature of the transition
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to the magnetized state of m atter. There are several key features to notice about
this figure. First, the magnetization is negative. This is in agreement with the earlier
analytic solutions. It is perfectly acceptable to have negative magnetization because
of the spin orientation of the neutrons. The symmetry of the spin allows either pos
sibility equally. Second, the saturation magnetization achieved for this configuration
for a number density 3x10^^cm~^ and a tem perature of 5x10® A'. These

is near

values are in agreement with observed neutron stars. It is also clear that as the
density increases the magnetization increases which again was predicted from the
analytic solutions from the previous section.

Figures 21 and

22

are the contour

and 3-D mesh plot for the ultra-relativistic regime with the following parameters: a
= .8 fm, b = 1.5 fm, and u l = u2 = 40 MeV. Again as with the non-relativistic case,
the contour plot is a plot of number density versus tem perature with the magneti
zation shown in various shades of gray and the 3-D mesh plot is the magnetization
phase diagram with the number density and tem perature along the x and y axes
respectively and magnetization along the z axis.
In Figure 21, the contour plot for the magnetization phase diagram clearly shows
the transition line between magnetized and non-magnetized states of m atter. The
transition line clearly has a negative slope in the density-temperature plane as in
the previous plot. However, the transition line is more distinct and the transition
occurs more rapidly. The density required for magnetized m atter clearly decreases as
the tem perature increases. This was evident in the non-relativistic dispersion regime
but here in the ultra-relativistic regime it is clearly more pronounced. The step ap
pearance is due to the numerical evaluation of the integral in finite steps. There are
several interesting features present in this figure. First, the region of density and
tem perature describing normal nuclear m atter predicts a zero magnetization which
again agrees with current nuclear physics in describing normal nuclear m atter. Sec
ond, the density required for the transition to the magnetized state of m atter is on the
order of

Last, the region of the contour plot for tem peratures below 10®A',

the magnetization is zero for all densities. This resembles the Curie tem perature for
electrons. The clear difference here is th at the magnetization actually increases as
tem perature increases for a given density.
Figure

22

shows the functional behavior of the magnetization as the density and

tem perature vary. This 3-D plot clearly shows the dramatic nature of the transition
to the magnetized state of m atter. There are several key features to notice about
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this figure. First, the magnetization is negative. This is in agreement with the earlier
analytic solutions. It is perfectly acceptable to have negative magnetization because
of the spin orientation of the neutrons. The symmetry of the spin allows either pos
sibility equally. Second, the saturation magnetization achieved for this configuration
is near 3 x lO^^G' for a number density 3 x 1 0 ^ ® and a tem perature of oxlO^K.
This is a factor of 2 lower than that of the previous param eter set. However, again
these values are in agreement with observed neutron stars. It is also clear that as
the density increases the magnetization increases which again was predicted from the
analytic solutions from the previous section.

Figures 23 and 24 are the contour

and 3-D mesh plot for the ultra-relativistic regime with the following parameters: a
= b =

1

fm ,u l = 400 MeV, and u 2 = 40 MeV. Again as with the non-relativistic

case, the contour plot is a plot of number density versus tem perature with the magne
tization shown in various shades of gray and the 3-D mesh plot is the magnetization
phase diagram with the number density and tem perature along the x and y axes
respectively and magnetization along the z axis.
In Figure 23, the contour plot for the magnetization phase diagram clearly shows
the transition line between magnetized and non-magnetized states of m atter. The
transition line clearly has a negative slope in the density-temperature plane. The den
sity required for magnetized m atter clearly decreases as the tem perature increases.
This was evident in the non-relativistic dispersion regime but here in the ultrarelativistic regime it is clearly more pronounced. The step appearance is due to the
numerical evaluation of the integral in finite steps. There are several interesting fea
tures present in this figure. First, the region of density and tem perature describing
normal nuclear m atter predicts a zero magnetization which again agrees with current
nuclear physics in describing normal nuclear m atter. Second, the density required for
the transition to the magnetized state of m atter is on the order of 1 0 ^ ® Last,
the region of the contour plot for tem peratures below 2 x 10^ A', the magnetization is
zero for all densities. This resembles the Curie tem perature for electrons. The clear
difference here is th at the magnetization actually increases as tem perature increases
for a given density. Another feature is that above a 10®A' the magnetization reaches
saturation for all densities shown.
Figure 24 shows the functional behavior of the magnetization as the density and
tem perature vary. This 3-D plot clearly shows the dramatic nature of the transition
to the magnetized state of m atter. There are several key features to notice about
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this figure. First, the magnetization is negative. This is in agreement with the earlier
analytic solutions. It is perfectly acceptable to have negative magnetization because
of the spin orientation of the neutrons. The symmetry of the spin allows either pos
sibility equally. Second, the saturation magnetization achieved for this configuration
is near

6

x lO^^G' for a number density 3 x 1 0 ^ ® and a tem perature of 5x10^A'.

These values are in agreement with observed neutron stars. It is also clear that as
the density increases the magnetization increases which again was predicted from the
analytic solutions from the previous section.

Figures 25 and 26 are the contour

and 3-D mesh plot for the ultra-relativistic regime with the following parameters:
a =

.8

fm, b = 1.5 fm, u l = 400 MeV and u2 = 40 MeV. Again as with the non-

relativistic case, the contour plot is a plot of number density versus tem perature
with the magnetization shown in various shades of gray and the 3-D mesh plot is the
magnetization phase diagram with the number density and tem perature along the x
and y axes respectively and magnetization along the z suxis.
In Figure 25, the contour plot for the magnetization phase diagram clearly shows
the transition line between magnetized and non-magnetized states of m atter. The
transition line clearly has a negative slope in the density-temperature plane. The den
sity required for magnetized m atter clearly decreases as the tem perature increases.
This was evident in the non-relativistic dispersion regime but here in the ultrarelativistic regime it is clearly more pronounced. The step appearance is due to the
numerical evaluation of the integral in finite steps. There are several interesting fea
tures present in this figure. First, the region of density and tem perature describing
normal nuclear m atter predicts a zero magnetization which again agrees with current
nuclear physics in describing normal nuclear m atter. Second, the density required for
the transition to the magnetized state of m atter is on the order of
the region of the contour plot for tem peratures below

1 0 ^A',

Last,

the magnetization is

zero for all densities. This resembles the Curie tem perature for electrons. The clear
difference here is that the magnetization actually increases as tem perature increases
for a given density. The same feature as before with the saturation magnetization
occurring for tem peratures greater than

1 0 ®A'

for all densities.

Figure 26 shows the functional behavior of the magnetization as the density and
tem perature vary. This 3-D plot clearly shows the dramatic nature of the transition
to the magnetized state of m atter. There are several key features to notice about
this figure. First, the magnetization is negative. This is in agreement with the earlier
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analytic solutions. It is perfectly acceptable to have negative magnetization because
of the spin orientation of the neutrons. The symmetry of the spin allows either pos
sibility equally. Second, the saturation magnetization achieved for this configuration
is near 7 x lO^^G' for a number density Sxl0^^cm~^ and a tem perature of 5x10®/C.
These values are in agreement with observed neutron stars. It is also clear that as
the density increases the magnetization increases which again was predicted from the
analytic solutions from the previous section.

Figures 27 and 28 are the contour

and 3-D mesh plot for the ultra-relativistic regime with the following parameters: a
—b ~

1

fm and u l = u2 = 400 MeV. Again as with the non-relativistic caise, the

contour plot is a plot of number density versus tem perature with the magnetization
shown in various shades of gray and the 3-D mesh plot is the magnetization phase
diagram with the number density and tem perature along the x and y axes respec
tively and magnetization along the z axis.
In Figure 27, the contour plot for the magnetization phase diagram clearly shows
the transition line between magnetized and non-magnetized states of m atter. The
transition line clearly has a negative slope in the density-tem perature plane. The den
sity required for magnetized m atter clearly decreases as the tem perature increases.
This was evident in the non-relativistic dispersion regime but here in the ultrarelativistic regime it is clearly more pronounced. The step appearance is due to the
numerical evaluation of the integral in finite steps. There are several interesting fea
tures present in this figure. First, the region of density and tem perature describing
normal nuclear m atter predicts a zero magnetization which again agrees with current
nuclear physics in describing normal nuclear m atter. Second, the density required for
the transition to the magnetized state of m atter is on the order of
the region of the contour plot for temperatures below

1 0 ®A',

Last,

the magnetization is

zero for all densities. This resembles the Curie tem perature for electrons. The clear
difference here is th at the magnetization actually increases as tem perature increases
for a given density. This last feature will be discussed later in further detail.
Figure 28 shows the functional behavior of the magnetization as the density and
tem perature vary. This 3-D plot clearly shows the dramatic nature of the transition
to the magnetized state of m atter. There are several key features to notice about this
figure. First, the magnetization is positive. This is in agreement with the earlier ana
lytic solutions for the low tem perature regime. Second, the saturation magnetization
achieved for this configuration is near 7 x lO^^G for a number density 3x10®^
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and a tem perature of 5a;10®A'. These values are in agreement with observed neu
tron stars. It is also clear that as the density increases the magnetization increases
which again was predicted from the analytic solutions from the previous section.
Figures 29 and 30 are the contour and 3-D mesh plot for the ultra-relativistic
regime with the following parameters: a = .Sfm, b = 1.5 fm, and u l = u2 =- 400
MeV. Again as with the non-relativistic case, the contour plot is a plot of number
density versus tem perature with the magnetization shown in various shades of gray
and the 3-D mesh plot is the magnetization phase diagram with the number density
and tem perature along the x and y axes respectively and magnetization along the z
axis.
In Figure 29, the contour plot for the magnetization phase diagram clearly shows
the transition line between magnetized and non-magnetized states of m atter. The
transition line clearly has a negative slope in the density-tem perature plane. The den
sity required for magnetized m atter clearly decreases as the tem perature increases.
This was evident in the non-relativistic dispersion regime but here in the ultrarelativistic regime it is clearly more pronounced. The step appearance is due to the
numerical evaluation of the integral in finite steps. There are several interesting fea
tures present in this figure. First, the region of density and tem perature describing
normal nuclear m atter predicts a zero magnetization which again agrees with current
nuclear physics in describing normal nuclear m atter. Second, the density required for
the transition to the magnetized state of m atter is on the order of 10^^cm“^. Last,
the region of the contour plot for temperatures below

1 0 ®/F,

the magnetization is

zero for all densities. This resembles the Curie tem perature for electrons. The clear
difference here is th at the magnetization actually increases as tem perature increases
for a given density.
Figure 30 shows the functional behavior of the magnetization as the density and
tem perature vary. This 3-D plot clearly shows the dramatic nature of the transition
to the magnetized state of m atter. There are several key features to notice about
this figure. Fdrst, the magnetization is positive. This is in agreement with the earlier
analytic solutions for the low tem perature limit. Second, the saturation magnetiza
tion achieved for this configuration is near

1 0 *'’ (j

for a number density 3x 1 0 ®^

and a tem perature of 5x10®/F. These values are in agreement with observed neutron
stars. It is also clear that as the density increases the magnetization increases which
again was predicted from the analytic solutions from the previous section.
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nucleon interaction potential is a simple square well with a repulsive core of width,
a, potential height, u l, and an attractive potential of width, b, potential depth, u 2 .
By allowing these four parameters to vary, we were able to obtain the above figures.
A few observations about these figures. The reason for varying these parameters
was to determine what each param eter affected in the magnetization phase diagram.
The widths of the potentials controlled the rate of phase transition. It is evident
in all the figures where the parameters a and b were not equal the phase transition
was much more rapid. The relationship between the potential energies controlled the
saturation magnetization achieved by the system. One example of this is seen in the
last set of figures. Here, both the repulsive and attractive potentials were increased
by a factor of 10. This caused the magnetization to become positive as opposed to
negative.
Some of the physical results are given here. It is clear by examining all the fig
ures the inclusion of the attractive potential in the nucleon interaction potential does
not prohibit the neutron magnetization. For all the different param eter settings, the
predicted saturation magnetization is on the order of

for a number density of

1 0 ^ ^ and tem perature of 5 x 10^/f. These values are in agreement with values
predicted for second-period neutron stars.
Of particular interest in describing the magnetization of neutron stars are Figures
25 and 26. These figures are the magnetization phase diagram for the parameters:
a = . 8 fm, b=1.5fm, u l —400MeV, and u2=40MeV. These values are consistent with
most simple neutron interaction potentials. These figures also predict that magne
tization occurs for all densities above 5 x 10^

^

when the tem perature is above

10^/f. It has been shown that neutron star internal tem peratures can exceed 10^“
at birth [1 2 ]. They rapidly cool to tem peratures near lO^K internally. The cooling
process for neutron stars from this tem perature is slowed because of the poor thermal
conductivity of neutrons. This tem perature is similar to our critical tem perature for
neutron magnetization at a density of 10^^cm^^. Assuming the star contracts as it
cools, the internal density will increase to a value such that magnetization is possible
according to our phase diagram.
Examining the number density as a function of energy in Figure 31 it is clear
th at as T ^ 0 , the number of states decreases to those only below the Fermi energy.
This restriction on the number of accessible states has a dram atic effect on the mag
netization of the neutrons. As the number of states decreases, neutrons must begin
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to share energy levels by anti-aligning their spin. This anti-alignment would make
the neutrons to appear as a boson. This sets up the possibility of neutron superfluid
situations. However, as long as the tem perature exceeds 10^A' it appears that there
are enough energy states for the neutrons to distribute themselves with their spins
aligned. This appears to be the case no m atter what the dispersion relation. This
discovery however has huge affects on the current neutron star models. For isolated
neutron stars to generate a magnetic field of the intensity observed, an internal mech
anism must be acting. If the internal tem perature is consistent with the cool neutron
star surface tem perature, spontaneous magnetization will either predict an extremely
small magnetic field or none at all. This also could be viewed as another possible
explanation for neutron star death. The classic death scenario involves the rotation
increasing beyond a certain rate for radiation to be observed. Our model however
predicts th at neutron stars may cool beyond the point to generate an intense enough
magnetic field to facilitate the radiation mechanisms necessary to produce detectable
radiation.
III.4

D IS C U S S IO N OF R ESU LTS

Table V summarizes the work done on neutron spontaneous magnetization over the
past 30 years including our own work at the end. It is clear th at a majority of the
previous work done predicts the magnetization phase transition in neutrons. The
transition point varies amongst the different authors due to different techniques,
dispersion relations, and nucleon interaction potentials. The one common feature
among all the papers is the use of the T = 0 approximation in their calculation. This
approximation is based on the assumption that the neutron star tem perature is much
less than the Fermi tem perature for the neutrons. This may be true in very old neu
tron stars but when they are young their tem perature is quite high according to most
theories as already stated in this dissertation.
Since one of goals was to show that spontaneous magnetization is possible in
neutron stars and can explain the intense observed magnetic fields, we must compare
our work to the previous volume of contributions. We are able to compare our an
alytical calculations to those listed in Table V but our numerical simulations allow
the tem perature to vary. In examining our work, we are in excellent agreement with
Akheizer on our extended calculation of his non-relativistic calculation. Our ultrarelativistic calculation of a phase transition at kpc - 1.14 is in reasonable agreement
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with Silverstein’s rigorous relativistic calculation of kpc = .81.
Our results for the numerical simulation of the phase transition predict magne
tization at kpc = 2.6 and kpc ~ 3.5 for the non-relativistic and ultra-relativistic
dispersion relations and a tem perature of 5 x 10*A'. Given th at the tem perature is
several orders of magnitude below the Fermi tem perature our results can be com
pared to those of Ostgaard and Haensel. According to Ostgaard we are definitely
in agreement with a value of 2.6 which is greater than 2.4. We are on the outside
edge of the Haensel region which defines where the magnetization does not exist. We
are therefore in somewhat of agreement by not predicting magnetization at a value
lower than his upper limit. As for the ultra-relativistic calculations, there is no one
to compare our results with but Maheswari predicted the phase transition to occur
above 3.5 which agrees with our calculations.
It is clear to see from this that our work is in agreement with the previous volume
of work and has expanded the base by including the thermal variation of the neutron
star. We also have shown th at the magnetization in the numerical calculations does
not occur in the regime describing normal nuclear m atter which is consistent with
modern theory describing the nucleus.
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TABLE V: Summary of Neutron Star Magnetization
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Our Work

t-matrix(NR)
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CHAPTER IV
NEUTRON STAR ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
Upon accepting that the spontaneous magnetization occurs for the neutrons inside
the neutron star, the question now is how does this affect the magnetic field observed
from the neutron star. Generating a magnetic field from a magnetized object is a
classical electrodynamics problem, which has been the subject of many publications
for example Jackson’s Classical Electrodynamics text[64]. We, however, do introduce
one twist and th at is allow the magnetization vector to be offset from the z-axis by
an arbitrary angle. This is demonstrated in Figure 32. The magnetic field will be
calculated from the vector potential:
rA!{7)xn>,
A ( x ) = / ----------— d X + <p -------------=i— da
\ - a f - IE\
\-^ -E \

(106)

The magnetization vector is written as follows based upon the spontaneous magne
tization:
a I = Mo[cos(f)sinax + sin<psinay + cosaz]

(107)

The angle, a , is defined as the angle between the magnetization axis and the rota
tion axis which in this case is the z-axis. Evaluating the curl of the magnetization
defined above produces a null result; therefore, there is no volume contribution from
the neutron star magnetization to the electromagnetic field. The only component
th at contributes is the surface integral. This is somewhat consistent with present
speculations th at suggest the neutron star magnetic field is generated in the iron
layer on the surface of the neutron star. We present here however another approach
to the magnetic field generation which focuses on the surface component but is due
to a uniform magnetization of the neutron star. The vector potential defined above
can now be evaluated upon computing the cross product between the magnetiza
tion and the surface vector. The integral will be become easier with the application
of the Green’s function expansion of the term in the denominator in the spherical
coordinate representation. These are given as follows:
Xh
1

]

‘

Mosin{a — 6)E
]

E
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F’IG. 32: Model of magnetized neutron star of radius R where the magnetization
vector, M, is inclined by angle a with respect to the rotation axis, z.
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The electromagnetic field must be now solved for two regions: (1) r < R and (2)
r > i?, where R is the radius of the neutron star. The fields and the potentials
must be solved in these two regions to satisfy the continuity of the quantities being
evaluated.

IV . 1

IN T E R N A L E L E C T R O M A G N E T IC FIELD

(r < R) In this case, the expansion given above is simplified by allowing r< ^ r and
r> — R and the vector potential for inside the neutron star is:
~Air, = AttM oR^ i^ - ^ c o s a s in O -

g

/{ /)-^ s m a P /(c o s 0 )| ^

(110)

The function /( /) is actually just a coefficient but is defined in terms of the inner
product between the associated Legendre polynomials. These inner products are well
documented. However, the integral for /( /) defined below:
./(O =

^ i)i /

x P i\x ) d x ] x = cos9

(111)

This integral is special because it is over the entire range of the Legendre polyno
mials. It has been solved recently. The problem is the integral is over associated
Legendre polynomials with the same I value but different m value. This overlap in
tegral solution was published in [71] with no apparent application. Here its solution
is of vital importance in solving the electromagnetic field strengths for the neutron
star.
To solve for the electromagnetic field outside the neutron star, the internal electro
magnetic field must be determined to match the boundary conditions of the electric
and magnetic potentials describing the respective fields. The magnetic field is defined
in terms of the magnetic potential:
( 112 )

The magnetic field generated from the above equation has the following form:
cosOAs + sinO—^
oO

f —

1

r

dAs
* ' ^ 9r

e
.
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8A

\ 1
= AttM oR^ I j ^ c o s a s i n O -

I
l f{ l) ~ i^ s in a P l{ c o s 9 ) >

^

(115)

This magnetic field will be used to generate the internal electric field. We must extend
our over-simplified neutron star model to allow the next approximation. We assume
that the outer layer of the neutron star is an excellent conductor. This makes the
neutron star basically a large conducting sphere. From general physics, the electric
field inside a conductor is zero. Therefore, the electric field inside the neutron star
is defined in terms of the magnetic field:
=

B in

c

^

(116)

X B in

Using the assumption that the rotation axis is oriented along the z-axis and the
internal magnetic field is as defined above. The electric field can be written as:
A-KMoR^VLrsinO j cosasinO
^

in s id e

\

c

cosacosO
, ,
- hi{r,9) r +

I

ji{r, 9)
(117)

The functions hi and j/ are defined as follows:
r- 1
h i[r,e )=

d P l {cos9)

Z=2,4,6,...

Y.

j/(u^)=

s in a lf{ l)-^ P i\c o s9 )

(119)

/=2,4,6,...

Using the electric field generated, the electric potential can be calculated for all space
from the electric field:
^

=

j t r n s ^ d . - d l

( 120 )

These potentials and fields will be im portant in matching boundary conditions across
the neutron star surface. The line integral for the electric potential will involve the
integration of the associated Legendre polynomials in the electric field. The line
element, d I , is given by d rf + rd99 + rsin9d(p(p. The solution of this integral will
involve using the orthogonality of the associated Legendre polynomials. The electric
field inside the neutron star is not of the greatest importance but its potential will
allow the solution of the electric field outside the neutron star by invoking the con
tinuity condition on the electric potential. We solve the simple case

of the aligned

magnetic dipolefield for example but the general solution will be left as an integral
whose solution is an infinite series.
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IV .2

E X T E R N A L E L E C T R O M A G N E T IC FIELD

(r > R) Consider the magnetic potential defined above, switching the r greater
and r lesser terms defines the magnetic potential outside the neutron star. Again,
calculating the magnetic field from the equation defined for the interior case produces
the following:
R
R^
— cosasinO— ^
f{ l} —^ s i n a P l { c o s O ) ^ ^
3r
1=2,4,6...
^

o u ts id e

dA <
t>
dO
8Aa
dr

AttM oR"

1
rsinO

c o sO

( 12 2 )

X ^

8 A a,
A a, + s i n O —^
^
do

R
-^ ^ c o s a s in O

^

—

1
r ------

As

r

R}
,z+i

.

szna

/=2,4,6,.

1

d

-cosasinO —

^

( 121 )

+

r

dAfk

(123)

9r

dPi {cosO)
dO

1

(124)

Z—1

If{l) ■I

sinaPl{cosO)

(125)

Z=2,4,6,,

This magnetic field has several very key components that I believe make it a very
palatable solution to the pulsar magnetic field. One, as the magnetization axis is
allowed to become aligned with the rotation axis the magnetic field becomes a pure
dipole field. This fits most of the models in use today. Two, as the magnetization
axis is allowed to be at right angles to the rotation axis the magnetic field becomes
a simple quadrapole field. This fits some of the models proposed namely one that
is mentioned in Michel’s text on pulsar magnetospheres. Further, the magnetic field
is as general as possible with the exception that the rotation axis is assumed not to
process. However, the magnetic field contains an infinite number of terms to describe
the field structure. The importance of this consequence will be made clear when the
radiation mechanisms for neutron stars are discussed later in the chapter.
The electric field outside the neutron star is determined by using the continuity
of the electric potential function across the boundary.

^insidei,^

R-)

A^cmtsidei^

^)

(126)

Assuming an azimuthal symmetry as is our model, the electric potential can be
expanded in terms of harmonic functions:
rl-\-1 PricosO)
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For the region outside of the neutron star, the Ai terms must be set to zero in order
th at the electric potential go to zero at infinity. Applying this to our case and using
the above electric potential boundary condition, the coefficients in the expansion can
be solved:
Bi ==

J Pr{cose)<^^nsid.{R, d)d6

(128)

7? =

(129)

With this the electromagnetic field describing the neutron star has been calculated.

IV .3
IV .3.1

D IS C U S S IO N O F R ESU LTS
C ase I: a = 0

The aligned rotator is the most studied neutron star model. This case is the easiest
to solve the electromagnetic field analytically and the radiation emitted from the
neutron star atmosphere. In our model, the external magnetic field reduces to a sim
ple magnetic dipole with the magnetization and rotation axes aligned. The magnetic
field is seen below:
__ AtvMoR^
o u ts id e

3

2cos9
f +
r3

sinO

e\

(130)

This is the magnetic field th at most neutron star models assume exist. The electric
field produced from this external magnetic field is seen below:

Eext =
The electric field
in that is contains a

{cosO)] r - f
generated
monopole

^— cosesine] 9

(131)

in our model is slightly different from most models
term. This is due to the magnetic fieldnot being

a point magnetic dipole field. The fields generated in this case are very similar to
those shown in the Goldreich-Julian neutron star model[26]. In their model, the
electric and magnetic fields were exactly perpendicular inside the neutron star but
outside there was a region where the electric and magnetic fields were parallel. This
was connected to creating the magnetosphere. Our model follows this supposition.
The electric and magnetic fields are perpendicular internally due to the electric field
definition. Outside the neutron star, the electric and magnetic fields are not perpen
dicular. This creates radiation mechanisms for the neutron star.
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IV .3 ,2

C ase II: cv = 90°

The other model typically studied is the rotation and magnetic field axes being
perpendicular.

This is more interesting because it starts to resemble the classic

lighthouse model used to describe the neutron star. As the neutron star rotates, the
magnetic field pole will cross the observers line of sight. Unlike the aligned rotator
where the rotation axis must be pointed toward the observer to view radiation. This
however would not produce the classic pulses associated with neutron star observa
tions.
Michel developed the perpendicular rotator using a quadrupole magnetic field.
In our model when a — 90°, the magnetic field becomes a quadrupole. Therefore,
it is clear th at our model is a generalization of the external magnetic field and the
observer need only to approximate the angle between the magnetic and rotation aixes.
With this information, the radiation mechanisms for th at situation can be calculated.
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CHAPTER V
REVIEW OF NEUTRON STAR RADIATION MECHANISMS
V .l

E M ISSIO N M E C H A N IS M S

In the previous chapters, the “standard model” and two other models were intro
duced to give a background of pulsar magnetosphere theory. In the standard model,
there was no discussion of emission mechanisms but the structure of the magneto
sphere was well described. In the subsequent two models, the radio and microwave
frequency components of the Crab nebula pulsar were modelled[28][27]. Several emis
sion mechanisms were mentioned in the explanations of the observed signals. The
mechanisms included curvature radiation, photon splitting, pair production, syn
chrotron radiation, and inverse Compton scattering. The processes will be discussed
in this order because this is approximately the order in which they occur as particles
move farther away from the pulsar surface. Here we will describe theses processes
briefly and show how observed signal from the pulsar is affected. Each process is
connected to the next process in the list.
First we must understand the particle ejection mechanism from the pulsar sur
face. We must determine the sign of the emitted particles. This is determined by
the param eter Q ■^ . If this param eter is greater than zero, electrons are emitted
otherwise positive particles are emitted. Assuming that electrons are the particles
being emitted, the next question is what is the actual ejection process. We consider
here thermionic and field emission. Both of these processes are controlled by the
work function of the material at the pulsar surface and the electromagnetic fields
th at are present at the surface. The work function at the surface of the pulsar is
assumed to be the Fermi energy for a magnetic material. [60] The electromagnetic
fields are inferred from observations and some of this data was listed in Table I.
Thermionic emission is a process where the electrons are emitted into the pulsar
magnetosphere due to the pulsar surface tem perature. In order for this process to
occur, the surface tem perature must exceed a certain value. This limiting tem per
ature is determined by assuming that the charge density achieved is that given in
the standard model (Goldreich-Julian). Because the electrons are accelerated to rel
ativistic speeds, the current density must exceed the charge density times the charge
and the speed of light. This leads to the following equation for the tem perature to
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exceed:
T, ~ (3.7

(132)

X

Assuming the pulsar surface is made of iron atoms, then Z=26 and
the values listed in Table I, Tg >

1 0 ®A'.

~ lO^T. Using

The values listed in I for pulsar surface

tem peratures make the process possible for pulsars with higher magnetic fields but
not for most pulsars. Thermionic emission also creates the effect that the charge
density em itted creates a screening effect and therefore the electric field parallel to
the magnetic field near the surface eventually vanishes. This feature limits some the
radiation processes th at will be considered later.
Field emission is a process where the electrons are being em itted into the pulsar
magnetosphere because they can quantum mechanically tunnel through the potential
of the pulsar surface material. This effect is possible if the electric field component
parallel to the magnetic field exceeds a certain limiting electric field value. This
limiting value is related as well to the charge density calculated in the standard
model. Assuming an exponential functional form for the current density from the
field emission and equating to the charge density with the correct velocity term, the
following form the limiting electric field is found[29]:

In the equation above, w is the work function of the metal on the neutron star surface.
Using values from Table I and assuming that the work function is roughly equal to
the Fermi energy level, the limit for the electric field is roughly 10^^ —

From

the magnetic field and the rotation period for millisecond pulsars, electric fields of
this order of magnitude are definitely possible. Therefore, it will be assumed that
the particles are created by field emission, which also has the property that a very
strong parallel electric field component is present at the surface of the pulsar. This
conclusion is a commonly recognized result.
V .2

C U R V A T U R E R A D IA T IO N

W ith the knowledge of how electrons are being emitted from the pulsar surface, it is
im portant to examine the radiation and scattering processes, which contribute to the
observed spectra of the pulsar. The first of these processes we discuss is curvature
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radiation. This process is related to particles whose velocity is considered ultrarelativistic {v ~ 99.9%c) and whose trajectory is on a curved path. Since particles
that are em itted from the surface of the pulsar travel along the magnetic field lines,
it is the electric field that accelerates the particles. The electric field has a compo
nent th at points in the direction of the magnetic field because from our model it was
shown th at '^ext ■^ e x t 7 ^ 0 . It is now im portant to examine what the frequency of
the radiation being em itted is peaked in and the energy of the photons being emitted.
From electrodynamics, the power emitted from a charged particle is as follows:

3 rrieC dt dt
= (me7 c,m e 7 Tf)

(13-1)

(135)

So here we are dealing with the time derivative of the 4-momentum contra-variant
and co-variant. The

7

term is the relativistic Lorentz factor and is determined by the

electric potential difference. We have already assumed to be in an ultra-relativistic
condition and therefore

7

>>

1

must be true. Using the condition,

power radiated by the electrons is just from the changing velocity component and by
converting over into the Lorentz frame of dr. The power radiated is:

dt

3 mgC

(136)

The most im portant feature here to notice is th at the power radiated is a factor
of

7

^ greater than the power radiated in synchrotron radiation, which we will see

later.

From this examination it is seen that the curvature radiation process is a

higher order process than synchrotron radiation. But one of the common features
between these two radiation processes is a peak frequency of emission. From a simple
examination of the pulse shape and angular width of the beam, it can be found that
the peak frequency that is em itted is ujc ^ ^

where p is the radius of curvature of the

magnetic field lines. Starting with the idea th at the radiation can be approximated
by a pulse whose angular width is given by the following:
(137)
7

The distance, d, the particle will travel is the curvature radius times the angular
width.
d-—
7
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The time it will take the particle to traverse the pulse is given by the following:
(139)

')V

The distance, D, the front edge of the pulse will travel in this time is given by the
following:
D-cA^ = —
t’7

(140)

7/?

The distance th at the rear edge of the pulse travels is defined as D-d, which gives
the following:

iP

1

1

\P

J

V

Using this value as the definition of distance between particle travel and front-edge
pulse helps define the time it takes for pulse to cover this distance and it also defines
the frequency of light necessary by the following equations:
t =c
^= 4 =
L

p

(142)
(143)

This shows how the critical frequency for curvature radiation is defined in terms of
the curvature radius. The frequency can now be used to determine the energy of the
radiation which upon a few corrections from special relativity produces the following
result for the energy as a function of curvature radius:
3
E = -h e—
2
p
The value of

7

(144)

is obtained from the following equation:
t = 'ymeC^ = eA<f>

(145)

Using values for the electric potential from Ruderman-Sutherland model, the
Lorentz factor is on the order of magnitude 10®. Using this value in the energy value
for the photons em itted in the curvature radiation, the energy is on the order of
magnitude 10^ MeV. This value will be im portant to the other radiation processes
especially the pair production process.
It is obvious th at in calculating the curvature radiation the im portant feature
is the radius of curvature experienced by the electron as it leaves the neutron star
surface. Calculating the radius of curvature for a line is an exercise done in any
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calculus text. The radius of curvature for a particle travelling on the magnetic field
line is given by:
P= —
(146)
Vl.
Here the radius of curvature is defined in terms of the velocity and the acceleration of
the particle. It will be easier to find the radius curvature knowing how the trajectory
depended on the polar angle, r(9). This can be found using the following:
I

= f

(147,

Since the case most often studied is the simple dipole magnetic field, substituting
the equation for the dipole magnetic field yields the following trajectory:
r(6) = (sin9)^

(148)

The radius of curvature defined above in terms of velocity and acceleration must
be rewritten in terms of the trajectory and the derivative with respect to the polar
angle:
(149,

+ 2 r | - roe
Using this equation to calculate the radius of curvature:

^

sinO (1 + 3(cos0)^)^/^
3
1 + (cos0)2

This radius of curvature is plotted in Figure 33.

(150,

The next case to consider is

to allow one extra term from our magnetic field which automatically requires the
magnetization to be tilted with respect to the rotation axis. Our case we consider
the angle a equal to 45 degrees. With this set we include the first term from the
summation, 1= 2 , which is basically like adding a quadrapole to the magnetic field.
Repeating the same procedure for the dipole magnetic field results in the following
radius of curvature as a function of polar angle:
sinO

((csc9)^ — 3)^^^

n~u

This is plotted in the following Figure 34. The major feature to draw from these two
figures is the order of magnitude of the radius of curvature. The critical frequency of
the curvature radiation is inversely proportional to the radius of curvature. Looking
at Figure34 compared to Figure33 the radius is one order of magnitude lower in the
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first figure. This translates into a factor of 10 increase in the curvature radiation
critical frequency and the resulting photon energy. By increasing the photon energy
from the curvature radiation, the cascade process predicted by the Sturrock model
is supported. The curvature radiation photons will have sufficient energy to support
the pair production process.
Curvature radiation is induced by the motion of charged particles along a nonhomogeneous magnetic field line. This radiation is similar to synchrotron radiation.
The intensity per unit frequency is defined as;
^

= V 3 d ,/(2 ^ )

djjj

c

\

(152)

uJcJ

The term, cUc, is the critical frequency derived above. The term,

7

, is the relativity

param eter defined from the velocity of the charged particle. The function, / (2;^),
is the same function from synchrotron radiation and is given below:
/

/ UJ \
'jJ
2— = 2 * — /
\

Here we will

U )c/

U)'
K s/3(2 * — )dLo'

UJc

(153)

OOc

presentseveral plots for the curvature radiation spectrum forboth the

simple dipole magnetic field and our model which includes a quadrapole term in the
magnetic field. Before we calculate these spectra, the expressions for the radius of
curvature may be simplified in the small angle approximation which is relevant near
the pulsar surface.
Pc = \ r O

(154)

P c = \R e ^

(155)

The first equation for the simple magnetic dipole depends linearly on the angle while
it depends quadratically in the our model. In the small angle range,this decreases the
radius of curvature forour model which increases the critical frequency.

Therefore,

it is clear that with added terms. Figures 35 and 36 show the differential of intensity
per unit frequency for the curvature radiation spectrum. Clearly, the differential
intensity per unit frequency for Figure 36 shows that the addition of the quadrapole
field increases the change in intensity per unit frequency by three orders of magnitude
when comparing to Figure 35 for the magnetic dipole field alone. This increase in
intensity per unit frequency and energy from the critical frequency implies that there
are more photons whose energy exceed the pair production limit of 1.022 MeV.
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V .3

P A IR P R O D U C T IO N

The second process that will be discussed is the electron-positron pair creation. These
pairs of particles are created by the high-energy gamma ray photons from the cur
vature radiation process. There is an energy threshold that the gamma ray photons
must exceed in order for the pair creation process to occur:
FJ >

wheremgC^ = electron rest mass

(156)

Therefore, the photon energy must exceed liMeV. The energy of the gamma ray
photons from the curvature radiation is directly related to the potential difference
that accelerated the primary electrons from the surface of the pulsar. The electric
potential difference differs depending on which model is used. Certain models pre
dict pair creation is possible while other models do not allow the process to occur.
Using the Ruderman and Sutherland model, the electric potential difference is great
enough to create electron-positron pairs.
These electron-positron pairs cannot be created in a vacuum by the gamma ray
photons. The photons must interact with an electromagnetic field in order for the
process to occur. The process of pair production in the presence of a piire electric
field is a well understood process and will be im portant for study. Near the pulsar
surface, there also exists a strong magnetic field. It is im portant to note that a
pure magnetic field cannot cause the photons to undergo the pair production pro
cess. How this magnetic field affects the pair production process can be understood
from quantum electrodynamics. For simplicity the electric and magnetic fields will
be considered to be perpendicular. It is however already known that this is not true
because it is the component of the electric field parallel to the magnetic field that
accelerates the primary electrons. The probability for pair production in an electro
magnetic field can be found to be of the following form: [61]
P — e^FJB y~] n~^coth{rnrBE~^ )exp{—mrm^{eF])~^)

(157)

n

The result clearly depends on the strength of the electric and magnetic fields as to
how probable the production of electron-positron pairs are. Electron-positron pairs
are not the only particles that can be created if the energy of the photons exceeds
the rest mass of other pairs such as muons they could also be formed. This process
should be considered as well.
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V .4

S Y N C H R O T R O N R A D IA T IO N

This process is very similar to the curvature radiation process that was discussed
earlier. The two distinct differences are the velocity of the electrons involved and
how the electrons interact with the magnetic field.

The electrons discussed here

are the secondary electrons from the pair production process. The energies of these
electrons are much less than the primary electrons emitted from the pulsar surface
because their trajectories are no longer along the magnetic potential field lines. Be
cause the electrons do not travel along the magnetic field lines, the magnetic field
interacts with the electrons in a manner to bend their trajectory gind cause them to
radiate. The im portant feature of the synchrotron radiation process is the frequency
spectrum and the polarization of the radiation.
From electrodynamics, the intensity per unit frequency per unit angle can be
found to be the following[64]

dj j j dO.

f
4 ? r ^ c

{h X (n X
)) e x p { i u j { t — h ■l ^ { t ) / c )
^
t . //
t'\
\
\ //
/

7 - o c ''
J —CC

(

"” 8 )

Looking at the figure for information on normal vector directions and how they relate
to our problem. The radiation em itted by the synchrotron radiation will be polarized.
The synchrotron radiation is generated by the curvature of the charged particles as
they interact with the neutron star magnetic field. The normal vector defined in the
figure is perpendicular to the path of the charged particle. This normal vector also
help define the perpendicular polarization through the cross product of itself with
a parallel polarization vector in the plane of the charged particle’s trajectory. The
velocity of the charged particle in our case will be dependent upon the gamma ray
photon which has undergone pair production and its curvature will be dependent
upon its ejection angle from the magnetic field line. Of course the curvature of the
magnetic field will greatly influence the motion of the charged particle.
Examining the integral for the synchrotron radiation intensity per frequency per
solid angle a few simplifications allow the calculation of the intensity spectrum. Ex
amining the exponential term, it can be written as:
h = cosO x + sinO z
r (t) — p s i n { — ) x — p c o s l — )y
c
c
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vt
h ■l^ lt) ^ p s in i— )cos9
c
^
p . ,vt ^
'jjit-------------- ) =
---- s in i— )cosO
c
c
c
(159)
Making use of the sine and cosine expansions the exponential term can finally be
written as:
1

(160)

T
In the equation above, the approximation that the velocity is nearly the speed of
light has been made to simplify the expression.
Before rewriting the integral for the intensity, lets rewrite the expression involving
the normal vector and the velocity vector in terms of the polarization vectors for the
radiation emitted.
h X (h X ^ )

= — sin (— )e|| +

P

,v t.
sindcos(— )t±_
P

(161)

The first term in the expression is related to the radiation polarized parallel to the
plane of the electron trajectory and the second term is the radiation polarized per
pendicular to the plane.
The intensity per solid angle per frequency can now be expressed as the summa
tion of two integrals:
(Pi
diudfi

—

eiyidcu) + i±Ax{uj)

( 162 )

The two functions of frequency are actually related to the Airy function integrals.
These can be rewritten in terms of the modified Bessel functions according to
Schwinger[62].
A\\{uj) = - f fexp(— [(1 / 7 ^ + 6^)t + PP/3p^])dt
p J-0 0
2

/

OO

(163)

1(

/36»exp( — [(1 / 7 ^ + y ) f + PP/3p^])dt
(164)
-OC
L
The intensity is written in terms of the modified Bessel by only using the real com
ponent of the integrals defined above and by a change of variables:

(Pi

(-r(7 ? + n
T

2(2
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The first term in the expression is for the parallel polarization and the second term is
the perpendicular polarization. The term,//, is defined:

One im portant

case to investigate is the intensity per unit frequency per unit angle evaluated at zero
angle. FYom this a simple form for the intensity per unit frequency can be found and
studied at different regions to obtain an idea of how the spectrum looks. The exact
spectrum can be found from the following integral:

t—
dHIl
— = 2a/3—
7 — /
K5/s{x)dx
2 V 6 —7
aw
C Wr J2
i2u}lu)c
ujIu)c

(166)

The spectrum produced can be seen in the following graph. The most im portant
feature that can be seen from this graph is the vast extent of the frequencies that are
em itted from the synchrotron radiation. This is im portant to explain the frequency
spectrum th at is observed from neutron stars.
The synchrotron radiation spectrum depends on several components which are
directly controlled by the electromagnetic field. The first of these is the produc
tion of secondary electrons to produce synchrotron radiation. We have shown in the
previous two sections that the curvature radiation photons are energetic enough to
produce electron-positron pairs via the pair production process. The velocity with
which these particles are created is a function of the initial curvature radiation pho
ton. The other factor is the injection angle away from the magnetic field which will
play a large role in calculating the two different polarizations of the synchrotron ra
diation. The last of the factors is still the curvature of the magnetic field. Since the
synchrotron radiation occurs farther from the neutron star, the curvature of the field
will be more pronounced and the critical frequency in the synchrotron intensity will
vary.
We present several results using for synchrotron radiation comparing the intensity
per unit frequency per steradian. Figures 39 and 40 are plots of the intensity per
unit frequency per steradian for a small angle {6 = .0 1 ) for the radius of curvature
from the dipole field and the dipole-quadrapole field. It is clear th at for the small
angle between the charged particle and the magnetic field line the magnetic dipole
field produces a higher intensity by an order of magnitude over the dipole-quadrapole
field. Figures 41 and 42 are plots of the intensity per unit frequency per steradian
for an angle {9 ^ . 1 ) for the radius of curvature from the dipole field and the dipolequadrapole field. It is apparent from these two figures th at the intensity is nearly
equal for this angular configuration. These differences are easily explained. For the
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smaller angle case, any electrons that may travel in toward the neutron star surface
may undergo synchrotron radiation and very near the neutron star surface the mag
netic field is predominantly a dipole field. However, the curvature radiation photons
that undergo pair production will generate electron-positron pairs whose angular
configuration will not resemble the smaller angle case. We have shown however that
their radiation intensity is nearly equivalent to electrons whose angular separation
from the magnetic field line is small.
V .5

D IS C U S S IO N OF R ESU LTS

In conclusion, our goal was to show that the electromagnetic field generated from
the magnetized interior would contribute to describing observed pulsar radiation.
We started by examining the curvature radiation process. Here we showed th at by
including the quadrupole term in the magnetic field the radius of curvature was de
creased by an order of magnitude. This reduction in the radius of curvature was
directly seen in increasing the critical curvature radiation frequency by an order of
magnitude. This increases the photon energy by an order of magnitude and allows
the pair production process because the maximum curvature radiation photon en
ergy was calculated to be 10^^eV. It was also important to examine the number of
high energy photons being generated. By examining the intensity per unit frequency,
we discovered an increase by three orders of magnitude with our dipole-quadrupole
magnetic field compared to the dipole magnetic field alone. With sufficient photon
density and energy, we examined the synchrotron radiation process for the secondary
electrons em itted from the pair production. Here we discovered th at the intensity
per unit frequency per steradian for the dipole-quadrupole field was equivalent to the
dipole field for an angular configuration of less than a radian between the charged par
ticle and the magnetic field line. It would appear that these higher energy electrons
from the curvature radiation photons may still produce the wide frequency range as
from a magnetic dipole field. We, therefore, have shown th at the dipole-quadrupole
field definitely contributes in producing higher energy curvature radiation photons
which may explain the gamma-ray and x-ray components of pulsar spectra. It also
has been shown th at these photons can undergo pair production and generate other
radiation from processes such as synchrotron radiation. These calculations also seem
to validate the polar gap theory of pulsars since all calculations were made near the
pulsar surface.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
The major focus of this dissertation has been the investigation of neutron mag
netization as an explanation of neutron star magnetic field generation. In this in
vestigation, we explored both analytical and numerical solutions through the use
of statistical mechanics, the Fermi-Dirac distribution, and nucleon-nucleon interac
tion potentials. This work then led into exploring the neutron star electromagnetic
field created from this magnetized celestial interior. From there, as a natural exten
sion was the question of effects of this electromagnetic field on high-energy radiation
mechanisms.
In the analytical approach to this problem, we made use of infinite expansions of
the Fermi-Dirac integral to solve the magnetization as a function of density in the
non-relativistic and ultra-relativistic dispersion relation regimes. In each dispersion
relation, we solved the problem in two tem perature limits: T = 0 and T —^ 0. Before
solving the magnetization as a function of density it was necessary to solve the den
sity as a function of tem perature to determine whether areas of magnetized neutron
m atter were possible. This phase relation was solved in the limit that the magnetiza
tion goes to zero, which produced a curve dividing the two areas of magnetized and
non-magnetized m atter. In the non-relativistic regime, this phase diagram showed
that there was a critical density for magnetization to occur. This critical density
was found to be on the order of

at T = 0. The curve describing the sep

aration between magnetized and non-magnetized states of m atter became linear at
large densities for the non-relativistic dispersion relations. Solving the magnetization
as a function of density in the low tem perature limit showed th at below a certain
density (n= 1 0 ^^cm “^) there was no magnetization. This magnetization increased
with density at low temperatures. The magnetization predicted at the critical den
sity is on the order of magnitude of lO^^G. This number density and magnetization
are reasonable for neutron stars according to Table 1. The phase transition point
momentum space is given by kpc = .6 6 . This value is in agreement with previous
work done by Brownell and Callaway [35] and Rice[37j.
The analytical solutions in the ultra-relativistic regime produce an interesting
result. The ultra-relativistic regime is considered the other limiting case to the nonrelativistic and acts as an upper bound on the solution. Again, the magnetization
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was solved as a function of density making use of the Fermi-Dirac expansions shown
in Appendix C. The density-ternperature phase diagram in the ultra-relativistic dis
persion regime exhibited a limited region for magnetized m atter. There again was a
critical density: however, it was now on the order of magnitude of

10^

^

In the

T = 0 limit, the magnetization as a function of density was negative for all densities.
The magnetization increased linearly with density beyond a density of 5 x 10^^
The magnetization at this density was calculated to be 10^'^G'. In the low tem per
ature limit, the magnetization was positive and increasing linearly with increasing
density. The magnetization predicted in this tem perature limit was 5 x lO^^G. All of
these results are again consistent with the number density and magnetic field values
in Table I. In momentum space, the transition point for the magnetization was de
termined to be kpc

1.14 which is consistent with the rigorous relativistic solution

of Silverstein[36].
Our work,through the numerical integration of the Fermi-Dirac distribution func
tion using neutron-neutron interactions, found that a magnetization of roughly lO^^G
is possible. The density and tem perature required for this phase transition in the
ultra-relativistic dispersion regime is roughly 2.5x 10^®cm“^ and 4x 10*K. This num
ber density is roughly 5 times nuclear densities known. This value for the neutron
star interior density and tem perature is consistent with most neutron star mod
els. Converting this number density to Fermi momentum £is defined in Chapter 3
produces 4 .4 /m “ F This value is consistent with other models that have predicted
neutron magnetization using other methods of calculation.[40][51]. Another verifi
cation of our work comes from the magnetic moment. The idea of calculating the
pulsar magnetic moment has just been recently published in an application of de
scribing millisecond period pulsars. [52]. Applying the same idea to our work which
focuses on second period pulsars, we arrive at magnetic moments in the range of
1 q 3o

_

_

^ ,^ 3

Comparing these order of magnitude calculations to those

calculated for pulsars in Chapter

1,

our calculations are in good agreement with

J0729-1448, J1002-5559, J 1305-6203, and J 1632-4818. These pulsars all have mag
netic fields at or above lO^^C and their rotational periods are on the order of
with a rate of rotational period change on the order of magnitude

1 0 “ ^^

1 0 ~*s

— 1 0 “ *'’ .

All of this information taken together solidifies our argument that neutron magne
tization can possibly explain the observed pulsar magnetic field values. Two other
points are im portant to mention. First, this method of explaining the magnetic field
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generation exceeds the flux conservation method because it is based on physical pa
rameters inherent to neutron stars and doesn’t require any assumptions of quantities
approaching infinity such as electrical conductivity. Second, none of our calculations
predict magnetization at stable nuclear densities which is known not to occur.
From here we attem pted to describe the pulsar external electromagnetic field
using the assumption th at the interior is magnetized. Our model assumes the mag
netization and rotation axes are misaligned.

From this assumption, the derived

magnetic field is quite complicated compared to the simple magnetic dipole model
assumed to be true for most pulsar models. We make note th at our model reduces
to the simple magnetic dipole of most models when the magnetization and rotation
axes are aligned and reduces to the quadrapole for the orthogonal configuration for
the magnetization and rotation axes seen in other models.
This calculation was done in order to begin understanding pulsar radiation mech
anisms and predicting the high energy emission observed. We investigated curvature
radiation, pair production, and synchrotron radiation. These radiation mechanisms
were selected because we are interested in high energy mechanisms and these are
classically associated with high energy. They are also some of the most common
mechanisms used to calculate pulsar spectra. Our major discovery here is that the
use of our electromagnetic field has an immediate effect on the curvature radiation
spectrum produced by electrons emitted from the pulsar surface. This is due to the
increased curvature from the higher terms beyond the magnetic dipole. This increase
in curvature increases the energy of the photon emitted from this radiation mecha
nism. These higher energy photons will now undergo the pair production mechanism
which will produce secondary electrons with higher kinetic energy to be incorporated
into the synchrotron radiation mechanism. Clearly, our magnetic field model has
immediate impact on pulsar spectra and can be used to describe spectra.
Oiir goal was to show that the electromagnetic field generated from the mag
netized interior would contribute to describing observed pulsar radiation. Here we
showed th at by including the quadrapole term in the magnetic field the radius of
curvature was decreased by an order of magnitude. This reduction in the radius of
curvature was directly seen in increasing the critical curvature radiation frequency by
an order of magnitude. This increases the photon energy by an order of magnitude
and allows the pair production process because the maximum curvature radiation
photon energy was calculated to be lO^^eV. It was also im portant to examine the
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number of high energy photons being generated. By examining the intensity per
unit frequency, we discovered an increase by three orders of magnitude with our
dipole-quadrapole magnetic field compared to the dipole magnetic field alone. With
sufficient photon density and energy, we examined the synchrotron radiation process
for the secondary electrons emitted from the pair production. Here we discovered
th at the intensity per unit frequency per steradian for the dipole-quadrapole field
was equivalent to the dipole field for an angular configuration of less than a radian
between the charged particle and the magnetic field line. It would appear that these
higher energy electrons from the curvature radiation photons may still produce the
wide frequency range as from a magnetic dipole field. We, therefore, have shown that
the dipole-quadrapole field definitely contributes in producing higher energy curva
ture radiation photons which may explain the gamma-ray and x-ray components of
pulsar spectra, ft also has been shown that these photons can undergo pair pro
duction and generate other radiation from processes such as synchrotron radiation.
These calculations also seem to validate the polar gap theory of pulsars since all
calculations were made near the pulsar surface.
This work can be easily extended to further studying the pulsar magnetosphere.
One of the most interesting mechanisms not mentioned here is the possibility of
positronium formation. Bethe predicted the lifetime of positronium to be quite short
with no magnetic field present. However, he also predicted th at in the presence of a
magnetic field the lifetime of positronium is extended. It would be very interesting to
see how the formation of positronium affects the magnetosphere. Another interesting
area of research is further studying internal processes related to the magnetization
such as pulsar glitches being described by a magnetization orientation reversal.
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APPEN D IX A
STATISTICAL MECHANICS OVERVIEW
A .l
A . 1.1

D E N S IT Y M A T R IX T H E O R Y
Introd u ction

Classical statistical mechanics uses phase space trajectories (7^,]^) when calcu
lating properties of a certain system. Quantum mechanics prohibits the simultaneous
knowledge of a particle’s position and momentum. Therefore, the concept of prob
ability is introduced in any quantum mechanical calculation.

This probability is

embedded in the wave function, ^^(7^,^), which describes the particles’s spatial dis
tribution. The particle’s spatial distribution is found by solving the time-depen dent
Schrodinger equation:
i h - ^ = //'k
(167)
dt
^
’
If an isolated system is considered where the energy remains constant, the wave
function may be separated into purely spatial and temporal functions as follows:
^

—xEt

(168)

Substituting this wave function form into the Schrodinger equation defined in Equa
tion 167, the time-independent Schrodinger equation is derived whose solution is the
spatial distribution function for the particle in the system described by the Hamil
tonian:
Hip ^ Ei;

(169)

The energy, E, and the wave function, ip, are eigenvalues and eigenvectors respec
tively of the Hamiltonian.
Since exact energy values for the macroscopic system cannot be obtained, aver
age energy values must be used to determine properties of the macroscopic system.
Therefore, energy values can only be determined to within a certain accuracy be
tween E and E+A E. In order to determine the energy of a system, one must average
over all possible states whose wave function has an energy that lies in the region
defined above. This mere statem ent of how to calculate the energy defines the dif
ference between a simple quantum average and a quantum statistical average. The
quantum average simply requires the expectation value of the observable acting on
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the wave function. Whereas, the quantum statistical average requires an additional
probability to be included, which is the probability of finding the system in a certain
microstate whose energy lies in the desired region. This produces the concept of a
density function for the microstates and is the building block behind the concept of
density matrices for quantum statistical mechanics.
To better understand the density matrix, it is im portant to review a few con
cepts of quantum mechanics.

The concept of an observable and how to make a

measurement will be shown here. An observable in quantum mechanics is any mea
surable quantity. Observables have operators and basis wave functions associated
with them. It is possible to use a different set of wave functions when measuring an
observable other than its basis set. The only requirement is that the basis chosen
can be expanded in terms of the observables basis. For simplicity, assume the fol
lowing observable. A, has operator, A and basis wave functions, 0a, associated with
it. When the operator acts on its basis wave function, the following occurs:
A0a = a(pA

(170)

Therefore it is clear th at the operator returns the basis wave function multi
plied an eigenvalue, a. To calculate the expectation value of observable A using the
Hamiltonian wave functions from Equation 169, the wave functions would first be
expanded in terms of 0a- This introduces the idea that there is only a certain proba
bility of measuring an eigenvalue with the Hamiltonian wave functions. To calculate
the average value of operator A in the Hamiltonian basis, the expectation value is
calculated:
(A) =

(171)

The wave function used in this calculation is slightly different than the one used
in equation 2. The superscript i is used to designate a particular microstate of the
macroscopic system whose energy lies with the region of energy defined. Using this
concept, clearly the quantum statistical average which takes into account microstate
probability will be different from the expectation value and this is seen below:
= E

a

(’1'e I-4|'I'£)

(172)

i

The term,

is the probability of finding the system in a certain microstate. The

case defined in equation

6

is special because it assumes only diagonal terms. It can
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be made more general for off-diagonal terms.
=

(173)
i

Now it is clear to see that the term, pik, has the form of a matrix.

It is also a

matrix defining the probability of certain microstates being measured. This term is
defined as the density matrix. It will be im portant to understand how to calculate
the density matrix and why it is im portant. A simple exercise in dirac notation will
clarify the density m atrix definition.
First expand the Hamiltonian wave functions in the operator A basis as follows:
I'I'’e > = E 4 1 «

( 174)

k

(175)
k'
Substituting equations (8 ) and (9) into (7) produces:
( ^ ) q .s .

{4>k'\M<t>k)

= 51
kk* \ i

(176)

/

Looking at the term in parentheses in equation (10), it can easily be identified as a
matrix:
Pkk' = ^ P ^ ( A k K 'y

(177)

Therefore the density matrix is related to the probability of finding the Hamilto
nian microstate wave function in the operator A wave function basis. Expanding on
the matrix concept and the definition of matrices in dirac quantum mechanics, the
density m atrix can be defined as follows:
Pkk' -= (</>fe|p|0fe')

(178)

Substituting this density matrix definition into equation (10) produces the following:
(A)q.s.

'Y^{(f)k\p\4>k'){4>k'\A\4>k)
kk'

Applying the completeness theorem, Yli

(179)

to equation (13) produces the fol

lowing general result for the quantum statistical average for observables:
( ^ ) q .s .

'^{<t>k\f>M4>k)
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Therefore the quantum statistical average of an observable involves the summation
of the diagonal elements of the density m atrix times the observable’s matrix. This is
called the trace of a m atrix in linear algebra and typically written as Tr{pA).
This quantum mechanical approach to solving for the statistical average is very
similar to the classical mechanical approach using the phase space density functions.
The major differences involve the use of wave functions that span the operator space
and summing over all terms as opposed to integrating over all phase space in the clas
sical approach. The density matrix has been defined and application to calculating
quantum statistical averages has been demonstrated. There are several properties of
the density matrix th at are im portant and these will be discussed in the following
section.
A. 1.2

P rop erties

There are two very im portant properties of the density matrix th at are helpful
when using this approach to calculate physical properties a system: hermitian and
completeness. An operator th at is defined to be hermitian must be equal to the
complex conjugate transpose of the operator. If an operator is hermitian it must also
only have realeigenvalues. This is im portant because bydefinition the density

matrix

speaks of the probability offinding a system in certain microstates.Probabilities
must be real and between 0 and 1. Let’s prove th at the density m atrix is hermitian.
Using the definition of the density matrix as follows:
Pkk'=

(181)

Now performing the complex conjugate transpose:
Pkk> “

(^^2 Pi^ki^k')*^

=

~

Pk'k

(182)

The property of completeness refers to the fact that the density matrix spans the
complete space describing the system. iMathematically this is stated as the following:
T rip) = 1
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Y .p k k

^
=

=
A. 2
A .2.1

i
E

k
a

=1

(184)

G R A N D C A N O N IC A L E N SE M B L E
C anonical E nsem ble D efinition

The classical phase-space densities are analogous to the quantum density op
erators. The major difference lies in how the Hamiltonian is solved in the classical
versus the quantum case. In classical statistical mechanics, the Hamiltonian is solved
in phase-space and the momentum and position of every particle isknown. In quan
tum statistical mechanics, the Hamiltonian is solved

in Hilbertspace and it is the

wave function of the particle th at gives the phase-space distribution of the particles.
Therefore, in quantum statistical mechanics there is only a certain probability of
measuring a particle’s position and momentum. These are limited by the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle:
AxAp > h

(185)

The connection between the classical phase-space and the quantum density op
erator is the Hamiltonian and its ability to be written as an operator in quantum
mechanics. The Hamiltonian is used in classical statistical mechanics to solve for the
canonical phase-space density:
^

exp(-/3£;„)
E „ ex p (-/3 E „)

^

^

Using the energy basis to describe the quantum density operator is useful because the
matrix is automatically diagonal by the rules of quantum mechanics and orthonormal
states. Applying the concepts used in density matrices and the canonical phase-space
density, the quantum density operator is written:

exp{-f5H)

P= —
^
7V (exp(-/3//))

187)

Remembering Equation (17) from the density matrices properties, let us examine the
denominator of equation (2 0 ).
Using the expansion:
exp(-/3ff) = E
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Using the expansion above to calculate the trace as follows;
Tr{exp{-(3H))

= Y.i^ri\exp{-(3H)\4)n)

n

where

k

k\
n k
E E “- .s i
n k
^ e x p ( -/3 £ ;„ )

(189)

If Equation 21 is to be used as the probability for finding a system in a certain
energy state, the summation of probabilities must equal 1. Therefore in summing
over all possible energy states, the numerator of Equation 22 will simply become a
summation over n energy levels. In evaluating the denominator, it is clear th at the
numerator and denominator are equal and the summation of probabilities equals

1.

Therefore, the density operator defined in Equation 21 satisfies the requirements for
being a properly normalized probability distribution.
A .2.2

G rand C anonical E nsem ble D efin ition

It is easily seen from the above result that Tr{p) = 1 as the sum is carried over
all states. The canonical ensemble density operator described in equation 21 is useful
in systems where the particle number is conserved. However, in systems where the
particle number may vary the grand canonical ensemble density operator is more
useful [73].

Tr{exp{—(3{H — pN)))
p

=

chemical potential

N

=

number operator

The denominator of the density operators defined above is also typically the par
tition function. In the above case it is called the grand canonical partition function.
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The partition function in general is related to the normalization of the probabilities
of measuring physical quantities and specifically the case represented is the energy
of the system. Most physical quantities are calculated from the partition function
defined here as follows [73]:
Zgc = T r(e x p (-/? (// - i^N)))

(191)

The grand canonical potential function is defined in quantum statistical mechanics
as follows [73]:
^ = U -TS-f,N = -^ H Z

gc )

(192)

The Hamiltonian for a quantum system defines the allowed energy values and
wave functions. The energy values and the associated wave functions completely
describe the physical system so any other physical quantity can be deduced from
this basis set. The partition function is used to calculate most physical properties
in statistical mechanics and it is therefore easy to see why the canonical and grand
canonical partition function are defined as above. Employing the definition of trace
as seen in section 2.2.2, the normalized partition function becomes[73]:
1

Zgc

=

s,A
{ k i .. . k n \ e x p { - f 3 d ) \ k i ..

^

(193)

k i...k n

o

H canonical
H — fj:N grand canonical

The above expression is very familiar except for the added indices of S and A
to the wave functions. These two letters stand for symmetric and anti-symmetric
respectively. The wave function used in the above expression is for many particles
namely n particles. Quantum mechanics dictates how the wave functions for many
particle quantum systems can be described. A wave function is called symmetric if
any two of the quantum numbers can be switched and the wave function remains un
changed. If, however, upon interchange of quantum numbers, there is a change in the
sign of the amplitude function. We are interested in studying one of the two types of
particles: bosons (symmetric under interchange) and fermions (anti-symmetric under
interchange). A particle is defined to be either a boson or fermion by its internal spin
state which may be integer (boson) or half-integer (fermion). Examples of integer
spin state particles are photons, W and Z bosons. Bosons are typically responsible for
the interaction between particles. Photons for example describe how electrons and
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protons interact. Examples of fermions are electrons, protons and most im portantly
neutrons. Fermions compose most of the m atter known in the universe and are the
fundamental building blocks of atoms.
The idea of particles being symmetric or anti-symmetric also affects how they are
allowed to fill quantum levels in a physical system. Bosons, due to their symmetric
nature, are allowed to fill each quantum level with an infinite number of particles.
Fermions, however, are limited to either zero or one particle per quantum level. This
is known in quantum mechanics as the Pauli Exclusion principle. This principle will
become very im portant to our research shortly.
Another division of particles occurs in statistical mechanics. Particles are either
distinguishable or indistinguishable. Both fermions and bosons are indistinguishable
particles. In other words one electron looks and behaves like every other electron.
All classical particles are distinguishable. This separation also divides the quantum
regime from the classical. Classical statistical mechanics describes how distinguish
able particles behave with the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Quantum statistical
mechanics describes how indistinguishable particles behave using either the FermiDirac or Bose-Einstein distribution for fermions and bosons respectively. Because
our focus is neutron stars, we are primarily interested in Fermi-Dirac statistics and
how to calculate neutron star properties using the Fermi-Dirac distribution.
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A PPEN D IX B
AKHIEZER NON-RELATIVISTIC SOLUTION
Starting with Equations (39) and (40), the spontaneous magnetization phase tran 
sition is found by first eliminating the tem perature dependence between the two
functions and then obtaining the magnetization as a function of density. The density
will be solved as a function of tem perature which help define the regions of mag
netization and no magnetization. Just looking at the equations mentioned above,
it is clear that they are cumbersome algebraically to manage. Akhiezer performed
a change of variables which proved to be quite useful. The transformations are as
follows:
X

dn'^mnC^
9'K'^mnC^
(194)

9?r^
Sa^u^T
97T'‘m„c^
fi

where a = — and A„
he
After transforming

rrinC

the equations for number and magnetization density using the

changeof variables defined above, the equations can be written as follows:

The variable

^

(195)

p = T ^ /" l^ (z + )+ ^ (z _ )]

(196)

is defined as

The factor

is due to the transformation of

the energy in the exponential term by the following ^ =

e/ t .

The last term in the

equations above to define is the function -0 (z).

2 Jo

+ 1I
exp((^ — z) +

This function is clearly a form of the FTrmi-Dirac integral defined in Chapter 3 with
n = l/2 .
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Td begin solving these two equations we must first solve for the densitytem perature relation which will also us to calculate the magnetization as a function
of density only. The method for solving these two equations in Akhiezer is quite
unclear but we will attem pt to explain many of the steps used in solving this system
of equations. Clearly from the equations defined above one solution is the trivial
solution, x=0. This however is not the solution we wish to find. We seek the solution
to the case x ^ 0.
Starting with the equation for x given above:
a; =
A
dx

X

A/2 r

^+) -

1 =:

dz+ d
d x 8 za

3 /2

1

1

=

=

lim
X—>0

dz_ d
'ip{z-)]
dx dzdz^^~
±1
dx
d'ip{z+) ^ d7p{z-)
dz
dz_
d^j{z+) ^ dij{z-)
dz
dz 1

-

2diz
dz
1
4(V/(.~))2

1/2

(198)

Reducing the number density equation to a function of z only is as follows:
p = r^/^[V'(2:+) + iz{z-)\

Tpiz)

(199)

To find the density-tem perature functional relationship, the function, ^piz), will be
expanded in the asymptotic limits derived in Chapter 3 for the fermi-Dirac integral.
These two limits will give us the density as a function for low tem peratures as
and for high tem peratures as z ^
Case I:

0.

^ 0
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Using the expansion from Chapter 3:

Simplifying this equation and determining the derivative:
= ^ ^ (e x p (^ ) -

± ...)

(2 0 1 )

= ^ ( e x p (.~ ) -

± ...)

(2 0 2 )
(203)

Akheizer only makes use of the first term in each series listed above. We will repro
duce his result to compare to our result which will also consider the second term.
The two equations above will be used to approximate the tem perature and density
as functions of z which then be used to solve the density-temperature relationship as
seen below:
4
P=
4
(204)
Case 11:^ —>• oc
Using the expansion from Chapter 3:
2

77r^

i,(z) =
V>'(-) = \z'l'^ ^ ^ ^ 2
16

(205)
“ ■■■

256

(206)
^ ^
(207)

These are replaced in the equations for density and temperature:
2

/.

7r^ _ 2 ^

I‘ t?
p - 2/27 + —

(208)

Therefore the non-relativistic density-temperature relation using the least number of
terms from the expansions produces:
T

^ +

T

T-

OC

.0
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This is plotted in Figure 5. The area above the curve is defined as the region of x 7 ^ 0
and below is x = 0. In Figure 5 only the low tem perature dependence is plotted be
cause it contains the most im portant information. Clearly from the Figure there is a
critical density th at the neutron star must exceed in the non-relativistic limit to have
a non-zero magnetization density. This critical density is Pc =
into the cgs system, the number density required is

Transforming this
This value is incon

sistent with most neutron star theory. However, in the introduction of Akhiezer’s
paper he quotes values th at are two orders of magnitude lower for both the mass and
number density of the neutron star. This was one of the glaring errors that sparked
the interest in this approach and the further work in different dispersion relations.
The magnetization as a function of density is solved in the same manner as the
density as a function of tem perature. The asymptotic expansions of the Fermi-Dirac
integrals from Chapter 3 will be used to expand the two equations into polynomials.
However, now the terms Z-^ and

are left as they were defined earlier. However there

will be only one tem perature regime considered, T ^ 0. Before solving the sponta
neous magnetization phase transition, there is the slight problem of eliminating the
term /3 between the two equations for the magnetization and number density. But
also there is the question of the value for this term, /3 > 0, < 0, or = 0. Remember the
term is related to both the system’s chemical potential and the repulsive interaction
term from the neutron-neutron interaction potential; however, the term is defined as
a difference between these two values. If /3 >
degenerate and if

0

then the system is considered to be

< 0 then the system is considered to be non-degenerate. The null

case implies a partial degeneracy for the system. Degeneracy for a fermionic system
describes the energy required to add more particles to the system and the chemical
potential is in essence the resistance to adding more particles. Since in the case of a
neutron star, there are roughly

1 0 ^^

particles, the star can easily be considered not

just degenerate but extremely degenerate. These values are all based on accepted
values for neutron star radius and density.
Case: T

0
x = {(3 + xf!'^ p = (/? +

(209)
)

(2 1 0 )

Here only the first term inthe series approximation has been used. The (3 term can be
eliminated in these two formulas and one equation relating density and magnetization
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can be derived:
2

£ _

3 / 2 .,.

( ((P + ■c)/2)*/^ - 2a:

j

(2 U )

Again assuming the term side the function above ispositive allowsthe expansions
for the tem perature approaching zero to be used and

give the following:

=

(2 1 2 )

Using the binomial expansion to help solve this equation for x as a function of density
produces:
x= ^{p-Pcy/^

(213)

The expression inside the function defined above is only positive for densities less
than 1/8. When the density exceeds this value, the term inside the function is neg
ative. W ith the low tem perature limit still in use, the degeneracy param eter is now
in the limiting value of negative infinity which is the equal to the high tem pera
ture limit basically. Using the equation above with the P term eliminated and the
high tem perature expansion produces the following relation between the density and
magnetization:
=

exp

+

(214)

Now still applying the limit of tem perature going to zero, the magnetization is ba
sically a linear relationship to the density and the magnetization is expressed as
follows:
X = p

—

exp ^—^(2p —

(215)

Looking at Figure 5, it is clear th at the magnetization is zero for densities less than
the critical density defined above. The magnetization increases linearly with density
at the phase transition point defined by the intersection of the two functions shown
in Figure 5. This occurs at a normalized density of 1/8 which is also the value of the
normalized magnetization. This value translates to a magnetization of lO^^G. This
value is slightly large compared to many theoretical and observational results. This
is the main reason for the theoretical work presented in the following sections of this
chapter. 1 will extend the work of Akhiezer not only in the non-relativistic regime
but also to the ultra-relativistic and rigorous relativistic dispersion regimes.

1

will

also present a numerical approach to solving the magnetization because the actual
physical parameters describing the system are not the theoretical limiting approx
imations. These numerical results make use of the numerical Fermi-Dirac integral
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results from Chapter 2.
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A PPEN D IX C
FERMI-DIRAC INTEGRALS
The three major distributions used in statistical mechanics are MaxwellBoltzmann, Bose-Einstein, and Fermi-Dirac. Each of these has its application to
a certain physical system. Typically the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is applied
to classical systems whereas the Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein distributions are ap
plied to quantum systems. It should however be noted th at both the Fermi-Dirac
and Bose-Einstein distributions will reproduce the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
solution in the limiting case.
There are many physical systems in which each of these distributions can be
applied. One component of our research involves the magnetization density of the
neutron star interior. Due to the neutron being a fermion, the Fermi-Dirac distribu
tion will be applied. This distribution will be used to calculate the canonical potential
function from which various physical parameters describing the stellar interior can
be derived. Some of these physical parameters include the pressure, entropy, internal
energy, number density, and magnetization density. These parameters will be defined
in terms of the Fermi-Dirac integral.
To determine these physical parameters, the Fermi-Dirac integral must be solved.
Solutions to the Fermi-Dirac integral have existed since the early 1900’s[74]. One of
the most famous applications of its solution was by Chandesekar in his solution of
the white dwarf stellar interior[8 ]. ffis solutions along with many others th at can be
found in many good statistical mechanics texts exist in the infinite series form and
are only due to approximations taken to solve the integral [75]-[82].
In this chapter, we will extend the concepts of Appendix A to derive the FermiDirac distribution and the canonical potential function. We will show how to deter
mine physical param eters from the potential function and express these parameters
in terms of Fermi-Dirac integrals. The remainder of the chapter will be focused on
producing both analytical and numerical solutions to the Fermi-Dirac integral for all
three dispersion relations; non-relativistic, ultra-relativistic, and rigorous relativis
tic. Lastly the analytical solutions derived are for any dispersion relation and the
numerical solutions will be compared to both pre-packaged FORTRAN subroutines
as well as other code. There will also be a short discussion of compilers tested and
the one chosen to solve the Fermi-Dirac integral.
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C .l

F E R M I-D IR A C IN T E G R A L : T H E O R E T IC A L SO L U T IO N S

Closed form theoretical solutions to the Fermi-Dirac number density integral are
limited to only one case. This is the case when g{E) =

1.

This case has no physical

meaning but sheds light on the mathematical behavior of solutions to this type
of integral. Substituting this value of g{E) and a = exp( 77) into the Fermi-Dirac
integral, the solution to the integral is found to be:

'

dE
ex-p{E — Tj) + 1
dw

■ J/o
r

-

(216)

- ' l + e x p ( —77) W ( W — 1 )

f°°

dw

. / l + e x p ( —77) W —

=

,

f XU —

r°°
1

. / l + e x p ( —77) XU

1\

In --------------\

W

J

dtv
^

= ln(l +

^

.

exp(r/))

l + e x p ( —77)

The solution is plotted in Fig. 45 as a function of g. It is easily seen th at the
solution is unbounded for large values of g. This solution also shows the dependence
for both large and small values of g which are true for all other solutions. For large
values of g, the exponential term dominates and the solution is best approximated
by the value of g. For other solutions, it will be shown th at for large values of g
a polynomial expansion best approximates the solution. For small positive values
of g, this solution exhibits its exponential behavior. Using the In and exp Taylor
expansions, this behavior is easily seen. These dependencies will be used later in
other solutions.
All other theoretical solutions to the Fermi-Dirac integral are only approxima
tions expressed as infinite series. However, these approximations have been funda
mental in solving many problems involving fermionic systems such as the low tem 
perature heat capacity of electrons in metals. One of the most noted astrophysical
applications is attributed to Chandrasekar. Chandrasekar applied the infinite series
approximate solutions to solve the white dwarf star problem. He derived solutions
for the number density, pressure, and internal energy of the white dwarf star. His
solutions were consistent with observational data. There are many variations on the
solution from using bessel functions to the hypergeometric functions to approximate
integrals and evaluate the integrals by using tabulated values of these functions.
More recent work has been devoted to solving these integrals numerically.
Here we will present two of the most commonly used infinite series expansions in
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Fermi-Dirac Integral (n=0)
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FIG. 45: Zeroth Order Solution to the Fermi-Dirac Integral.
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general terms for use with any dispersion relation. Generally only the cases for the
non-relativistic and ultra-relativistic energy regimes are given because these are the
most commonly used in solving problems. The solutions derived above are the most
general solutions. These expansions can be found in many good statistical mechan
ics texts.[72, 73] These two solutions represent the two limiting cases for physical
systems, T
77

0 and T ^ oo. These two tem perature regimes relate to rj

oc and

—> 0 as stated earlier. These two limits are applied to evaluating the Fermi-Dirac

integral as an infinite series expansion.

C .1.1

Case I:

77

^ 0

We will begin with Case 1 because it is easier and quicker to solve than Case 2. The
first step is to define the quantity a = exp( 77) and x =

The Fermi-Dirac integral

of general order can now be written as follows:
x^^dx
---------Jf70
o a “ *exp(a:) + l

(217)

Multiplying both the num erator and denominator by a e x p { —x) produces the follow
ing:
r°° ax'^ exp(—x)dx
/ ^------- — - 7
Jo l + o;exp(—x)
Since we are in the limit th at rj

0 or T

00,

218

the term a e x p ( —a;) is approaching

0. By defining u = o:exp(—a;), the integral can now be written as the following:
roc i/x^dx

f

Jo

(219)

1 + 7 7

Since the term u is approaching 0, the Taylor expansion of

can be inserted. Sub

stituting the Taylor expansion and transforming back to terms of a and x produces
the following result:
V]

(-l)''a* + ^
—----- / x "ex p (—(fc f l)a:)dx
k\
Jo

(2 2 0 )

The integral is simply the Cam ma function in a disguised form. Substituting the
correct transformation produces the familiar integral with an extra term from the
transformation. Using the Camma function produces the following result for small
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positive and negative degeneracy param eter values and general order of the FermiDirac integral:

L

0

x-dx

^
0

e x p { x — rj) + I

( - l ) ^ r ( n + l)exp((A;+ l)ry)
(/c + l ) " + i

k\

It is clear that is expansion will only work for small positive or negative degeneracy
param eter values due to its exp dependence.

The number of terms required for

convergence is dependent upon the degeneracy param eter value. This expansion has
been applied in solid-state physics to model electron density behavior. Using built-in
subroutines to evaluate the Gamma function, this series will quickly converge in the
proper regime. There are however disadvantages to using this expansion numerically
which will be discussed at the end of this chapter.
C .1.2

C ase II:

^ oc

Again we begin by defining
case of q »

0

a

-= e x p { r j ) before solving the integral for the limiting

or T —>0 .

Case 2 is slightly more difficult because the integral must first be integrated by parts
to obtain the following form of the Fermi-Dirac integral:
f°^ 3;"+^ e x p ( x — q) ,
7
^
n + I Jo (exp(x
—q) + 1 )^

,

1

7/

Using a simple substitution o i t

222)

= x —q and dt = dx, the integral can be transformed

into the following:

^

r (i +or'expW

n+lU,

(exp(() + l )2

'

'

This integral can be solved in this form numerically and will be used later but for
theoretical approaches an integral th at stretches over the entire range —oc <-> oo is
easier to evaluate. Therefore the above integral is rewritten as two integrals:
( f°° {t + 7^)"+^ exp(f)^^
n + 1 \J~oc (exp(f) + 1)2
1

f~v {t -t- ?/)"+* exp(f)
+
y_oo
(exp(f) + 1 )2
)^
7-cc fexofC

/

,224)

For sufficiently large q the second integral is usually approximated as zero. Therefore,
the approximation is completely contained in the evaluation of the first integral.
Using the binomial expansion on the term in the numerator produces the following:
1

n +

1

(n + l)hr-^+ ^ 7 ^^exp ( 0
fc!(n — fc + 1 )! J-ac (exp(f) + 1 )2
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The integrand is an even function and therefore only even values of k will produce a
result. The solutions of the integral are as follows:

j 1 A; = 0
\ 2
k
{

exp(f)
f
J

—c

(exp(A) + l )2

k

-

k

= 2, 4, 6, . .

(226)

The term (^{k) is the Riemann-Zeta function. Using the above result, the general
result for large degeneracy param eter can be written as the following:

f

J/o
o

exp(a; - rj) +

1

n +

1

{n - A: + 1 )!

A simple note on the above solution for large degeneracy param eter is th at this
expression will not work for simply positive values of degeneracy parameter. The
degeneracy param eter must be greater than roughly

10

before this expansion will

converge to the numerical result with a few terms.
It is clear th at the Fermi-Dirac integral can be approximated in two extremes of
degeneracy param eter but it is also clear that for degeneracy param eters between
1

and

10

neither of the two expansions derived will converge quickly. Also with

extremely large degeneracy parameters the polynomial expansion above could intro
duce a numerical overflow depending on the number of terms taken. It is clear that
a method for solving the integral directly through a numerical routine is necessary.
In the following section, the numerical integration of the Fermi-Dirac integral will be
discussed.
C.2

F E R M I-D IR A C IN T E G R A L : N U M E R IC A L SO L U T IO N S

Numerical integration is a subject th at is well-known and has an established set
of methods for solving complex physical problems. Our research involves solving the
neutron star number and magnetization densities defined as functions of the FermiDirac integral. In the previous section, theoretical solutions were derived which will
be used to get a first-order solution. However due to the physical nature of our sys
tem, the two tem perature regime expansions given do not fall into the neutron star
interior description. This leads to finding a purely numerical method to solve the
Fermi-Dirac integral for any tem perature or degeneracy parameter.
Numerical integration applied to the Fermi-Dirac integral is not a new idea; there
fore, a brief history of different techniques employed as well as several references will
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be given. There is a built-in function on the CERN program library to evaluate
the Fermi-Dirac function for any real argument, //, but only order, n = —1,1, or 3.
Remember the order is related to the dispersion relation; therefore, the subroutine
RFERDR can only evaluate the non-relativistic (n=2), ultra-relativistic (n=;l), and
one term from the expansion due to the rigorous relativistic momentum expression.
This function can only return single precision results unless a CDC or Cray computer
is used. The CERN program is based on an approach given by Cody and Thacher[83]
which employs rational Chebyshev approximations. Cody and Thacher make use of
expansions computed by Dingle[ref] and then apply the concept of Chebyshev ap
proximations to interpolate results between different answers. Another technique
involves the use of Gaussian quadratures to solve the integral numerically.
Evaluating the Fermi-Dirac integral numerically can be both easy and compli
cated. The integral poses some challenges with an infinite upper limit and an in
tegrand with potential overflow/underflow difficulties in evaluating the exponential
function. The most difficult component in evaluating the integral is determining the
degeneracy param eter, 77, in the exponential function. Here we are not concerned
with actual values. The calculation of actual degeneracy param eter values will be
discussed in depth in Chapter 4. Here the major concern is being able to evaluate the
integral for any degeneracy parameter. At small values, the integral converges quite
rapidly with many various techniques but as the degeneracy param eter increases the
convergence of certain methods is slower. Hence there are two regimes of interest in
solving the Fermi-Dirac integral numerically and they are the same as the theoretical.

C .2.1

C ase I:

77

^ 0

In the case of small degeneracy parameter, the Fermi-Dirac integral is best eval
uated using the Gaussian quadrature technique. The gaussian quadrature technique
grants the freedom to choose the weighting function and location of abscissas at which
the integrand is evaluated. This means that the integrand is not evaluated at equal
spacing. The number of degrees of freedom is doubled and this technique can pro
duce exact results compared to analytical methods in certain cases. In evaluating the
integral, the gaussian quadrature technique employs the roots of polynomials from
the weighting function to evaluate the integrand. The integral is therefore converted
to a summation where the integrand is evaluated at the abscissas of the weighting
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function polynomial. These polynomials are typically orthogonal polynomials whose
roots are easily found through recursion formulas. The orthogonality means that the
inner product of any two polynomials whose indices are not equal is zero.
Let’s examine the Fermi-Dirac integral:

/

Jo

x^dx
exp(x —T)} f

(228)
1

Looking at the Fermi-Dirac integrand:
exp(x - ry) +

1

It can be rewritten in the following form:
a;” exp(—x)(exp(—7/) +e x p ( —

(230)

The term, a;” exp(—a;), leads directly to Laguerre polynomials when compared to the
generating function for Laguerre polynomials.
L„(a;) = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ |^ ^ (a :" e x p ( -x ) )

(231)

Laguerre polynomials are well defined polynomials whose roots are easily calculated
using the following recursion relation:
(j +

= {2j + a + 1 - x ) L - - [j + a)L^_,

(232)

In our case, a = 0, using the first two Laguerre polynomials from the generating
function and their respective zeroes, finding the roots of the subsequent polynomials
is easier because they are bounded by the prior roots. This method is employed in
the root finding technique used in evaluating the Fermi-Dirac integral through the
Gauss-Laguerre integration.
Using the only closed form solution of the the Fermi-Dirac integral as a check,
the results of the Gauss-Laguerre integration technique applied to the zero order case
of the Fermi-Dirac integral is shown plotted in Appendix G. For small degeneracy
parameter, the Gauss-Laguerre integration of the Fermi-Dirac integral was checked
against the results of Gloutman[8 8 |. The results are presented in Tables VI, VII, and
VIII. Using Gloutm an’s results, the percent difference was calculated as a function
of Laguerre polynomial order. Results for z=0 and z=10 are presented as examples
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of typical errors. It can be seen in the following graphs that rather good accuracy is
achieved even at small Laguerre polynomial order but better accuracy is achieved at
higher order.
The Gauss-Laguerre quadrature technique was only applicable when the de
generacy parameter,

was small [r] < 100). The Gauss-Laguerre quadrature is a

powerful technique for integrating functions whose integrands are complicated and
limits of integration are infinite. They are also easily programmed to run on a desk
top computer. This is one of the major goals of my thesis, to allow evaluation of
Fermi-Dirac integrals quickly, accurately on a desktop computer.

C .2 .2

C ase II: rj —>
■oc

In the large degeneracy param eter case, the exponential nature of the integrand
begins to cause a problem in evaluating the integral. The first step in solving this
problem is the same as th at of the theoretical solution in this case. We transform
the integral with substitution t -= x — q. This seems to complicate the problem by
generating two integrals but it does not. The two integrals are as follows:
f°
(* + >>)" J t + r
L , (exp(() + l) ^ Jo

<' + '>)" dt
(exp(f) + l)

(233)
'
'

Examples of the finite integral behavior as a function of degeneracy param eter
are seen in Figure 46. These functions are quite well-defined which makes them
able to be evaluated using simpler integration techniques. For the finite integral
defined above, the trapezoid, midpoint, and modified exponential midpoint method
were tested. The subroutines used to calculate the finite integrals are all contained in
many different FORTRAN programming texts. All subroutines used were taken from
the Numerical Recipes for FORTRAN 77 text. An example of each subroutine can be
seen Appendix D along with a copy of the overall Fermi-Dirac integration subroutine
which was used in the spontaneous magnetization calculations. Each subroutine from
the Numerical Recipes text had to be modified for the integrand of the Fermi-Dirac
integral. The only other param eter to vary was the number of segments for the
integration. The main goal in testing all three was for speed and accuracy. In Figure
47, it is clear to see th at both the trapezoidal and modified midpoint converge to the
integral result at approximately the same number of segments with the trapezoidal
routine being a little quicker in CPU time which can be seen in Table IX for all three
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Finite Fermi-Dirac (n=1/2) Integrand
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FIG. 46: Finite FDI Integrand (n = l/2 ) for Various Degeneracy Param eter Values

routines. The computer used to evaluate the integrals was a Pentium Celeron 450
MHz processor. The code was written using the Microsoft FORTRAN compiler.
The modified exponential technique which at first looked most attractive due to
the integrand turned out to converge slowly requiring more segments which increased
the CPU time. This is due to the fact that the modified exponential routine employed
a logarithmic substitution to perform the integral.
C .3

E R R O R A N A L Y SIS

In evaluating the Fermi-Dirac integrals, great effort was made to find a simple,
accurate, and efficient method.

This involved testing several different numerical
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routines. It also involved testing several different compilers. Through these tests,
the choice of the Gauss-Laguerre quadrature coupled with the Microsoft FORTRAN
compiler were the best suited for the application.
The compilers tested included the g77 compiler on the Linux machines, FORCE
2.0 a free DOS compiler, Microsoft FORTRAN, and several others. The two com
pilers mentioned above suffer from the same flaw. Neither of these compilers are
true FORTRAN77 compilers. These compilers convert the FORTRAN code to C for
compiling and re-convert to FORTRAN for evaluation. In this process, an inherent
error in the evaluation of certain portions of the Gauss-Laguerre quadrature numeri
cal integration routine are produced. Upon this discovery, the Microsoft FORTRAN
compiler was available and compatible with my desktop computer. Since it is a true
FORTRAN compiler run through DOS, the systematic errors produced by the other
compilers was absent.
The Fermi-Dirac integral code was tested against several standard techniques for
evaluation. Three of these are the RFERDR built-in subroutine, Goano’s asymp
totic approximation, Cloutm an’s results and the asymptotic expansions derived in
the earlier sections of this chapter. A comparison of the Gauss-Laguerre Fermi-Dirac
integration technique to the RFERDR, Cloutman, and asymptotic expansions are
seen in Figures 49-53. Several im portant features need to be discussed. First, the
comparison between the RFERDR and our integration technique (Figure ??) has an
inherent flaw in th at the built-in routine is only single precision while our routine is
double precision. The double precision alternative to this subroutine is only available
on a CRAY or other supercomputer. This is another example of why we were seek
ing another method for evaluating the Fermi-Dirac integral. In Figures 49, 50, and
51, the comparison between our result and Gloutman shows good agreement across
degeneracy parameter. Cloutman however only evaluated the Fermi-Dirac integral
up to degeneracy param eter value equal to 25. We far exceeded this value with the
application to neutron stars. Our typical degeneracy parameter range will vary from
near 0 to over 1000. Figure 53 is representative of the asymptotic expansions used
to approximate the integrals. Notice th at 1000 terms were used to achieve the level
of accuracy achieved in comparison to the RFERDR subroutine. This clearly shows
the limited applicability of the asymptotic expansions. However, it should be noted
that Goano’s use of many different expansions is quite accurate. There are however
limitations to the use this code. It requires that the machine perform to a certain
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level due to the evaluation of the confluent hypergeometric functions to approximate
the solution to the Fermi-Dirac integral. In closing, we have developed an integration
technique based on solid numerical integration procedures that has a wide range of
applicability and is in good agreement or better than some existing techniques.
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Gauss-Laguerre Integration Error for FDi (n=0)
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FIG. 48: Fq{t]) Theoretical Plotted with Error Bars Using Gauss-Laguerre Integra
tion Routine.
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Gauss-Laguerre Integration FDI

Com pared to Cloutman Result
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FIG. 49: Small Laguerre Polynomial Order for z=^0,n=l/2.(Cloutman[88j)
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Gauss-Laguerre Integration FDI

Compared to Cloutman Result
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FIG. 50: Large Laguerre Polynomial Order for z=0,n=l/2(C loutm an[88|)
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Gauss-Laguerre Integrator FDI
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Gauss-Laguerre Integrator vs. RFERDR
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FIG. 52: Percent Error between Gauss-Laguerre Integration Routine and Built-In
RFERDR Function.
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Asymptotic Expansion vs. RFERDR
(p=1000 in summation)
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TABLE VI: Fi{n)

V

Laguerre Polynomial Order

Reference

.50E+01

25
75
125
175
225
275
325

.7837963908065E+01
.1567593996463E+02
•7837976057292E+01
.7837976057295E+01
.7837976057293E+01
.7837976057296E+01
.7837976057293E+01

.7837976657290E+01

.lOE+02

25
75
125
175
225
275
325

.2134749467352E+02
.4269196441190E+02
.2134447147903E+02
.2134447149232E+02
.2134447149235E+02
.2134447149236E+02
.2134447149236E+02

.2134447149240E+02

•15E+02

25
75
125
175
225
275
325

.3896770819578E+02
.779107827321 lE + 02
.3894304579152E+02
.3894304656931E+02
.3894304660245E+02
.3894304660102E+02
.3894304660093E+02

.3894304660090E+02

.20E+02

25
75
125
175
225
275
325

.5982913373674E+02
.1196416863142E+03
.5981278496064E+02
.5981279477332E+02
.5981279531869E+02
.5981279537572E+02
.5981279537070E+02

.5981279537040E+02

.25E+02

25
75
125
175
225
275
325

.8346726237808E+02
. 1669665222947E+03
.8349806683483E+02
.8349805880267E+02
.8349805696362E+02
.8349805741254E+02
.8349805749140E+02

.8349805748400E+02
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TABLE VII: ^ 3 (1;)

Laguerre Polynomial Order

F|(r/)

Reference

■50E+01

25
75
125
175
225
275
325

■2780270886155E+02
■5560515506963E+02
.2780244621578E+02
.2780244621576E+02
.2780244621575E+02
.2780244621575E+02
.2780244621575E+02

.2780244621580E+02

.lOE+02

25
75
125
175
225
275
325

•1342468246167E+03
•2685170048109E+03
•1342701600487E+03
•1342701599623E+03
•1342701599632E+03
.1342701599632E+03
.1342701599632E+03

.1342701599630E+03

.15E+02

25
75
125
175
225
275
325

.3580130962326E+03
.7161254750931E+03
.3581122608681E+03
.3581122480946E+03
.3581122476820E+03
.3581122477068E+03
.3581122477088E+03

.3581122477080E+03

.20E+02

25
75
125
175
225
275
325

.7248407217929E+03
.1451417114942E+04
.7265683978377E+03
.7265682963802E+03
.7265682848388E+03
.7265682838817E+03
.7265682839645E+03

.7265682839650E+03

.25E+02

25
75
125
175
225
275
325

.1267998326123E+04
.2530329912287E+04
.1262332048146E+04
. 1262331198256E+04
.1262331299818Ef04
.1262331288357E+04
. 1262331286784E+04

.1262331286860E+04

n
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TA B L E V III: Fo{n)

Lagirerre Polynomial Order

F,{v)

Reference

.50E+01

25
75
125
175
225
275
325

.1274886743451E+03
.2549782193370E+03
.1274895449133E+03
.1274895449133E+G3
.1274895449133E+03
.1274895449133E+03
.1274895449133E+G3

.1274895449130Ef03

.lOE+02

25
75
125
175
225
275
325

.1G34634938963E+G4
•2G69319G65359E+G4
.1G34684254168E+G4
•1G346842542G3E+G4
.1G34684254181E+G4
.1034684254182E+G4
.1G34684254182E+G4

.1034684254180E+04

.15E+02

25
75
125
175
225
275
325

.397G825198234E+G4
.79453G386G548E+G4
.39744877353G7E+G4
.3974487879G96E+G4
.39744878823G6E+G4
.3974487881974E+G4
.397448788194GE+G4

.3974487881940Ef04

.20E+02

25
75
125
175
225
275
325

.1G61346265G75E+G5
.212G395374821E+G5
. 105906395281 lE + 05
.1059063898419E+05
.1059063916627E+05
.1059063917749E+05
. 105906391765 lE + 05

. 1059063917660E+05

.25E+02

25
75
125
175
225
275
325

.2275493807979E+05
.4559038191047E+05
.2283614467967EE05
.2283618464437E+05
.2283618139216E+05
.2283618161930E+05
.2283618164099E+05

.2283618164200E+05

V
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TABLE IX: CPU Time (sec.) for Finite Integral Subroutines
Number of Segments

Trapezoidal

Midpoint

5
15

.06
.06
.06

20

.2 2

.06
.06
2.74
650

10

Modified Exponential
.1 1
.1 1

2.69
560
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A PPEN D IX D
FERMI-DIRAC INTEGRAL SUBROUTINES
Trapezoidal F O R T R A N 77 Subroutine
SUBROUTINE trapzd(func,a,b,s,n)
INTEGER n
REAL a,b,s,func
EXTERNAL func
INTEGER it,j
REAL del,sum,tnm,x
if (n.eq.l) then
s=0.5*(b-a)*(func(a)+func(b))
else
it= 2 **(n-2 )
tnm = it
del= (b-a)/tnm
x=a+0.5*del
sum = 0 .
do II j= I,it
sum =sum + func (x)
x=x+del
II continue
s=0.5*(s+(b-a)*sum /tnm )
endif
return
END
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M idpoint F O R T R A N ?? Subroutine
SUBROUTINE midpnt(func,a,b,s,n)
INTEGER n
REAL a,b,s,func
EXTERNAL func
INTEGER i t j
REAL ddel,del,sum,tnm,x
if (n.eq.l) then
s=(b-a)*func(0.5*(a+b))
else
it=3**(n-2)
tnm = it
del= (b-a) / (3.*tnm)
ddel=del+del
x=a+0.5*del
sum = 0 .
do II j==I,it
sum =sum +func(x)
x=x+ddel
sum =sum + func (x)
x= x+del
II continue
(s+(b-a) *sum /tnm )/3.
endif
return
END
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M odified E xp on en tial F O R T R A N 77 Program
PROGRAM midexp
INTEGER n
double precision aa,bb,s,funk,eta
EXTERNAL funk
INTEGER it,j
double precision ddel,del,sum,tnm,x,func,a,b
func(x)=funk(dlog(x),eta)/(x**3 fdexp(-eta)*x**2)
read*,n
eta=2.0d03
b=0.5d00
a=dexp(-eta)
print*,a,b
if (n.eq.l) then
s™(b-a)*func(0.5d00*(a+b))
else
it=3**(n-2)
tnm = it
del=(b-a)/(3.0d00*tnm )
ddel=del+del
x=a+0.5d00*del
sum=O.OdOO
do

11

j= l,it

sum =sum + func (x)
x=x+ddel
sum =sum + func (x)
x=x+del
11

continue

s=(s+(b-a)*sum /tnm )/3.0d00
endif
print*,s
END
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APPEN D IX E
SPONTANEOUS MAGNETIZATION CODE
program bfield
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c This program will generate a set of data files containing the c following:
c n = number density (cm“^)
c M = magnetization (Oe)
c a = repulsive n-n interaction distance (fm)
c b = attractive n-n interaction distance (fm)
c u l = repulsive n-n interaction potential (MeV)
c u2 = attractive n-n interaction potential (MeV)
c T = internal tem perature (K)
c ef = fermi energy (MeV)
c
c This program will calculate the magnetization as a function of
c density and tem perature by varying these parameters over 4 orders
c of magnitude and the parameters listed above,
c
c The magnetization vs. density will be calculated in three
c different dispersion regimes:
c
c NR: E

pV2m

c UR: E = cp — mc^
c RR: E = ^{{cp}'^ — {mc^Y) —mc^
c
c The magnetization will be calculated using the Fermi-Dirac integral
c evaluated with a Gauss-Laguerre quadrature method and a midpoint
c exponent method for several cases which are discussed in the thesis,
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c
c INPUT FILE: input.dat
c T = initial tem perature (K) [dp ™ double precision]
c n = initial number density

[dp]
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c num = number of steps in iteration [i = integer]
c a - distance (cm) [dp]
c b = distance (cm) [dp]
c u l = energy (erg) [dp]
c u 2 — energy (erg) [dp]
c
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
double precision n ,t,a,b ,u l,u 2
integer num,index,gii
open(l ,file=’data. d a t’,sta tu s= ’old’)
read( 1,*,end=50)t,n
read (1, *, end=~ 50) num ,gli
read(l,*,end=50)a,b
read(l,*,end=50)ul
read ( 1 ,*,end= 50) u 2
50 close(l)
print*,n
c call nrm agden(t,n,num ,gli,a,b,ul,u 2 )
call urm agden(t,n,num ,gli,a,b,ul,u 2 )
end
c
c Subroutines to calculate the magnetization versus density for the
c different dispersion relations,
c
subroutine nrm agden(tnr,nnr,num l,nm ax,nrrO ,nrrl,nrvO ,nrvl)
double precision tnr,nnr,nrrO,nrrl,nrvO,nrvl,rho
double precision order,mag 0 ,mag,den,mun,kb,h,c,pi,mnc 2 ,denp,denm
double precision etap,etam,ef,beta,denO,rO,rl,integrator,density
double precision magnetic,nup,npl,ndwn,nml
integer num 1 ,nmax,count,step,number
character*25 fname
parameter(mun-=9.662370740d-24,kb=1.38065812d-16,h=1.05457266d-27)
pararneter(c=2.99792458dl0,pi=3.141592653d00)
parameter(mnc2=1.5053507615d-03)
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density=-nnr
rO=nrrO
r l= n r r l
count = 1 0
order=0.5d00
magO=mun*nnr
step = l
read*,number
c print*,nrrO ,nrrl,tnr,nnr,nrvO,nrvl,num l,nm ax
do 125 i= l,4
b e t a - 1 .0 d 0 0 /(kb*tnr)
print*,beta
do

100

j = l ,2

print*,tnr,nrrO,nrrl
read*,fname
open(count,file=fnam e,status=’unknown’)
w rite(count,60)tnr,nrr0,nrrl
60 format(lx,e8.3,2x,e8.3,2x,e8.3)
do 75 k= l,num ber
n n r= n n r/ 2 .0 d 0 0
ef=((h*c)**2/(2.0d00*mnc2))*(6.0d00*pi**2*nnr)**(2.0d00/3.0d00)
etap=beta*((ef-nnr*nrv0*nrr0**3) + (nnr*nrvl*nrrl**3))
etam--beta*((ef-nnr*nrv0*nrr0**3)-(nnr*nrvl*nrrl**3))
c print*,ef,beta,etam ,etap
c if {(etap .It.

0 .0

) .or. (etam .it.

0 .0 ))

then

c stop ’Degeneracy param eter negative end program ’
c end if
c F’or large values of degeneracy parameter, the integral is evaluated
c in two pieces. This is described further in thesis.
if(etap/1000. .gt. .50) then
nup=O.OdOO
call midexpnr(etap,order,nup)
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print*, nup
npl =O.OdOO
call glbigeta(etap,nmax,order,npl)
print*.npl
denp=O.OdOO
denp=nup+npl
print*,denp
else
denp—integrator(etap,nmax,order)
c denp= nps
c print*,denp
end if
if (etam/1000. .gt. .50) then
call midexpnr(etam,order,ndwn)
call glbigeta(etam,nmgix,order,nml)
denm ndwn f nml
else
denm- integrator(etam,nmax,order)
c denm=nms
c print*,denm
end if
den0=(sqrt(2.0d00)/(h*c)**3.0d00)*(mnc2/beta)**1.5d00
print *,denO
den=denO*(denp+denm)
print*,den
rho=rho+den
mag-mun*denO*(denp-denm)
magnetic—mun*denO* (2 .OdOO*denp-den/denO)
print*,den,etam,etap
write(count,65)rho,mag,tnr
65 format(lx,e20.12,2x,e20.12,2x,e8.3)
nnr nnr+rho/1.0d03
step=step f

1
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75 end do
rho=O.OdOO
close(count)
step = l
nnr=density
nrr0=nrr0-2.0d-14
nrrl= n rrl+ 5 .0 d -1 4
count—count + 1
100

end do

tn r—tnr/lO.OdOO
nrrO=rO
n r r l= r l
125 end do
end
c
c Subroutine calculates the spontaneous magnetization for the
c ultra-relativistic regime,
c
subroutine urmagden(tnr,nnr,num l,nm ax,nrrO,nrrl,nrvO,nrvl)
double precision tnr,nnr,nrrO,nrrl,nrvO,nrvl,rho
double precision order,magO,mag,den,mun,kb,h,c,pi,mnc2,denp,denm
double precision etap,etam,ef,beta,denO,rO,r 1 ,integrator,density
double precision magnetic,nup,npl,ndwn,nml
integer num l,nm ax,count,step,num ber
character* 25 fname
param eter (mun =9.662370740d-24,kb=l. 38065812d-16,h=1.05457266d-27)
parameter(c=2.99792458dl0,pi=3.141592653d00)
param eter(m nc2= 1.5053507615d-03)
density=nnr
rO=nrrO
r l —n rrl
count =^10
o rd e r- 2 .0 d 0 0
magO—mun*nnr
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step = l
read*,number
c print*,nrrO,nrrl,tnr,nnr,nrvO,nrvl,numl,nm ax
do 125 i= l,4
beta—1.OdOO/(kb*tnr)
print*,beta
do

100

j —1 ,2

print*,tnr,nrrO,nrrl
read*,fname
open(count,file= fnam e,status=’unknown’)
write(count,60)tnr,nrr0,nrrl
60 format(lx,e8.3,2x,e8.3,2x,eS.3)
do 75 k—1,number
n n r= n n r/ 2 .0 d 0 0
ef=((h*c))*(3.0d00*pi**2*nnr)**(1.0d00/3.0d00)
etap=beta*((ef-nnr*nrvO*nrrO**3) + (nnr*nrvl*nrrl**3))
etam =beta*((ef-nnr*nrv0*nrr0**3)-(nnr*nrvl*nrrl**3))
c print*,ef,beta,etam ,etap
if ((etap .It.

0 .0

) .or. (etam .It.

0 .0 ))

tfien

stop ’Degeneracy param eter negative end program ’
end if
c For large values of degeneracy parameter, the integral is
c evaluated in two pieces. This is described further in thesis.
if(etap/1000. .gt. .50) then
nup^O.OdOO
call midexpnr(etap,order,nup)
print*,nup
npl=O.OdOO
call glbigeta(etap,nmax,order,npl)
print*,npl
denp=O.OdOO
denp=nup+npl
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print *,denp
else
denp=integrator(etap,nm ax,order)
c denp=nps
c print*,denp
end if
if (etam/1000. .gt. .50) then
call midexpnr(etam,order,ndwn)
call glbigeta(etam,nmax,order,nml)
denm =ndw n+nm l
else
denm= integrator (etam,nmax,order)
c denm=nms
c print*,denm
end if
den0=8.0d00*pi*(1.0d00/(h*c*beta))**3.0d00
print*,denO
den—denO*(denp-fdenm)
print*,den
rho=rho+den
mag=^mun*denO*(denp-denm)
magnetic=mun*denO* (2.0d00*denp-den / denO)
print*,den,etam,etap
write(count,65)rho,mag,tnr
65 form at(lx,e20.12,2x,e20.12,2x,e8.3)
n n r- n n r+ rh o /1.0d03
step = step + l
75 end do
rho O.OdOO
close (count)
step—1
nnr =density
nrrO=nrrO-2.Od-14
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n rrl= n rrl +5.0d-14
count= count+ 1
end do

100

tn r = tn r / 1 0 .0 d 0 0
nrrO-rO
n r r l= r l
125 end do
end
cc
c Subroutine to calculate the Fermi-Dirac integral for degeneracy
c parameters less than

1000

c
double precision function integrator(zO,maxO,mO)
integer maxO
dimension xj(maxO),wj(maxO)
double precision xj,wj,f,mO,gammln,alpha,zO
c print*,zO,mO,maxO
alpha=mO
call gaulag(xj,wj,maxO,alpha)
integrator=O.OdOO
do

10

i~=l,maxO

f= ((1. OdOO) / (dexp (-zO)+ dexp (-xj (i))))
integrator=integrator+w j(i)*f
10

enddo

return
end
c
c Subroutine to calculate the Fermi-Dirac integral for degeneracy
c parameters greater than 1000. The integral is transformed using the
c substitution y=x-eta. This produces two integrals.
c Here is the integral from 0-^^ infinity using the Gauss-Laguerre quadrature tech
nique,
c
subroutine glbigeta(zl,m axl,m l,ansl)
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integer m axi
dimension xi(m axl),w i(m axl)
double precision xi,w i,f,ansi,m l,gam m ln,eta,alpha,zl,g
alpha= m l
print*,alp h a,zl,m axi
call gaulag(xi,wi,maxi,alpha)
ansl=^^O.OdOO
do

1 0 1= 1 ,m axi

f = ( 1 .0 d 0 0 + (zl/x i(i)))* * m l
g = ( 1 .0 d 0 0 +dexp(-xi(i)))
ansl= ansl+ w i(i)*(f/g)
10

enddo

print*,ansl
return
end
c
c Here is the integral from -eta

0 using the midpoint exponential method,

c
subroutine midexpnr(z 2 ,m 2 ,ans 2 )
double precision z2 ,m 2 ,ans 2
INTEGER it,j,n
double precision ddel,del,sum,tnm,x,func,a,b
func(x)=((dlog(x)+z 2 )**m 2 )/(x * (x + 1 .0 d 0 0 ))
print*,z 2 ,m 2 ,ans 2
b = 1 .0 d 0 0
a=dexp(-z 2 )
n= 1 0
it=3**(n-2)
tn m = it
del=(b-a)/(3.0d00*tnm )
ddel=del+del
x=af0.5d00*del
sum=O.OdOO
do

11

j= l,it
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sum=sum +func(x)
X—x+ddel
sum=sum+fimc(x)
x=x+del
11

continue

ans2-^ (ans2+ (b-a) *sum /tnm ) / 3.
print*,ans 2
return
END
c
c Gauss-Laguerre quadrature subroutine
c
subroutine gaulag(x,w,n,alf)
integer n, maxit
double precision alf,w(n),x(n),h,gammln
double precision eps
param eter (eps=3.0d-20,maxit=30)
integer i,its,j
real ai,alngam
double precision pl,p2,p3,pp,z,zl
external gammln
print*,n
do 15 i = l,n
if (i .eq.

1)

then

z= (l.+ alf)*(3. + .92*alf)/(l.+2.4*n+1.8*alf)
else if (i .eq.

2)

then

z= z+ (15.+ 6.25*alf)/(l. + .9*alfl2.5*n)
else
ai—i- 2
z = z f ( ( l. I2.55*ai)/(1.9*ai)fl.26*ai*alf/(l. f 3.5*ai))
/ *(z-x(i-2))/(l. + ..3*alf)
endif
c print*,z
do

12

its= l,m ax it
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pl= l.dO
p 2 -- 0 .d0
do

11

j —l,n

p3=p2
p2 = p l
pl= ((2*j-l+ alf-z)*p2-(j-l+ alf)*p3)/j
11

enddo

pp= (n*pl-(n+ alf)*p 2 )/z
zl-=z
z = z l-p l/p p
if(abs(z-zl) de. eps) goto
12
1

1

enddo

x(i)--z

h=dble(n)
w(i)—-dexp(gam m ln(alf+h)-gam m ln(h))/(pp*h*p 2 )
15 enddo
return
end
c
c Natural log of the gamma function
c
double precision FUNCTION gammln(xx)
double precision xx
INTEGER j
DOUBLE PRECISION ser,stp,tmp,x,y,cof( 6 )
SAVE cof,stp
DATA cof,stp/76.18009172947146d0,-86.50532032941677d0,
24.01409824083091d0,-l-231739572450155d0,.1208650973866179d-2,
-,5395239384953d-5,2.5066282746310005d0/
X--XX

y= x
tm p=x+5.5d0
tmp^^(x 4 0.5d0)*dlog(tmp)-tmp
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ser= 1.000000000190015d0
do

11

j = l ,6

y=y+l.dO
ser=ser+cof(j)/y
11

continue

gam m ln=tm p f dlog(stp*ser/x)
return
END
c
c Gamma function
c
SUBROUTINE gammaf(X,GX)
COMPUTES THE GAMMA FUNGTION AT A GIVEN POINT
X - ARGUMENT GREATER THAN l.E-75 AND SMALLER THAN 57.
GX= VALUE OF GAMMA IN X
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z)
DIMENSION G (ll)
IF (X .LE. l.D-75 .OR. X .GE. 57.D0) THEN
WRITE(*,*) ’ARGUMENT OUT OF RANGE IN SUBROUTINE GAMMAF’
RETURN
ENDIF
PI = 3.14159265358979323846D0
EPS - l.D-14
XX = X
GX - 1.01)0
1 IF (DABS(XX-l.DO) .LT. EPS) RETURN
IF (XX .GE. EDO) THEN
XX - XX-EDO
GX = GX*XX
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GOTO

1

ENDIF
IND - 0
IF (XX .LT. .5D0) THEN
IND = 1
GX = GX*PI/DSIN(PI*XX)
XX = l.DO-XX
ENDIF
PR = EDO
S = 0.426401432711220868D0
C (l) = -0.524741987629368444D0
C(2) = 0.116154405493589130D0
C(3) - -0.765978624506602380D-2
C(4) = 0.899719449391378898D-4
C(5) = -0.194536980009534621D-7
C( 6 ) - 0.199382839513630987D-10
C(7)

-0.204209590209541319D-11

C( 8 )

0.863896817907000175D-13

C(9) = 0.152237501608472336D-13
G(10) = -0.82572517527771995D-I4
G (ll) - 0.29973478220522461D-14
DO 2 K -= l,ll
PR = PR*(X X -D FL0A T(K ))/(X X +D FL0A T(K -1))
S - S f C(K)*PR
2 CONTINUE
G - S*DEXP(1.D0-XX)*(XX+4.5D0)**(XX-.5D0)
IF (IND .EQ. 1) THEN
GX = G X/G
ELSE
GX = GX*G
ENDIF
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RETURN
END
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A PPEN D IX F
SPONTANEOUS MAGNETIZATION CALCULATIONS
I n r j J ; = Solve[^ * ( ^ ^ ) === ( ( ^ )
-77-2 * f 2

* r

* (l + ^ ) - 2 * x )

+

X
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I n [ 2 ] := Solvefr^
— ♦ (4—
* +
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* ^ 2 *1.a-v^
^ = = 81
* 1 2 _ ZL.'i
3 )*('^
) ,tjn
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